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BJP working president Jagat
Prakash Nadda on Monday

took over the reins of the party
from Amit Shah and is faced
with several tough electoral and
organisational challenges in
the days ahead.

Nadda’s first task will be to
galvanise the party to take on
Kejriwal-led AAP Government
in the next month’s Delhi
Assembly polls. The AAP is
seen as a clear favourite and
Nadda would require all his
skills to make it an even con-
test. His other challenges are
Assembly elections of Bihar,
West Bengal, Assam, Kerala
and Tamil Nadu, all scheduled
within one year or so. 

The reverses faced by the
party in Jharkhand and loss of
power in a big State, like
Maharashtra, have made
Nadda’s task all the more diffi-
cult. Nadda would be required
to revamp party organisation in
several States and also step up
the BJP’s pro-CAA (Citizenship
Amendment Act) campaign
across the country. 

Enjoying the confidence
of Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and Shah, the new head
of the BJP is largely expected to
continue with the course it took
under Shah with Modi laying
out the broader agenda.

Considered an affable and
accessible politician, Nadda
strikes good rapport with all
top party leaders and is seen as
seasoned organisation man.

Nadda, with parental roots in
Bihar, was associated with the
Akhil Bharatiya Vidyarthi
Parishad (ABVP) from his col-
lege days before joining the
youth wing of the BJP and ris-
ing through its ranks.

Nadda has also served as a
Minister in the BJP
Governments in Himachal

Pradesh, his home State, and at
the Centre. He has also been in
charge of his party’s campaigns
in a number of States, includ-
ing in Uttar Pradesh, during the
2019 Lok Sabha elections. 

Nadda was unanimously
elected as BJP president in
party headquarters here at a
function in the presence of

Shah and all top Central  lead-
ers, Ministers and Chief
Ministers of the BJP-ruled
States. The PM, who later
joined party leaders in felici-
tating Nadda, said he is sure
that the party will scale newer
heights during his presidency.

The PM also praised Shah
for his contribution, describing

him as “an outstanding
karyakarta (worker)” 

“I do not think words can
do justice to the rich contribu-
tion of Shah as the BJP presi-
dent. During his presidency,
the BJP got opportunities to
serve in several parts of India,”
Modi said in a series of tweets.

Continued on Page 4
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ADelhi court Monday con-
victed key accused Brajesh

Thakur and 18 others for sex-
ually assaulting several girls in
a shelter home run by him in
Muzaffarpur, Bihar.

Additional Sessions Judge
Saurabh Kulshreshtha convict-
ed Thakur, who once unsuc-
cessfully contested assembly
polls on Bihar People’s Party
(BPP) ticket, for several
offences including the aggra-
vated penetrative sexual assault
under section 6 of Protection of
Children from Sexual Offences
(POCSO) Act, and offences of
rape and gang rape under the
Indian Penal code (IPC).

In its bulky judgement
running into 1,546 pages, the
court also convicted Thakur for
the offences under sections
120-B (criminal conspiracy),
324 (causing hurt by dangerous
weapons or means), 323 (vol-
untarily causing hurt) and abet-
ment under IPC, section 21
(failure to report commission
of an offence) of the 
POCSO Act  section 75 (cru-
elty to child) of Juvenile 
Justice Act.

Continued on Page 4
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In a respite to over 12,000 has-
sled homebuyers of Unitech

Ltd, the Supreme Court on
Monday allowed the Centre to
take total management control
of the embattled realty firm and
appoint a new board of nomi-
nee directors.

The top court approved the
name of retired Haryana cadre
IAS officer Yudvir Singh Malik
as chairman and managing
director (CMD) of the new
board and directed that the
existing board of directors of
the company would stand
superseded.

It also refused to appoint
Unitech Group founder
Ramesh Chandra, as a member
of the new board saying that it
would not be appropriate at this
stage.

A Bench of Justices DY
Chandrachud and MR Shah
asked the new board to submit
its report in two months on the
resolution framework of the
company.

It also approved the names
of members of the board which
include AK Mittal, ex-CMD of
National Buildings
Construction Corporation

(NBCC); Renu Sud Karnad,
Chairman of HDFC Credila
Finance Service Pvt Ltd; Jitu
Virwani, CMD of Embassy
Group; and Niranjan
Hiranandani, Managing
Director of Mumbai-based
Hiranandani Group.

“The idea of a profession-
al board is to allow them to take
control of the company and
complete the pending projects
in the interest of homebuyers,”
the bench said and indicated
that the court would stop mon-
itoring the Unitech matter once
everything falls in place.

Continued on Page 4
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The Supreme Court on
Monday dismissed the plea

of Pawan Kumar Gupta, a
death row convict in the
Nirbhaya gang rape and mur-
der case, to be declared a juve-
nile at the time of
the commission of
offence. 

A bench com-
prising justices R
Banumathi, Ashok
Bushan and AS
Bopanna said there
was no ground to
interfere with the
Delhi High court
order that rejected
Pawan’s plea. The
trial court had also
rejected Pawan’s
claim of being a
juvenile. 

Advocate AP
Singh, appearing for
Pawan, said as per
his school leaving
certificate he was a
minor at the time of the offence
and none of the courts, includ-
ing trial court and High Court,
ever considered his documents.

But, solicitor general
Tushar Mehta, appearing for
Delhi police, said that his claim
of juvenility was considered at
each and every judicial forum
and it will be a travesty of jus-
tice if the convict is allowed to
raise the claim of juvenility
repeatedly and at this point of

time.
He said the convict was 19

years old at the time of offence
and there is a certified copy of
his birth certificate as well as
school leaving certificate which
was taken on record by each
and every judicial forum.

Pawan had moved the apex
court on Friday. He had also
sought a direction restraining
the authorities from executing
the death penalty, scheduled for
February 1.

A Delhi court on Friday
issued fresh death warrants
for February 1 against the four
— Vinay Sharma (26), Akshay
Kumar Singh (31), Mukesh
Kumar Singh (32) and Pawan
(25) — in the case.
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Climate change hazards
could impact India’s Gross

Domestic Products (GDP) in a
“non-linear” way by 2030, a
McKinsey Global Institute
report has maintained. Extreme
heat wave and humid condi-
tions could potentially cause a
reduction in the GDP between
2.5 and 4.5 per cent, the report
stated as it highlighted the
unrecognised non-linear
aspects of climate change.

The report attributed the
GDP reduction to lethal heat
wave that would drastically
bring down working hours
and lead to decline in labour
productivity by as much as 15
per cent during days by 2030. 

The report further esti-
mated by 2050, both the inten-
sity and exposure to lethal

heat waves, as well as the
impact on outdoor work could
continue to increase in a non-
linear way. 

“The number of people
living in areas with some like-
lihood of experiencing a lethal
heat wave could rise from zero
today to 250 million to 360 mil-
lion by 2030, with a 9 per cent
annual probability of occur-
ring, and to 700 million to 1.2
billion by 2050 with a 14 per
cent annual probability of
occurring (under an RCP
(Representative Concentration
Pathway) 8.5 scenario and not
factoring in air conditioner
penetration). Knock-on
impacts from climate hazards
could affect employment,
incomes, and connected sec-
tors,” the report stated. 

The report warns that soci-
eties and systems most at risk

are close to physical and bio-
logical thresholds. “Once
thresholds are breached,
impacts could be non-linear,” it
stated.

The report estimates that
addressing some of the risk of
lethal heat waves by 2030,
using air conditioning, could
cost up to $110 billion. “India

will need to adapt through
capacity and knowledge build-
ing, investment in adaptive
technology and infrastructure,
and supporting the economy’s

transition away from outdoor
work,” the report stated.

The report finds that all
105 countries examined could
experience an increase in at
least one type of risk to their
stock of human, physical and
natural capital by 2030. The
share of annual outdoor work-
ing hours lost due to extreme
heat and humidity in exposed
regions would double from 10
per cent today to 15 to 20 per
cent by 2050.

According to the India
Meteorological Department
(IMD), July 2019 was the
hottest July ever in recorded
Indian meteorological history
and 65.12 per cent of India’s
population was exposed to
temperatures of over 40 degrees
Celsius between May and June,
2019, the most widespread over
four years. In 2016, 59.32 per

cent of India’s population faced
a heat wave, the number rose to
61.4 per cent in 2017 and fell to
52.94 per cent in 2018. “Global
temperature records were bro-
ken during the summer of
2019, with the July temperature
1.2 degrees C above the pre-
industrial era,” it said.

A study by Indian Institute
of Technology-Gandhinagar
says India will see a four-fold
rise in heat waves if global tem-
perature rise is restricted to 1.5
degrees Celsius by the turn of
this century. “If the world fails
to contain global temperature
rise, India could see an eight-
fold rise in heat waves,” it said.

The Lancet report 2019
has stated 153 billion hours of
labour were lost globally in
2017 due to heat, an increase of
62 billion hours relative to
year 2000. Between 2000 and

2017, the report says, labour
hours lost in agriculture rose
from about 40,000 million
hours in 2000 to about 60,000
million hours in 2017. “Similar
trends, although of smaller
magnitude, affect the industri-
al and service sectors, where
the effect of climatic conditions
is reduced due to less physically
strenuous work condition,” it
states. 

“Overall, India lost nearly
75,000 million hours of labour
in 2017, relative to about 43,000
million hours in 2000, an
increase of over 30,000 million
hours over two decades. For a
developing economy like India,
this represents a substantial
impact on individual, house-
hold and national budgets,
necessitating urgent national
and regional adaptation plans,”
the report said. 
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Soft-spoken, affable and low-
key, the newly elected BJP

president Jagat Prakash Nadda
is a quintessential organisation
man who is expected to con-
solidate the rapid gains the
party has made under his pre-
decessor Amit Shah.

He takes over at a time
when the BJP is witnessing vig-
orous challenge from a united
opposition in assembly elec-
tions amid signs that it needs
to rejig its electoral strategy fol-
lowing a string of losses in state
polls.

If a relatively inexperienced
Shah in 2014 was seen as Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s
hand-picked man to shake up
the saffron organisation by eas-
ing out veterans and infusing
young blood to galvanise party
cadres and fuel its expansion
drive, Nadda is considered a
seasoned hand who will build
on these gains without causing
too many disruptions.

His immediate challenge is
the February 8 Delhi Assembly
polls where the BJP is locked in
a tough fight with Aam Aadmi
Party, followed by year-end
elections in Bihar.

Continued on Page 4
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A23-year-old man was
arrested during a joint

operation by Anti-Terrorists
Squad of UP and Military
Intelligence from Varanasi on
Sunday for allegedly passing on
sensitive information (photos)
to ISI agents in Pakistan and
being in constant touch with
them. After Rashid Ahmad
was netted by the joint team,
the sleuths recovered a mobile
phone from him that was used

to send photographs and video
clips of vital Army installations
and CRPF camps to Inter-
Services Intelligence (ISI)
agents in Pakistan. 

Preliminary investigations
revealed that Rashid Ahmad
had been to Pakistan twice. 

Ahmad was produced in a
Varanasi court on Monday and
the ATS sought him on remand
for questioning. The court
granted three days’ remand
which would start from 10 am
on Tuesday. 

An ATS official said that
Ahmad would be interrogated
thoroughly during the remand
period.  The sleuths will try to
find out Ahmad’s connection
with the ISI in Pakistan, per-
sons whom he had met during
his visit to Pakistan, his asso-
ciates living in India, persons
whose name and cell phone
numbers were found in his
phone’s contact book, his tar-
get, details of money and gift
given to him by the ISI for the
work he was assigned etc.    
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Ayouth slit the throat of a girl
preparing for competitive

exams at her rented flat in
Chinhat on Monday morning
and fled the scene unchallenged.
Neighbours rushed the profuse-
ly bleeding girl to KGMU
Trauma Centre where her con-
dition was said to be improving.
Doctors said the girl suffered
deep cut around her throat and
opined that the wound was
inflicted by some sharp-edged

weapon. The police were yet to
ascertain the weapon used in the
crime and the identity of the
accused.

As per reports, Meena (name
changed), who is a native of
Maharajganj district, along with
another girl Neha (name
changed) of her village, is staying
at a flat in Vasudev Nagar local-
ity of the area. Around 11 am, the
unidentified accused, who is
said to be acquainted with the
girl, visited her flat for some work.
After he reached there, the girl

asked Neha to prepare tea for
him. “I went inside the kitchen
to prepare tea and when I
returned, I found Meena lying on
a bed and in a pool of blood.
Shocked to see her in that con-
dition, I cried for help. Later, I
informed the police and a team
reached the scene for investiga-
tion,” the girl told the investiga-
tors. She said she was a high
school passout and staying with
Meena to help her. “As I have not
pursued higher studies, I used to
assist Meena in household

chores,” she told the police. She
further told the police that she did
not know the name of the youth
who visited the flat to meet
Meena.A police spokesman said
that a case of murderous assault
was registered on the complaint
given by Neha against the
unidentified accused. 

Some of the neighbours said
they saw the youth reaching the
flat of the victim. “He was car-
rying a milk packet in his hand.
He was later seen rushing out of
the flat,” a neighbour said.
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New Delhi (PTI): The
Supreme Court Monday
sought response of the Uttar
Pradesh government on a plea
filed by Allahabad Heritage
Society challenging the renam-
ing of Allahabad to Prayagraj.

A bench, comprising Chief
Justice SA Bobde and justices
BR Gavai and Surya Kant,
issued notice to the state gov-
ernment on an appeal filed by
the society against the
Allahabad High Court order of
February, 2019 dismissing the
PIL against the renaming of the
holy town.
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Samajwadi Party is fast
emerging as the most

favoured destination for
Bahujan Samaj Party and non-
Bharatiya Janata Party political
leaders.

The BSP had witnessed
similar exodus in March 2017
soon after UP assembly elec-
tions in which its tally had
plummeted to 19. A year later,
in March, 2018, the BSP some-
what stemmed the tide by
offering its support to SP in
the bypolls to Gorakhpur,
Phulpur and Kairana Lok
Sabha seats and Noorpur
Assembly seat  in Bijnor. The
SP won all the four sets.

The success of SP candi-
dates in the bypolls laid the

foundation of a pre-poll
alliance between the two out-
fits for the May 2019 Lok
Sabha elections but the exer-
cise failed to deliver and col-
lapsed a week after the results
were announced.

The SP-BSP alliance may
have ended on a bitter note but
the SP continued to carry the
image of BSP icon Dr Bhimrao
Ambedkar along with nation-
alist leader and SP ideologue
Ram Manohar Lohia. 

At a recent event held at
the SP headquarters in
Lucknow, the banner carried
images of Lohia and
Ambedkar, hinting at a shift in
the party’s stand. 

While BSP chief
Mayawati  had squarely
blamed the SP for the failure

of the alliance, SP president
Akhilesh Yadav chose to
remain silent and did not
react to the charge and con-
tinues to do so even today.

Ever since the break-up of
the brief SP-BSP bonhomie,
many dissenting and ousted
BSP leaders along with their
supporters have been flocking
to the SP. BSP turncoats allege
that the Mayawati-led party
has “deviated” from the path
of Ambedkar, while others
allege that they were shown
the door without reason even
after “dedicating themselves”
to the party.

Political analysts are of the
view that it was the position-
ing of the SP as the main
opposition party against the
ruling BJP in UP that BSP

leaders are switching sides. 
It is also believed that

Mayawati’s decision to break
away from the SP, blaming it
for poor performance of the
alliance, and above all, no
counter attack on Mayawati by
Akhilesh is turning out to be
counter-productive for the
BSP.

The switching of loyalties
by BSP leaders to the SP is a
significant development in
the politics of Uttar Pradesh
ahead of the 2022 assembly
polls.

A senior SP leader said,
“Everyone has seen how
Akhilesh (Yadav) didn’t retal-
iate even after being blamed
by Mayawati for the failure of
the alliance. He respects the
BSP chief and her party’s ide-

ology as well. Everyone knows
who was betrayed and by
whom. The SP has always
respected OBCs, Dalits and
minorities as it believes in the
ideology of Dr Ram Manohar
Lohia. We are sure that in
2022, the SP will come to
power in the state on its own.”

After joining the SP
recently, former BSP leader CL
Verma said, “I dedicated my
time to the BSP and contest-
ed Lok Sabha polls. But one
fine morning, I found that I
had been expelled from the
party without any reason. On
the other hand, we think it is
the SP which will now take
Dalits and OBCs along and
that is why I have joined the
party. The SP is giving respect
to all sections of society.”
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Terming the Centre’s plans
on NPR and NRC as “anti-

poor”, Samajwadi Party presi-
dent Akhilesh Yadav has
pitched for caste census as
done in the past. 

The SP chief ’s demand
came days after the Odisha cab-
inet adopted a resolution seek-
ing revelation of caste details in
the next national Census.

Akhilesh was addressing
party workers at an event in
Lucknow to welcome new
members to the SP, including
leaders of block panchayat level
and those who have contested
elections in the past.

Referring to an earlier
Census, the SP chief said, “We
all wanted a caste census but
the Congress did not let that
happen and the numbers did
not come out.”

“The Census will be con-
ducted soon but again we are
not going to be counted. The
reason is that the day it hap-
pens, Hindu-Muslim conflict
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NOTICE

I, Md. Abdul Rab age-68 yr.
S/o Late Md. Gulam Rasool
R/o-C-51, Abrar Nagar
Kalyanpur Lucknow declare
that my name Md. Abdul Rab
is also written as Md. Abdur
Rab (Rub) in different docu-
ments. I state that mention
above name with or without
Md. prefix is also my name.
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Union Home Minister
Amit Shah will address
a public rally in

Lucknow on Tuesday to dispel
doubts over the Citizenship
(Amendment) Act (CAA).

The rally is part of the
Bharatiya Janata Party’s coun-
trywide campaign in support of
the CAA. All leaders of the
party have been asked to organ-
ise rallies, meetings and discus-
sions on the CAA and clear the
doubts that have been created
by the opposition parties.

MP from Lucknow and
Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh will also hold a pro-CAA
rally in Meerut on Wednesday,
where maximum number of
casualties took place during the
anti-CAA protests. BJP chief JP
Nadda is slated to address a
rally in Agra the following
day. 

Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath has already kicked
off the BJP’s 10-day door-to-
door campaign to spread
awareness about the new cit-
izenship law, aiming to reach
out to nearly 30 million fam-
ilies and enlighten them on the
real purpose of the CAA. UP
ministers and legislators are
also undertaking similar exer-
cise in their constituencies. 

Shah has said time and
again that opposition parties
and elements with vested
interests are trying to misguide
the minorities in the country.

However, the opposition
continues to label the CAA as
a violation of secular principles
enshrined in the Constitution
of India, apart from being
discriminatory towards
Muslims.

The CAA has witnessed
widespread protests as it allows
Hindu, Sikh, Parsi, Christian,
Buddhist and Jain immigrants,
excluding Muslims, to obtain
Indian citizenship if they
arrived in India on or before
December 31, 2014.

More than 2,000 people
have been arrested and nearly

5,000 others detained during
protests against the CAA across
the country.

Considering the fact that
Shah’s rally will be attended by
a huge crowd, Smriti Upvan has

been selected as the venue. 
Banners and hoardings

related to the CAA are being
put up on the route from
Amausi airport to the rally site. 

Sources said that a large

number of people from Muslim
community have also been
invited to the rally to listen to
Shah and “clear their miscon-
ceptions” about the new citi-
zenship law.
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The traffic police announced
diversions for the rally to be

held in support of the
Citizenship (Amendment) Act
on Tuesday. 

Vehicles will not be allowed
to move from Bangla Bazaar
tri-crossing towards Ram
Katha Park, and will be divert-
ed towards Bangla Bazaar
police chowki and then
Khazana market.

Traffic will not be allowed
to move from Hanuman tem-
ple towards Ram Katha Park,
and will be diverted towards
Pakri Pul. Vehicles will not be
allowed to move from  Khazana
market to Hanuman temple,

and will be diverted towards
Bangla Bazaar police chowki.

Vehicles will not be allowed
to move in the service lane of
Hanuman temple towards Ram
Katha Park or move back.
Shaheed Path and Kanpur road
will be no entry points.

About parking facilities,
officials said 200 cars of the
ministers and MLAs will enter
through Gate No. 2 of PWD
Colony near the venue and will
be parked in a row. Parking
space for 40 cars of VIPs has
been reserved at Kanshiram
Smarak Sthal. As for smaller
vehicles, 250 of them can be
parked on the sides of the
road from Bangla Bazaar tri-
crossing to Eldeco Pul crossing. 

Over 60 buses can be
parked on the sides of the
road from Picadilly crossing
towards the right, that is Lok
Bandhu Hospital crossing,
Power House crossing, Smriti
Upvan crossing, Chancellor
tri-crossing and Khazana mar-
ket. Bigger vehicles coming
from Sitapur-Hardoi road will
move via Barabirwa crossing
towards Bangla Bazaar Pul and
will be parked in the Eco
Garden parking space. 

Bigger vehicles coming
from Ayodhya-Sultanpur road
will be parked on the road near
Nahar Pul crossing. 

Vehicles coming from Rae
Bareli road will be parked in
Devi Khera.
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Lucknow (PTI): The weather in
Uttar Pradesh was dry with cold
day conditions at isolated places
in the state, the Meteorological
department said on Monday.

Fog conditions were dense to
very dense at isolated places
across the state, the Met depart-
ment said.

The weather is most likely to
remain dry with shallow to mod-
erate fog very likely at isolated
places over the state on Tuesday,
it said.

The weather would contin-
ue to be dry while shallow to
moderate fog is very likely at iso-
lated places over the state on
January 22 and January 23, the
Met added. 

prayagraj (PTI): The Vishva
Hindu Parishad on Monday
said seers would travel to vil-
lages to dispel the “confusion”
being created over the
Citizenship (Amendment) Act. 

The decision was taken at
a meeting here of the VHP
“margdarshak mandal”. 

Mandal member
Akhileshwaranand told
reporters that the “sadhus”
would go from village to village
and tell people, especially
Muslims, that the new law
does not take away anyone’s
citizenship.

He said the seers also
expressed happiness over the
abrogation of the special sta-
tus of Jammu and Kashmir
and thanked the Union gov-
ernment for “removing hur-
dles” in the way of national
unity.

On the construction of
Ram temple in Ayodhya,
Akhileshwaranand said the
VHP would declare a date after
the Centre sets up the trust for
temple construction.

In a landmark judgment

on November 9 last year, the
Supreme Court had directed
the Centre to set up a trust in
three months to formulate a
scheme for the construction of
a Ram temple at the site where
the Babri mosque was demol-
ished.

Akhileshwaranand said

the issue of population explo-
sion was also discussed during
the meeting. 

We will support any pro-
posal of the Union govern-
ment to check population
explosion and spread aware-
ness about this, he said. 
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will come to an end,” the SP
chief added.

Criticising the National
Register of Citizens (NRC) in
Assam, Yadav said it had cre-
ated a rift in that state. 

Lakhs of people in Assam
found themselves excluded
from the NRC at the end of the
exercise to weed out illegal
migrants, he said.

In an apparent reference to
the recent criticism of NRC and
National Population Register
(NPR), Akhilesh said that the
poor would find it difficult to
get their date of birth certifi-
cates.

“Earlier there were no cal-
endars and birthdays of most
people in villages were based
on festivals,” he said. 

Yadav said the inconve-
nience people would face due
to the CAA and the NPR
would be similar to what peo-
ple went through when the
Narendra Modi government

demonetised high value cur-
rency notes.

“The Bharatiya Janata
Party created a rift between the
rich and poor through demon-
etisation and every one was
made to stand in queues. Tell
me how many farmers benefit-
ed. What about the dream of
‘eradicating’ corruption and
terrorism through the exercise,
what happened to it?” the SP
chief sought to know.

Hitting out at the BJP gov-
ernment in UP, the former
chief minister claimed that the
state had now become “num-
ber one in cyber crime, crime
against women and children,
poor quality midday meals,
fake encounters, unemploy-
ment and farmer suicides”.

Yadav claimed that the lap-
tops given by the previous SP
government to meritorious
children were still working,
while the toilets provided by
the BJP government had

stopped functioning.  
“Farmers were promised

that their income would be
doubled and they voted the BJP
to power in the state and at the
Centre. But what have poor

people and farmers got in
return?  The BJP stole the SP
principle of taking everyone
along, by coining the Sabka
Saath, Sabka Vikas slogan,” the
SP chief said. 
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Lucknow (PNS): Bahujan
Samaj Party leader Ram Prasad
Chaudhary from Basti joined
the Samajwadi Party along
with his supporters on Monday.
Along with Chaudhary, 200
leaders, including three former
MLAs and six district panchay-
at members also took member-
ship of the SP.

On November 23, BSP
chief Mayawati had expelled
Chaudhary from the party for
indiscipline, after which there
was speculations that he could
join the SP.  

Chaudhary reached the SP
state office with a convoy of
around 2,000 vehicles from
Basti and also deposited the toll
tax at the toll plaza. A former
cabinet minister of UP,
Chaudhary was a known face
of the BSP in Basti division and
was elected to the Assembly five
times from Kaptanganj in Basti.  

In the last Lok Sabha elec-

tion, he was fielded by the BSP
but lost to the Bharatiya Janata
Party candidate.  Apart from
Chaudhary, those who joined
the SP included former MP
Arvind Chaudhary, former
MLA Dudhram, Rajendra
Chaudhary and Nandu
Chaudhary.

Once a confidant of BSP
chief  Mayawati, CL Verma
and former minister
Raghunath Prasad Shankhwar
has also joined the SP. Former
Hindu Yuva Vahini chief and
once trusted lieutenant of
Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath, Sunil Singh, had
joined the SP on Saturday.
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Muzaffarnagar: The UP police began an inves-
tigation on Monday into “false news” spread
online in connection with alleged sexual assault
of madarasa students arrested during anti-citi-
zenship law protests in Muzaffarnagar district.
Special Investigation Team incharge
Superintendent of Police (Crime) RB Chourasia
told PTI that all posts on social media, which
are found to be “false news”, would be under the
purview of the inquiry. Bollywood actor Swara
Bhasker, human rights activist Kavita Krishnan
among other Twitter users had expressed shock
over the report of sexual assault on madarasa stu-
dents, who were held in police custody for
allegedly instigating violence during protests
against the amended law held here last month.
Police had registered a case against unidentified
people for allegedly spreading false news on
social media and newspapers of the sexual assault
case under Section 22 of the Protection of
Children from Sexual Offences (POCSO) Act in
this connection. The SP said 51 cases were reg-
istered and 81 people were arrested so far in con-

nection with violence during the protest held
here on December 20. 
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Bareilly: A revenue department official was arrest-
ed while accepting a bribe of �4,000 in Bareilly
district on Monday, police said. On the complaint
of one Rampal Singh that lekhpal Ramchandra
was demanding bribe for some work, a police team
caught him red-handed in Nawabganj township,
Superintendent of Police (Anti Corruption
Organisation) Rajiv Mehrotra said.
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Ayodhya: The Ayodhya police have introduced
an electronic leave management system for sub-
inspectors and constables, who can now apply for
leave through the Smart E-Police application and
do not have to produce themselves before any
officer for getting the leaves. When a leave appli-
cation will be loaded, the app will show the appli-
cant’s leave history and presence of force in the
applicant’s police station or unit of posting.
Accordingly, the police office will sanction the
leave.
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Protest by women and chil-
dren against the

Citizenship (Amendment) Act
at the historical Hussainabad
Clock Tower in Lucknow’s
Old City area continued for
the fourth day on Monday
with the crowd growing by the
day and the protesters refus-
ing to end the protest till
their demand for withdrawal
of the new citizenship law was
met. On Monday, the protest-
ers demanded that Union
Home Minister Amit Shah,
who will visit Lucknow on
Tuesday to address a pro-
CAA rally, visit the Clock
Tower and tell the women
about the benefits of the CAA.
However, after reports of
police allegedly snatching
blankets and food for protest-
ers on Friday night, Saturday
and Sunday nights passed off
peacefully without any inci-
dent. The Lucknow Police
have however denied the 
allegation.

Meanwhile, large quanti-
ty of food items, including
fruits and others things, were
brought by several people to
be distributed among the
women sitting on dharna with
around 50 volunteers, mostly
school girls, managing the
crowd. On Monday, the pro-
testers continued their protest
by waving national flag and
placards and raising patriotic
slogans.

A dispute arose when a
woman suddenly started
chanting ‘Yogi Adityanath
zindabad’. It was vehemently
objected to by others. She
was immediately removed
from the protest site even as
she reasoned that their
demands could only be met by
the chief minister and hence
she raised the slogan in sup-
port of Yogi Adityanath. On
Saturday too, two women had
raised pro-Pakistani slogans
and were promptly chased
away from the venue. Police

personnel have been deployed
to prevent any untoward inci-
dent but the protesters are
being prevented from lighting
up bonfires. A senior police
officer said on Monday that
any violation of law by the
protesters would be dealt with
sternly. A protester and
Samajwadi Party activist Pooja
Shukla told the media on
Monday that Union Home
Minister Amit Shah during his
Lucknow visit on Tuesday
should visit the protest site to
clarify and clear apprehen-
sions of Muslim  women on
the CAA. 

Another activist Seema
Rana said that the protest
was spontaneous and a large
number of women along with
their children had joined the
dharna against the CAA. “We

are making arrangements of
food and other essentials
including medicines for
them,” she added.

A protester claimed that
lights were switched off and
public toilets in the area were
locked, yet people kept com-
ing with blankets and food
and offered their toilets for
use. She further said, “People
of different political ideologies
are here, it is a people’s move-
ment where a new leadership
will emerge. The protesters
feel that the CAA has been
brought to ‘attack’ Muslim
religious sentiments and
National Register of Citizens
will again bring the people in
queues.  This law is  an 
effort to break the cordial
relationship between Hindu
and Muslim”
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Thieves broke into a house
in Wazirganj on Sunday

night and decamped with cash
and valuables. Mohammed
Hamza of Jawahar Nagar local-
ity in the area informed the
police that he, along with his
family, had gone to attend a
marriage ceremony in
Dubagga.

“Our neighbour Raees
Khan had invited us to the
wedding of her daughter in
Dubagga. Almost every fami-
ly in the locality was invited to
the function. We left for the
venue around 9.30 pm and
returned at 11 pm, only to find

the house burgled. We called
the police control room and a
team reached the place,” said
Hamza, who is pursuing engi-
neering. His brother Saif works
in a foreign country.

The police said the thieves
entered the house by scaling
the terrace. “The house is
located in the corner of a lane
in the area. Theft was not
possible without proper recce.
Apparently, the thieves knew
that most of the people in the
locality would be attending the
marriage function, and they
struck at the right time,”
sources said. 

They said that the police
succeeded in getting a footage

in which three suspects were
seen fleeing via the lane. “The
thieves took around an hour to
execute the crime,” they added.

	������
A youth, Randhir Kumar

Yadav aka Akash (22) of Mau
village of Mohanlalganj, was
found hanging in his house  on
Monday morning with a rope
tied around his neck. Police
said Akash’s father Dinesh said
he committed suicide but could
not explain the reason. “We are
sending the body for autopsy
while further investigations
are on,” the police said, adding
that Akash took the extreme
step around 8 pm on Sunday.
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s  ‘Pariksha Pe

Charcha’ was witnessed by
students at over 470 schools
in the city on Monday. The
telecast was also viewed by
the Education department
officials. District inspector
of schools (DIOS) Mukesh
Singh said he sat with the stu-
dents of Montford Mahanagar
Boys College in Mahanagar to
watch the telecast. “The stu-
dents listened carefully to
what the Prime Minister said.
There was great enthusiasm
among the students for the
programme,” he said, adding
that the students also clapped
when the Prime Minister said
something interesting. 

Asked whether it makes a
difference when students lis-
ten to a live motivational
speech by the Prime Minister

addressing them directly, he
said words of motivation do
make a lot of difference and
enhance the performance of
children.

Singh said that  the
schools had made elaborate
arrangements for the pro-
gramme. “Some schools used
the screen in the auditorium
for the telecast of the PM’s
address while others got it
telecast in each classroom,” he
said. The DIOS said both
government and private
schools ensured that the PM’s
address was telecast.

Basic Shiksha Adhikari
Amarkant Singh said stu-
dents listen very carefully
when a person of such stature
addresses them. “The impact
is different with people of dif-
ferent stature make a point.
Schools used different kinds
of  tools for the telecast,” he
added. 
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The first Cannabis Research
Centre in the country was

officially inaugurated at
National Botanical Research
Institute. It will carry out
research on the cannabis plant,
popularly known as ‘bhang’.

NBRI director SK Barik
said they have got the nod from
Uttar Pradesh and Uttarakhand
governments to work on the
highly-neglected crop, which is
of great value and can be used
for many purposes. Barik said
that the institute will be work-
ing to come up with cannabis
varieties with low narcotic con-
tent. “As per norms, the narcot-
ic content should be less than
3 per cent for farmers to be able
to use the crop in the field,” he
said. He added that cannabis
can be used for three products,

including the hemp or fibre,
which is good for making gar-
ments; the seed which have
high protein value and the oil.
“It is not being used because of
the narcotic content being high
in the crop and for any farm-
ing purposes permission has to
be taken from the authorities
concerned,” he said.

Barik said that NBRI  will
first  collect the germplasm of
cannabis from the entire coun-
try for carrying out the
research. “Cannabis is found all
across the country and by col-
lecting the germplasm, we will
be able to get the supply this
plant for entire year. Cannabis
is grown even in high-altitude
areas and we have collaborat-
ed with an institute to get the
germplasm of cannabis from
high-altitude areas too,” he
said. 

The NBRI director said
they will use genetic manipu-
lation to have cannabis crops
with low content of narcotics
and high content of oils and
seeds. “Genetic manipulation
will be used to get germplasms
with low narcotic content. We
will also come up with crops of
high narcotic content which
can be used for medicinal pur-
pose and we will also come up
with herbal formulations for

health purpose that can be
used in the area of therapeu-
tics,” he pointed out.

Barik said apart from the
genetic manipulation, they will
also carry out agro-economics
manipulation of the plant so
that the farmer is able to get a
good economic value. “We will
tell the farmers how the crop
has to be planted so that they
get the best results in terms of
economic value. For example,
if you have to get a better fibre
crop, you need to plant the crop
closely for better results,” he
said. The NBRI director said
the crop which they have come
up with will also be improvised
in the coming days. “We will
not only come up with varieties
which with low narcotic con-
tent but will keep working on
them for improvement,” he
added.
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The early onset of winters and
extended period due to

rains will result in delayed
emergence of mango inflores-
cence. According to director  of
Central Institute for Subtropical
Horticulture Shailendra Rajan,
inflorescence emerging late is
shorter in length and get very
less time for growth and, some-
times, fail to produce satisfacto-
ry crop. “Delayed infloresence
emergence is a matter of con-
cern as during March, temper-
ature increases with a fast rate
and the inflorescence gets less-
er time to make required
growth. The pollinators get lim-
ited opportunity,” he said.

He said that the mango
industry is facing pollination-
related fruit-set problems and
farmers of subtropics face the
worst condition. “For good
fruiting, some varieties require
pollens from other varieties or
flowers. Importance of pollina-
tors and their high activity is
important under such condi-
tions,” he said.

He said that this year, the
inflorescence emergence in the
orchards has not been seen in
the third week of January.
“Usually, this is the period when
panicles start emerging and
their significant growth is visi-
ble during February-March.
Winter was set early and is con-
tinuing without any period
when the temperature rise can
accelerate inflorescence growth.
This is the reason why panicle
emergence has been delayed in

2020 and may impact the crop
this year,” he added. Rajan said
that temperature will start
shooting up in later part of
March and thus the mango
inflorescence has to complete its
growth and set fruits before first
week of April when temperature
becomes too high for pollina-
tion. The CISH director said
that rains would have been
more damaging if the inflores-
cence expansion had started
due to disease attack. 

“Fortunately, no inflores-
cence emergence is safe for
panicle health. With the increas-
ing temperature in February,
panicles (inflorescence) growth
will also take place. Exposure to
the rains during February will
be more harmful to mango
crop as it will also cause drop in
day temperature,” he said.

The CISH director said that
winter rain has few advantages
too. “The rains have increased
the soil moisture and at many
places, soils are saturated with
water. This condition may help
in reducing the population of
few insect-pests which have
not emerged from the soil and
they complete their life cycle by
pupating in the soil during
winters. Their population may
reduce due to excessive soil
moisture. Under normal condi-
tions these insect start emerg-
ing with the increase of temper-
ature but due to do low temper-
ature and water logging, their
population may reduce.
Presently, no serious pest or dis-
ease is present on mango crop”
he said.
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Lucknow (PNS): The
Thakurganj police on Monday
registered three FIRs against
over 120 persons, including
Sumaiyya Rana and Fauzia
Rana, for taking part in anti-
CAA protest at Hussainabad
Clock Tower.

A police spokesman said
section 144 of CrPC was
imposed in the city in the
wake of Defence Expo and
Republic Day celebrations as
there were apprehensions that
the protest would disrupt
peace. “Despite the prohibito-
ry orders, the protesters did
not end the stir,” he said.

In the FIR, the Thakurganj
SHO said the women protest-
ers carrying plaques in their

hands scattered on the road
which led to traffic jam. “The
protesters did not move away
from the road even after being
warned of action and violated
the provision under section
144 of CrPC Act.
Subsequently, a case was reg-
istered,” he said.

He said a case was regis-
tered against Sumaiyya Rana
and Fauzia Rana as their sup-
porters tried to oust the
women constables during the
protest. Meanwhile, addition-
al police force was deployed in
the area amid reports that
protest could be intensified on
Tuesday when Home Minister
Amit Shah will address a rally
in support of CAA.
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Communist Party of India
(Marxists-Leninist) state

secretary Sudhakar Yadav crit-
icised the police commission-
erate system that has been
introduced in Lucknow and
Noida and slammed police
personnel for seizing foodstuff
and blankets meant for
women protesting against

NPR and CAA at Clock Tower
in Hussainabad area of
Lucknow.

Yadav said the “atrocious”
approach of police towards the
common man was no less
before the implementation of
the commissionerate system.
“This system has given the
police additional power (of a
magistrate) and in all proba-
bility they will misuse it. The

system was introduced in the
name of improving policing
but its hidden aim is to crush
people’s dissent and curb
democratic rights of the peo-
ple. The police imposed
Section 144 of the Criminal
Procedure Code the very next
day the commissionerate sys-
tem was introduced. With
prohibitory orders in place,
peaceful protests will now be

declared illegal,” the CPI-ML
leader said.

Yadav said that the police
were claiming that they had
imposed Section 144 in view
of government programmes to
be conducted in near future
and in the wake of Republic
Day celebrations.

The CPI-ML leader hit
out at the police for seizing
food and blankets given to

women protesters at the Clock
Tower and extended his
party’s support to the protests
in Lucknow, Kanpur and
Prayagraj and at other places. 

Yadav also criticised the
arrest of All-India Students
Association (AISA) leader
Nitin Raj and demanded that
the government withdraw the
prohibitory orders in the 
state capital.
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Lucknow University has
directed all  the students to

create Digilocker login IDs by
Januar y 31.  Director of
University Data Research
Centre (UDRC) Anil Mishra
said that for the convenience
of students, Vice-Chancellor
Alok Kumar Rai has directed
the staff of Computer Centre
to assist  them in this  
process. 

“Students can contact Dr
Ravi Shanker Gupta in the
Computer Centre of Lucknow
University, if they need any
help in creating login IDs.
Before they create their login
IDs, they need to have an
Aadhaar card and an active

mobile number registered
with Aadhaar number. If the
mobile number is  not
Aadhaar-linked, the students
have to visit the nearest
UIDAI and get the same
linked,” said Mishra.

The  login IDs can be cre-
ated by downloading the
mobile app or on a comput-
er. “Download and open the
Digilocker and enter the
Aadhaar number which has to
be verified through an OTP
(one-time password) which
will be received on registered
mobile number. The students
can upload their documents
either directly from the exam-
ining body websites or they
can scan the documents and
directly upload them.
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Vice-Chairman of
Lucknow Development

Authority SK Dwivedi on
Monday stressed on the need
to re-start a fresh exercise to
identify unauthorised struc-
tures which have come up
across the city.

Addressing a meeting of
senior officials and engineers
for the first time since assum-
ing charge, the LDA VC said
it was one of his top priorities
to make the city free from
unauthorised structures.

Dwivedi said the present
list consisting of details and
number of unauthorised
structures was not authentic as
it was prepared without any
planning and rational
approach. He said it was must
to study the problem so that
corrective measures could be
planned.

He directed all the zonal
executive engineers to start
working in this area and pre-
pare a report. Junior engineers
will have to verify the details
and also make corrections, if
need be. 

He said only LDA staff
should be involved in this
exercise as engaging man-
power from other depart-
ments or NGOs would not
deliver the desired results.
The grass-root staffers will be
briefed about the exercise
which will be launched next
week.

Lucknow (PNS): Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath is
likely to inaugurate the Sound
& Light Show at the Residency.
Regional tourism official
Anupam Srivastava said the
show could be inaugurated
either on January 25 or 26.

“There will be seating
arrangements for 2,000 people
and the show’s duration will be
half an hour. Ticker fares have
not been decided as yet,” he

said. Srivastava said that the
show was being reopened after
a gap of 20 years. The
Residency complex was set up
on the bank of Gomti river in
1775 by Nawab Asaf-ud-
Daulah for British residents
after the shifting of capital
from Faizabad to Lucknow.
The ruins remind one of the
historic seize of the British
stronghold by the Awadh forces
in 1857.
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The NSS unit of Indira

Gandhi National Open
University (IGNOU) started
different activities related to
cleanliness in several villages
located in Chinhat block under
‘Swachhata Pakhwada-2020’.
NSS volunteers, along with the
villagers, cleaned Panchayat
Bhawan, Madhyamik Vidyalaya,
temple and chaupal in the vil-
lages. A drawing & painting
competition and awareness rally
were also organised on the
occasion. IGNOU regional
director Manorama Singh

informed the villagers and vol-
unteers about the importance of
cleanliness and hygiene. She also
briefed them about the courses
offered by IGNOU related to
health and hygiene. Under her
leadership, the villagers and
volunteers took a cleanliness
pledge. Assistant regional direc-
tor and programme coordina-
tor Kirti Vikram Singh spoke in
detail about the activities to be
conducted in rural areas of
Lucknow to spread awareness
regarding health & hygiene and
ways to protect environment.
Singh said every volunteer and

student must spread awareness
regarding cleanliness to at least
10 others so that vision of
‘Clean India’ turns out to be a
reality.
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Lucknow Public College

of Professional Studies is organ-
ising ‘Xenium International’,
the annual fest, from January
21 to 24. The fest has become
international this time with
more than 150 students of 23
countries participating in it.
The fest has been divided into
two major categories — Nova
and Spark. Nova is the catego-
ry for undergraduate & post-
graduate students whereas
Spark for school students from
class VIII to class XII. The five
major events include
‘International Vedas’,
‘International Atheleton’,
‘International Sportech’,
‘International Spectrum’, and
‘International Techverse’. More
than 30 colleges and universi-
ties and over 15 schools from
all over the city have registered
till date even as on-the-spot
registrations are also open.
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An agreement was signed

between UPSRTC and M/s
Shree Matarani  Yatayat
Samiti, Janakpur Dham, for
reciprocal bus services by
RMs of Lucknow, Ayodhya
and chairman of  Shree
Matarani Yatayat Samiti
Manoj Chowdhar y in
Lucknow on Monday.
Managing director UPSRTC
Raj Shekhar said that the

proposed bus service will be
AC Janrath whose fare will be
Rs 1,350 from Lucknow to
Janakpur Dham and Rs 950
from Ayodhya to Janakpur
Dham. “The bus service will
start at 7 am from Lucknow,
10.15 am from Ayodhya and
8.00 am from Janakpur Dham
in return. UPSRTC and Shree
Matarani Yatayat Samiti will
operate the bus alternatively,”
he added.
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City Montessori School is

presenting a unique tableau
on ‘Vasudhaiv Kutumbkam’
at the Republic Day parade
this year. The tableau is
almost ready for display and
it was shown to mediaper-
sons on Monday. CMS
founder Jagdish Gandhi
explained the different
aspects of the tableau and
said it will inspire citizens to
spread love and humanitari-
anism. He said he hoped that
the tableau would be the cen-
tre of attraction at this year’s
Republic Day parade. Girl
students of CMS presented a
tableau song, appealing to one
and all to serve humanity.
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Wishing Nadda very best

for his tenure, the PM said,
“Nadda is a dedicated and dis-
ciplined karyakarta who has
worked for years to strengthen
the party at the grassroots. His
affable nature is also known to
all.”

“Be it as a young party
karyakarta, MLA, Minister in
Himachal Pradesh or organi-
sational duties at the Centre,
MP and Union Minister,
Nadda has added value to any
responsibility he has held,”
Modi added. BJP leader Radha
Mohan Singh, who was the in-
charge of the organisational
election process, made the
announcement of Nadda’s elec-
tion as the party’s 11th presi-
dent after he emerged as the
only nominee in the fray. Modi
later arrived at the party head-
quarters to felicitate the elect-
ed president at a ceremony that
was attended by members of
the BJP Parliamentary Board,
its highest body, and veterans
like LK Advani and Murli
Manohar Joshi.

Earlier, Shah was joined by
senior party leaders, including
Union Ministers Rajnath Singh
and Nitin Gadkari, besides
several functionaries from
State units in filing nomina-
tions in support of Nadda. BJP
Chief Ministers, like Yogi
Adityanath of Uttar Pradesh
and Vijay Rupani of Gujarat,
were also at the party head-
quarters.  Nadda’s elevation
was on expected lines since his
appointment as the BJP work-
ing president last June after
Shah joined the Modi
Government as the Home
Minister. The BJP has tradi-
tionally abided by the norm of
‘one party one post’. BJP lead-
ers hailed the appointment,
expressing confidence that the
party would achieve new suc-
cesses under his leadership.
Shah congratulated Nadda and
expressed confidence that
under the new BJP president
and the guidance of Modi, the
party will scale new heights of
success and grow from
strength to strength. Wishing
Nadda a successful tenure,
Rajnath Singh said, “I am con-
fident the party will achieve
new glory and success under
his leadership. Known for his
organisational experience
Naddaji has always been an
asset to the party.”

Gadkari said the elevation
of Nadda, who started as a
common party worker and
rose through its ranks, shows
that the BJP was an organisa-
tion of workers unlike parties
run by dynasties. eom
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The top court ordered that

existing management board
of Unitech would stand super-
seded with the new board of
directors taking charge. Senior
advocate Kapil Sibal, appearing
for existing management of
Unitech, said that Ramesh
Chandra and an accountant
should be allowed to be
appointed on the new board of
the company as it would be of
immense help to the homebuy-
ers due to his experience. The
Bench however refused to
agree with the contention and
said that to avoid any misun-
derstanding, it would not be
appropriate to appoint any
member of the existing board
on the new one. Unitech pro-
moters Sanjay Chandra and his
brother Ajay Chandra are cur-
rently lodged in Tihar jail for
allegedly siphoning off home-
buyers’ money. The top court
granted two-month moratori-
um to the new board and
granted it immunity from any
legal proceedings against the
company’s management sayi-
ing the proceedings initiated
against the firm, subsequent to
any court order would also
stand suspended till further
orders.It said however that
investigating agencies prob-
ing irregularities in the compa-
ny would continue their work.
The top court said that it will
appoint a retired apex court
judge to monitor the prepara-
tion of resolution framework
by the new Board. It said the
committee headed by Justice S
N Dhingra, which was
appointed to sell the company’s
assets and use the money in
completion of pending pro-
jects, would continue to work
till the new board comes up
with a resolution framework.
The bench clarified that the
newly constituted board can
take any commercial decision
in the interest of homebuyers
and with regard to any pend-
ing projects. The top court also
directed the present manage-
ment of the company, forensic
auditors, asset reconstruction
companies, banks and financial
institutions and state govern-
ments to extend cooperation to
the new board. Attorney
General KK Venugopal,

appearing for the Centre, said
the new board taking control
of Unitech management is a
mix of talent and would help
in speedy completion of the
stalled projects.

He said the Centre will not
infuse any funds for comple-
tion of pending projects of the
company and the court should
ensure a period of calm and
direct a moratorium on litiga-
tions for 12 months. It said,
that the idea of board of inde-
pendent directors is to profes-
sionalise the management of
the company. On December
18, last year, the top court had
asked the Centre if it was
agreeable to revisit its 2017
proposal as there is urgent
need for the projects of
Unitech Ltd. To be taken up by
a specialised agency, so as to
ensure completion in a time
bound schedule in the interest
of the home buyers. In 2017,
the Centre had moved the
National Company Law
Tribunal (NCLT) seeking sus-
pension of the current direc-
tors and taking of control of
the management of Unitech
Ltd but had later withdrawn
the proposal after a stay on its
move from the apex court. In
2018, the apex court had
directed a forensic audit of
Unitech Ltd and its sister con-
cerns and subsidiaries by Samir
Paranjpe, Partner, Forensic
and Investigation Services in
M/s Grant Thornton India.
The forensic auditors have
also submitted their report
which said that Unitech Ltd
received around Rs 14,270
crore from 29,800 homebuyers
mostly between 2006-2014 and
around Rs 1,805 crore from six
financial institutions for the
construction of 74 projects.
The audit revealed that around
Rs 5,063 crore of homebuyers’
money and around Rs 763
crore of fund received from
financial institutions were not
utilised by the company and
high value investments were
made off-shore tax-haven
countries between 2007-2010.
The top court ordered investi-
gation into the omission and
commission of promoters of
Unitech Ltd under Prevention
of Money Laundering Act
(PMLA).
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However, his big test

would be the next year’s assem-
bly polls in West Bengal, a state
where the BJP has never tast-
ed power but has emerged as
a strong challenger to Mamata
Banerjee-headed TMC. 

Despite its overwhelming
win in the 2019 Lok Sabha
polls, the BJP has suffered
several defeats in state polls
since 2018 and its govern-
ments have been unable to
come to power, except in
Haryana where it had to join
hands with JJP to form govern-
ment. 

The 59-year-old Nadda,
who holds a degree in law,
brings decades of experience
during which he served at key
party posts, headed its election
campaign in a host of states -
- from Bihar to Uttar Pradesh,
Kerala, Maharashtra and
Punjab among others -- and
also worked as a minister in
BJP governments in his home
state of Himachal Pradesh.

He was also a Cabinet
minister in the first Modi gov-
ernment. The Brahmin leader
is considered within the party
an epitome of political correct-
ness with his manners unfail-
ingly polite in public and his
attacks on rivals never trigger-
ing any unseemly controversy.

However, party insiders
say Nadda can be very firm in
his handling of organisational
affairs and electoral challenges
but makes it a point to not
make any public fuss about
them. He is also a man of detail
as party leaders recall that he
spent months in Uttar Pradesh,
a state he was made incharge
of during the 2019 Lok Sabha
polls, meeting every religious
leader of consequence and
holding long meetings with
party leaders and allies to take
on the formidable challenge
posed by the SP-BSP alliance.

Nadda hails from
Himachal Pradesh but was
born and raised in Bihar where
his father was a professor in
Patna University. He joined the
ABVP, the RSS’ student wing,
there and was active in the
anti-Emergency stir headed,
his colleagues say. On his
return to his home state, he
was elected as student union
president of the Himachal
University. He became presi-
dent of Bharatiya Janata Yuva
Morcha, the BJP’s youth wing,
in 1991. Incidentally, Shah was
also a BJYM office bearer that
time. It was a sign of the trust
he always had of the party
leadership that he became the
leader of the opposition in
Himachal in 1993 after being

elected an MLA for the first
time. When the BJP stormed to
power in 1998 in the state, he
became a minister. He was a
minister again in 2010 when he
resigned to become the party’s
national general secretary
when Nitin Gadkari was its
president. He enjoyed warm
relations with Prime Minister
Narendra Modi as the latter
was for long incharge of the
party’s affairs in Himachal.
Nadda was elected to Rajya
Sabha in 2012 and made a
member of the party’s parlia-
mentary board in 2014 when
Shah took over as its president.
His steady rise through the
organisation continued when
Modi and Shah chose him to
be its working president last
year.
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The court fixed January 28
for hearing arguments on
quantum of sentence. The
offences entail a maximum
punishment of life imprison-
ment. It however acquitted
one Vikki in the case for the
want of evidence. One of the
female accused Rosy Rani,
former assistant director of
child protection unit in
Muzaffarpur, was convicted
for the offences under section
21(1) (failure to report com-
mission of an offence) of the
POCSO Act. Since the maxi-
mum punishment for the
offence was six months, which
she had already undergone,
she was granted bail by the
court. Dillip Kumar Verma,
former chairman of Child
Welfare Committee (CWC) of
Muzaffarpur, child protection
officer of District Child
Protection Unit Ravi Roshan,
member of CWC Vikas
Kumar and other accused
Vijay Kumar Tiwari, Guddu
Patel, Kishan Kumar and
Ramanuj Thakur were con-
victed for the offences of
aggravated penetrative sexual
assault under POCSO Act,
criminal conspiracy, rape,
gang rape, causing hurt, abet-
ment to rape under IPC and
POCSO Act, and section 75 of
the JJ Act. Two of the accused
-- Rama Shankar Singh and
Dr Ashwani-- were held guilty
for the offences of criminal
conspiracy and abetment to
rape. Rama was also convict-
ed under sections 323 of IPC,
75 of JJ Act and 21 of POCSO
Act.  Female accused --
Shaista Praveen, Indu Kumari,
Minu Devi, Manju Devi,
Chanda Devi, Neha Kumari,
Hema Masih, Kiran Kumari -
- were held guilty for criminal
conspiracy, abetment to rape,
cruelty to child and failure to
report commission of an
offence. After the pronounce-
ment of the judgement, one of
the convicts Ravi broke down
in the courtroom. “I have not
done any of the crimes told by
you. I have not committed
such shameful acts on the
girls. You are sending me to
jail. I will commit suicide,” he
told the judge. The judge
asked his counsel to console
him. Following this, some
female convicts also started
crying to which the judge
sternly directed the investigat-
ing officer and the jail author-
ities to take them outside and
console them. Advocates PK
Dubey and Nishaank Mattoo,
appearing for Thakur, told
reporters that they will chal-
lenge the verdict in the high-
er court. Advocate Gyanendra
Mishra, representing Dillip,
too said there was no evidence
against the accused and he will
challenge the judgement in the
higher court. The court had
recorded the statement of 69
witnesses lead by the CBI, rep-
resented by Public Prosecutor
Amit Jindal. It had recorded
the statement of 44 girls who
were physically and sexually
assaulted at the shelter home,
of which around 13 were
mentally disabled. It had
examined 20 defence witness-
es, said advocate Dheeraj
Kumar,  appearing for some of
the accused. The trial was held
on a day-to-day basis and
was completed within six
months as per the Supreme
Court’s directions. The court
had on March 30, 2019,
framed charges against the
accused, including Thakur. It
had held trial for the offences
of rape, sexual assault, sexual
harassment, drugging of
minors, criminal intimida-
tion among other charges.
Thakur and employees of his
shelter home, as well as Bihar
department of social welfare
officials were charged with
criminal conspiracy, neglect of
duty and failure to report
assault on the girls. The
charges also included offence
of cruelty to child 
under their authority, punish-
able under the Juvenile Justice
Act. 
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The Centre on Monday
approved a major bureau-

cratic reshuffle posting 31 offi-
cers as joint secretaries 
including Rajeev Singh Thakur
and Shantanu in the newly-cre-
ated department of military
affairs.

Thakur, a 1995 batch IAS
officer of Rajasthan cadre, will
have a tenure till December 3,
2022. Shantanu, a 1997 batch
Tripura cadre IAS officer, has
been appointed to the post till
March 27, 2024, an order issued
by the personnel ministry said.

The Government had last
month created the department
of military affairs, which is
headed by Chief of Defence
Staff (CDS) Gen Bipin Rawat.

Odisha cadre IAS officer
Vishal Gagan will be joint sec-
retary, department of defence
for a tenure of five years, it said.

Ashutosh Agnihotri has
been appointed joint secretary
in home ministry.  Jammu and
Kashmir cadre IAS officer
Ashok Kumar Parmar will be
advisor, inter-state council 
secretariat under the Home
Ministry. 

Bharat H Khera has been
appointed joint secretary in
Cabinet Secretariat.
Vimalendra Anand
Patwardhan, an officer of
Indian Audit and Accounts
Service,has been named as
joint secretary and financial
adviser in ministry of civil avi-
ation, and IAS officer Nagaraju
Maddirala  will be joint secre-

tary in the coal ministry. 
S Suresh Kumar and

Puneet Agarwal have been
appointed as joint secretaries in
department of commerce and
department of defence pro-
duction respectively.

Vineet Mathur, a 1994
batch officer of Indian Postal
Service, will be JS, department
of consumer affairs and Indian
Forest Service (IFoS) officer
Sanjukta Mudgal has been
appointed as joint secretary in
culture ministry. 

IAS officer Tanmay Kumar
has been appointed joint sec-
retary in the power ministry.
Madhya Pradesh cadre IAS
officer Hari Ranjan Rao will be
joint secretary, department of
telecommunications for 
five years. 
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Atechnology-free room in
the house and keeping

oneself away from gadgets for
some time everyday were the
two big takeaways for the stu-
dents from Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s  ‘Pariksha Pe
Charcha’ on Monday.

Modi used examples from
cricket to the Chandrayaan 2
mission besides experiences
of his personal life to reach out
to the students, teachers and
parents on a range of issues,
including exam stress and time
management. 

Through the third edition
of the  programme in the
national Capital, while Modi
asked the examinees not to get
demotivated by temporary set-
backs, he also urged over 10
crore audiences across 28 coun-
tries not to become slaves of
technology.

But the most talked about
topic among the students after
the two-hour-session was his
idea of keeping away from the
technological conveniences like

smart phones, computers and
televisions daily for some time
besides a technology-free
room. 

“Good marks in exams are
not everything. We have to
come out of the thinking that
exams are everything,” Modi
said. 

In the event organised by
HRD Ministry for which
preparations went on for a
month, was telecast and
streamed live, Modi said every-
one should keep abreast of the
latest technology but stressed
that it should not be allowed to
govern lives. 

“Technological trends are
changing quickly. It is essential
to stay updated with these
trends. Fear of technology is not
good. Technology is a friend.
Mere knowledge of technology
isn’t enough. Its application is as
important,” he said. 

“We should have the
strength to keep technology
under our control and ensure
it does not waste our time. One
room in our homes should be
technology free. Whoever
enters will not carry any gad-

gets,” he said. The Prime
Minister asked students to
spend their spare time with the
elderly.

The Prime Minister
appealed to students to not be

demotivated if they face tem-
porary setbacks and take fail-
ures in their stride.  “We can
add enthusiasm to every aspect
of life. A temporary setback
doesn’t mean success is not

waiting. In fact, a setback may
mean the best is yet to come.
Motivation, demotivation are
very common. Everyone goes
through these feelings,” he said.

“In this regard, I can never

forget my visit to ISRO during
Chandrayaan and the time
spent with our hardworking
scientists. I was told I should-
n’t attend Chandrayaan landing
as there was no guarantee of
success but I needed to be
there,” he added, recalling the
failed landing of the
Chandrayaan-2 mission’s
Vikram lander.

The PM sought to speak to
the students in their own lan-
guage and said his conversa-
tions with them will be “hash-
tag without filter”. 

During the freewheeling
course, the PM also asked stu-
dents to remember the India-
Australia test series in 2001 to
emphasise his message about
positive thinking.”Our cricket
team was facing setbacks. The
mood was not very good. But
in those moments can we ever
forget what Rahul Dravid and
V V S Laxman did? They
turned the match around.
Similarly, who can forget Anil
Kumble bowling with an
injury. This is the power of
motivation and positive think-
ing,” he said to the much inter-

est of the youngsters at the jam-
packed Talkatora Stadium. 

The Prime Minister also
highlighted the importance of
taking on extra-curricular
activities and said there is a
growing tendency among par-
ents to push their children
into activities considered
“glamorous” which they can
discuss in their conversations
with their friends.  “Parents
should instead take time out to
find out what their children
want to do,” he said.  

Asserting that children
should be “pursued not pres-
sured into studies”, he  recom-
mended that students read his
book “Exam Warriors” to get
over the stress of appearing for
exams.  He urged students to be
confident about their own
preparation. 

Students who got to ask
questions to the Prime Minister
were short-listed on the basis of
essays submitted on five sub-
jects — Gratitude is Great,
Your Future Depends on Your
Aspirations, Examining Exams,
Our Duties, Your Take, and
Balance is Beneficial. 
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Women daredevilry will be
on full display on Rajpath

this Republic Day, as an all-
women bikers’ contingent of
the CRPF will make its debut and
showcase its nail-biting stunts. 

The 65-member team of
women will display its acrobat-
ic skills on 350 cc Royal Enfield
Bullet motorcycles towards the
end of the over 90-minute-long
parade.

It will be the first time that
the women bikers will perform
in the Republic Day parade.
This squad was raised in 2014 to
involve women in the entire
spectrum of roles performed by
the Force. 

The contingent will be led by
Inspector Seema Nag, who is

deployed with the Rapid Action
Force (RAF), a special anti-riots
combat unit of the CRPF. 

The Central Reserve Police
Force is the world’s largest para-
military force with about 3.25
lakh personnel in its ranks.

The members of the squad
have been specially chosen from
various combat units of the
Force and are in the age group
of 25 to 30, officials said.

This contingent had earlier

performed at the birth anniver-
sary celebrations of country’s first
Home Minister Sardar
Vallabhbhai Patel on October 31
last year at Kevadia in Gujarat,
an event that saw Prime Minister
Narendra Modi in attendance.

In 1986, the CRPF had
raised the first armed women’s
battalion in the Asia region.
Presently, the CRPF has six
Mahila Battalions (6,000 per-
soonel. 

The all-women bikers con-
tingent is slated to perform as
many as nine acts of daring bike
riding and conclude by forming
a human pyramid on multiple
motorcycles and is expected to
fly the tricolor and the CRPF flag
on the top.

At the 2018 Republic Day
parade, a women bikers contin-
gent of the Border Security
Force (BSF) had debuted on the
occasion that year. 

In 2015, women marching
contingents of Army, Navy and
Air Force had debuted in the
national parade. According to
tradition, the BSF and the Army’s
bike-borne daredevils end the
Republic Day parade every alter-
nate year riding their roaring
bikes. This year, the opportuni-
ty has been given to the CRPF
women personnel, officials said.
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Though preventable and
treatable, sepsis — a life

threatening complication of
an infection— claimed about
11 million lives worldwide in
2017, almost twice as high as
previously estimated.

According to a study pub-
lished in the latest edition of
The Lancet, among the victims
are a disproportionately high
number of children in poor
areas.  Sepsis is caused by the
body’s defense system
(immune system) working
overtime to fight infection.
The large number of chemicals
released into the blood during

this process triggers wide-
spread inflammation. 

Blood clotting during sep-
sis reduces blood flow to limbs
and internal organs. 

This deprives them of
nutrients and oxygen. In severe
cases, one or more organs 
may fail.

India too is facing tremen-
dous sepsis burden.  At least,
34 per cent of sepsis patients
died in the intensive care unit
(ICU) in 2016, as per another
study. 

The Lancet study, which is
led by researchers at the
University of Pittsburgh and
University of Washington
schools of medicine, revealed
48.9 million global cases of

sepsis in 2017 and 11 million
deaths, representing 1 in 5
deaths worldwide. 

The large majority of sep-
sis cases - 85 per cent in 2017
- occurred in low- or middle-
income countries, higher
among females than males.
By age, the incidence of sepsis
peaks in early childhood, with
more than 40 per cent of all
cases occurring in children
under 5. 

“I’ve worked in rural
Uganda, and sepsis is what we
saw every single day. Watching
a baby die of a disease that
could have been prevented
with basic public health mea-
sures really sticks with you,”
said lead author Kristina E

Rudd, assistant professor in
Pitt’s Department of Critical
Care Medicine. 

For their analysis, Rudd
and colleagues leveraged the
Global Burden of Disease
Study, a comprehensive epi-
demiological analysis coordi-
nated by the Institute for
Health Metrics and Evaluation
(IHME) at the University of
Washington School of
Medicine. 

The study findings are
unprecedented as they repre-
sent mortality both in and out
of the hospital. 

“We are alarmed to find
sepsis deaths are much higher
than previously estimated,
especially as the condition is

both preventable and treat-
able,” said senior author
Mohsen Naghavi, professor of
health metrics sciences at
IHME at the University of
Washington School of
Medicine. “We need renewed
focus on sepsis prevention
among newborns and on tack-
ling antimicrobial resistance,
an important driver of the
condition.” 

The study authors ana-
lyzed annual sepsis incidence
and mortality trends from
1990 through 2017 and found
rates are improving. 

In 1990, there were an
estimated 60.2 million sepsis
cases and 15.7 million deaths;
by 2017, incidence had

dropped by 19 per cent to 48.9
million cases and deaths by 30
per cent to 11.0 million. 

“So what is the solution?
Well, to start with its basic pub-
lic health infrastructure.
Vaccines, making sure every-
one has access to a toilet and
clean drinking water, adequate
nutrition for children and
maternal health care would
address a lot of these cases,”
said Rudd. 

The research was funded
by The Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation, the National
Institutes of Health Pitt, the
British Columbia Children’s
Hospital Foundation, the
Wellcome Trust and the
Fleming Fund.
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Union Minister of State for
Home Nityanand Rai on

Monday inaugurated revamped
police communication services
— POLNET 2.0. The new plat-
form is armed with a robust
multi-media facility and is a cap-
tive satellite-based network that
provides video, audio and data
connectivity across the country,

especially in times of disasters
when regular communication
either gets jammed or crashes.

“The operationalisation of
POLNET 2.0 is a big achieve-
ment for the country and the
DCPW is to be complimented
for rendering this task. This
system will work in any weath-
er,” Rai said while launching the
facility at Vigyan Bhawan here. 

The Directorate of

Coordination Police Wireless
(DCPW) that operates POLNET
or the police network services in
the country has brought out an
enhanced communication plat-
form for police and security
forces to communicate better
during law and order problems
and disasters, including linkup
from remote border and coastal
areas. The DCPW was set up in
1946 and it was placed under the

Ministry of Home Affairs in
1950 with the primary mandate
of coordination between state
and central police and security
agencies for radio communica-
tion and frequency allocation. It
has been operating POLNET
since 2006.

The new platform is named
POLNET 2.0 and for the first
time it will provide video-con-
ferencing facility to four entities

sitting at different locations in the
country with Internet-enabled
multimedia services, 

a senior official said. From
its control room in Delhi, it can
host 40 people talking at one
point of time, the official added.
POLNET 2.0 will also have a
phone calling facility for per-
sonnel of police and paramilitary
forces deployed in remote areas
to talk to their families.
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Citing slowdown in economy,
CPI(M) general secretary

Sitaram Yechury on Monday
slammed the Government say-
ing this was not just “misman-
agement” but “destruction of
lives”. Reacting to reports that
the Government’s tax collection
is likely to fall short of its esti-
mate by Rs 2.5 lakh crore or 1.2
per cent of GDP in 2019-20,
Yechury said that the Centre will
be made accountable.

“This is not mere misman-
agement of the economy. It is
the destruction of lives and
livelihoods of millions of
Indians, while Modi’s rich
cronies continue to benefit and
fund the BJP. The people on the
streets have taken note, account-
ability will be fixed,” he tweet-
ed.

Quoting an Oxfam study
which said that India’s richest
one per cent hold more than
four-times the wealth held by
953 million people who make
up for the bottom 70 per cent of
the country’s population, 

while the total wealth of all
Indian billionaires is more than
the full-year budget, Yechury
said that this is the reason

Prime Minister Narendra Modi
doesn’t want people to know
who funds the BJP.

“The whole electoral bond
scheme is opaque and points to
a collusion between the BJP and
those who have become richer
as a majority of Indians become
poorer,” he claimed.
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Amid the controversy over
pharma firms allegedly

‘bribing’ medical professionals,
the Alliance of Doctors for
Ethical Healthcare (ADEH), a
network of  doctors from across
the country has demanded
that the Uniform Code of
Pharmaceutical Marketing
Practices (UCPMP) 
framed five years ago be made
mandatory. 

“Presently, even after five
years the code remains volun-
tary.  This is despite the fact
that several medical organisa-
tions have demanded this
repeatedly from the
Government. The global expe-
rience also shows that volun-
tary code does not work”, said
Dr GS Grewal, one of the
ADEH members and former
president- Punjab Medical

Council, Ludhiana.
Prime Minister Narendra

Modi, as published in a section
of the media has warned phar-
maceutical companies not to
indulge in unethical practices
and stop giving freebies to the
doctors with a purpose to pro-
cure business. However, that
any such deliberations
occurred in the meeting with
the Prime Minister has been

denied by the pharmaceutical
companies, said Dr Grewal. 

He alleged that the com-
panies spend crores of rupees
through associations by spon-
soring the medical confer-
ences. “They spend huge
amount on travel, accommo-
dation and other expenditures
on the doctors for lavish
arrangements of the confer-
ences.”

As per the clause 7.2 of the
UCPMP “companies or their
associations/representatives
shall not extend any hospital-
ity like hotel accommodation to
healthcare practitioners and
their family members under
any pretext”. 

The implied meaning of
this is that even extending
benefits to the doctors through
associations is unethical. But
this is being flouted with
impunity, alleged Dr Arun
Mitra, ENT specialist and for-
mer Chairperson, Ethics
Committee of the PMC,
Ludhiana.

It is also equally important
that the any freebies from the
pharmaceutical companies be
made taxable. These were tax-
able earlier but the decision
was reversed later by the Pune
Bench of the Income Tax
Appellate Tribunal, said the
doctor. 
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Congress leader Rahul
Gandhi on Monday alleged

that Prime Minister Narendra
Modi extracts wealth from
India’s poor and gives it to his
“crony capitalist friends” and
the big power brokers he is
dependent on.

Rahul Gandhi’s attack on
the prime minister came over
an Oxfam report which
claimed that India’s richest 1
per cent hold more than four-
times the wealth held by 953
million people who make up
for the bottom 70 per cent of
the country’s population.

“Modi extracts wealth from
India’s poor and gives it to his
crony capitalist friends & the
big power brokers he’s depen-
dent on. 1% of India’s super
rich, now own 4 times more
wealth than 1 billion of India’s

poor,” the former Congress
president said in a tweet.

The total wealth of all
Indian billionaires is more than
the full-year budget, said the
study titled ‘Time to Care’
which was tagged by Rahul
Gandhi Oxfam also said the
world’s 2,153 billionaires have
more wealth than the 4.6 billion
people who make up 60 per
cent of the planet’s population. 

The Gandhi scion has
often used the term ̀ crony cap-
italism’ to attack Modi. 

He first used the term post
demonetization when he
alleged that Prime Minister’s
demonetisation decision was a
“huge scam” and its objective
was to rob from the common
people of India to benefit his
crony capitalist friends. He
again used the same terminol-
ogy during the Rafale scam
controversy.
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The Indian Air Force on
Monday commissioned a

squadron of Sukhoi-30 MKI  at
the Air Force Station here, the
first such base in south India
for the high profile fighter jets,
seen as a gamechanger in
guarding the strategically
important Indian Ocean
Region (IOR).

The ‘Tigersharks’ squadron
of Sukhoi 30 MKI jets inte-
grated with the BrahMos cruise
missiles was inducted by Chief
of Defence Staff Bipin Rawat in
the presence of top officials
including Air Chief Marshal
Rakesh Kumar Singh
Bhadauria.

The Su-30 MKI is a state-
of-the-art all weather fighter
aircraft capable of undertaking
varied air defence, ground
attack and maritime missions.

A defence release said with

the operationalisation of the
222 Squadron, the air defence
capablilites of the IAF, partic-
ularly in the Southern Air
Command area will be
strengthened.

“This would also provide
protection to our island terri-
tories and sea lines of commu-
nication in the Indian Ocean
Region. The IOR is increasingly
gaining importance and the
presence of a fighter squadron
will provide security cover to all
our strategic and vital assets in
the region.”

The squadron that was
inducted was raised at Ambala
in 1969.        During the IAF
exercise Gagan Shakti-2018,
the capabilities of this aircraft
were amply demonstrated.
Also, it showcased an extend-
ed air operational range with
the help of air to air refuelling
by the IL-78 flight refuelling
aircraft.
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Chief of Defence Staff Gen
Bipin Rawat on Monday

said it was very difficult to 
predict if a scenario of a war
with Pakistan would emerge or
not but all the defence services
were prepared to take on any
challenge.

The top general, who
inducted the Sukhoi-30 MKI
squadron here, was responding
to a question about any possi-
bility of a war emerging
between India and 
Pakistan.

“All the defence services
are tasked to be prepared for
any option that may emerge.

It is very difficult to predict
a scenario. But, we are always
prepared for any task that may

be assigned to us,” Gen Rawat
said.

The Chief of Defence Staff
(CDS) said his new role was
aimed at integrating defence
systems and the three services
(the Army, the Navy and the
Indian Air Force).

It was for this reason the
post of CDS was created, he
said.

“...We will keep moving
towards better integration and
jointness,” Rawat, who was
appointed the country’s first
Chief of Defence Staff on
December 30 last year, 
added.

On strengthening the Air
base here, Air Chief Marshal
Rakesh Kumar Singh
Bhadauria said it will undertake
the role of the southern penin-

sula’s air defence.
The Indian Air Force

commissioned a squadron of
Sukhoi-30 MKI at the Air
Force Station here, the first
such base in south India for the
high profile fighter jets, seen as
a gamechanger in guarding
the strategically important
Indian Ocean Region 
(IOR).

The ‘Tigersharks’ squadron
of Sukhoi 30 MKI jets inte-
grated with the BrahMos cruise
missiles was inducted in the
presence of the Air Chief and
top officials.

The Su-30 MKI is a state-
of-the-art all weather multi-role
fighter aircraft capable of
undertaking varied air defence,
ground attack and maritime
missions. 
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After Kerala and Punjab it is
Bengal’s turn to pass reso-

lution rejecting the Citizenship
Amendment Act. Accusing the
BJP of playing a “dangerous
game” by forcibly imposing
CAA and National Population
Register Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee on Monday
said the Trinamool Congress
too will pass a resolution
against the CAA soon. The
move is a sharp departure
from the stand taken by her
Government a few days ago.

Moments before leaving
for North Bengal where he sub-
sequently told an audience that
her Government would never
allow either CAA or NPR to
take place in Bengal, Banerjee
said “the NPR is a very dan-
gerous game … it is National
Citizenship Register in dis-

guise and is being pushed
through in the name of NPR.
We condemn the Centre’s move
for NPR.”

Accusing BJP for trying to
squeeze out absurd information
from the citizens in the name
of NPR so as to use it against
them in future Banerjee said
CAA, NRC and NPR are mul-
tiple sides of the same act
adding her Government would
soon pass a resolution rejecting
CAA.

“We passed a resolution
against NRC and CAB —which
was only a bill then — a few
months ago. Now as it has
become a law will pass a 
resolution against CAA and
demand its withdrawal,”
Banerjee said adding the reso-
lution will be passed within 4-
5 days. 

The Left and the Congress
immediately lashed out at the

Chief Minister for “making
volte-face too often.”
Opposition Leader Abdul
Mannan and Left Legislature
Party Leader Sujan
Chakrabarty said: “only a few
days we had brought the pro-
posal in the State Assembly but
the government stopped the
Congress and the Left from
bringing a resolution against
the CAA like Kerala and
Punjab … now finding that the

public opinion is going
against her she has
hurriedly decided to
pass the resolution.”

On NPR Banerjee
said, “I have come to
know from media
reports that they are
demanding absurd
information about the
parents of a person in
the NPR format.
There is a column

seeking information about par-
ents, their birth place and birth
certificate. How can anyone
provide such information…

“They say that the column
is optional. Have you seen any
blank column in the mark
sheet when you appear for an
examination. This is a mis-
chievous column. I want to
know that if this column is not
mandatory then why they have
put it there? Again where is a

guarantee that if you do not
provide the information your
name will not be marked for
future reference in NRC or
things like that? We have
passed a resolution against
NPR and request all the States
including the BJP-ruled states
of the North East to follow suit.”

State BJP leader JP
Majumdar said such resolu-
tions are of little value in the
face of a parliamentary law.

In a public meeting at
Darjeeling, she said, “Even I
will not be able to provide these
documents,” adding how the
other parties were acting hyp-
ocritically by making loud
comments in the media against
the CAA but joining the meet-
ing in Delhi on NPR.

When asked as to whether
she would like to call a meet-
ing of opposition leaders in
order to unite them Banerjee

said she might invite the Chief
Ministers particularly of the
north-eastern States to take a
decision on the issue.

“I have no problem in
hosting a meeting of the Chief
Ministers in Kolkata if they are
interested to join it,” she said
appealing to all the Chief
Ministers and Governments
of the North East like Tripura,
Assam and elsewhere to
oppose, CAA, NRC and
NPR.

Meanwhile, BJP leader
Chandra Bose on Monday
wondered whether imposing
any law on the people without
their consent was the right way
of doing things. The grand
nephew of Netaji Subhas
Chandra Bose said, “you can-
not impose a law. You cannot
threaten the people to follow
some law. This is not fare in
democracy.”

Kolkata: Principals of missionary schools and church
priests on Monday took out a rally to register their protest
against the Citizenship Amendment Act and the National
Register of Citizens.

The participants walked a 1.5-km distance from St Paul’s
Cathedral to the Gandhi statue in the city, holding placards
that read “No division among people”, “We are all children
of Jesus” and “No CAA”. They also chanted hymns in English
and Bengali.

“We only wanted to drive home the message that all are
equal and we should not discriminate between religions and
communities,” said the principal of a renowned missionary
school. The Kolkata diocese of the Church of North India
(CNI) also urged other protestant churches to join the rally.

“This was the first time the CNI, Kolkata Diocese, con-
vened such a large anti-CAA rally here. We chose two points
for the march — St Paul’s Cathedral, that is part of the her-
itage of the city, and the statue of Mahatma, an apostle of
non-violence and harmony,” a spokesman said. PTI 

Guwahati: Ten prominent person-
alities of Assam, including Sahitya
Akademi awardees Hiren Gohain
and Homen Borgohain and eminent
filmmaker Jahnu Barua, have writ-
ten to Chief Justice of India Sharad
Arvind Bobde urging him to delib-
erate on the prevailing “public out-
rage and anger in the country”.

The letter, made available to the
media on Monday, stated that the
Government has characterised the
ongoing protests across in the coun-
try as being organised by “mis-
chievous elements” whereas the
“reaction of thousands of people has
earned the sympathy of all right
thinking sections of the society”.

“It is quite possible that there
may have been certain excesses, as
mentioned in some press reports,
and these are to be deplored but the
public discontent and unrest can
hardly be dismissed as wilful vio-
lence, as is being currently done by
the Government,” the letter
said.

Signatories to the letter include
Sahitya Akademi awardee Nagen
Saikia, scientist Dinesh Chandra
Goswami, former Gauhati
University vice chancellor Gajendra
Nath Talukdar and ex-principals of
Cotton College and Gauhati
Medical College, Udayaditya Bharali
and N N Barman respectively.

“The younger generation as
admitted by all impartial observers
is particularly aggrieved and agi-
tated by certain issues that have cast
a dark shadow on their lives.

“In Assam, the threat of
unchecked migration from neigh-
bouring countries like Bangladesh
had been compared by the Supreme
Court to a silent invasion and the
NRC for Assam was expeditiously
prepared under the monitoring of
the highest Court,” it said. The let-
ter said that at this juncture, grant-
ing citizenship to a large number of
foreigners will put immense pres-
sure on scant resources of the state
and its native population. PTI

Allahabad: The Vishva Hindu
Parishad on Monday said seers will
travel to villages to dispel the “con-
fusion” being created over the
Citizenship Amendment Act. 

The decision was taken at a meet-
ing here of the VHP “margdarshak
mandal”. Mandal member
Akhileshwaranand told reporters that
the “sadhus” will go from village to vil-
lage and tell people, especially
Muslims, that the new law does not
take away anyone’s citizenship.

He said the seers also expressed
happiness over the abrogation of the
special status of Jammu & Kashmir

and thanked the Union Government
for “removing hurdles” in the way of
national unity.

On the construction of the 
Ram temple in Ayodhya,
Akhileshwaranand said the VHP will
declare a date after the Centre sets up
the trust for that.   

In a landmark judgment on
November 9 last year, the Supreme
Court had directed the Centre to set
up a trust in three months to formu-
late a scheme for the construction of
a Ram temple at the site where the
Babri mosque was 
demolished. PTI
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Kerala Governor Arif
Mohammad Khan said on

Monday that he was not satis-
fied with the explanation given
by the Chief Secretary on the
Left Government moving the
Supreme Court against the
Citizenship law without
informing him.

“No explanation can sat-
isfy me”, the Governor told
reporters here this evening.

“My view is approval is

needed. They have gone to the
Supreme Court without
informing me. That is an
unlawful act. Not legally cor-
rect. Hence it is neither a clash
of egos or personal differ-
ences”, he said.

Chief Secretary Tom Jose
met the Governor on Monday,
a day after the latter sought a
report from the Left govern-
ment over moving the apex
court against the Citizenship
Amendment Act without
informing him. 
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Nagpur: Vanchit Bahujan
Aghadi chief Prakash
Ambedkar on Monday said
the Centre’s National
Population Register exercise
was an “evil design” aimed at
ferreting out information about
the caste and ideology of peo-
ple in the country.

The Centre had, on
December 24, approved 
��3,941.35 crore for updating
the National Population
Register. As per the
Government, the NPR is a list
of “usual residents” of the
country, with “usual resident”
being defined as a person who
has resided in a local area for
the past six months or more, or
a person who intends to reside
in that area for the next six
months or more.”The motive of
the Government is to get caste
and ideology information of
every family. This is an evil
design of the Narendra Modi
government,” Ambedkar told
reporters here.

The National Population
Register (NPR) was prepared in
2010 under the provisions of
the Citizenship Act, 1955 and
Citizenship Rules, 2003, and
was subsequently updated in
2015 by seeding it with
Aadhaar. PTI
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The Jammu and Kashmir
administration on Monday

organised a first of its kind pre-
summit investors’ meet here,
inviting investments from across
the world by highlighting the
untapped potential of the newly-
formed union territory.

The event, which was a cur-
tain-raiser to the three-day Global
Investors’ Summit to be held in
Srinagar and Jammu this year,
showcased policy and regulatory
environment, investment oppor-
tunities in 14 focus sectors to
boost manufacturing and
employment generation in the
region.

On the occasion, Jammu and
Kashmir Lieutenant Governor

Girish Chandra Murmu said that
the Global Investors’ Meet — with
the theme of ‘explore, invest and
grow’ — is a platform that will
bring together senior entrepre-
neurs, leaders from corporate
sector across the country, senior
policymakers, development agen-
cies, investors from across the
world and local businessmen.

“We intend to take a leap for-
ward in making Jammu and
Kashmir an economic paradise
for investors and I would like to
invite you all to take the lead in
setting up your enterprises in
Jammu & Kashmir. “Today’s Pre-
Summit Investors’ Interaction
has been organised to deliberate
with you all on desired initiatives
for creating an investor-friendly
ecosystem and make you inter-

ested in Jammu and Kashmir,”
Murmu said.  Minister of State,
Prime Minister’s Office Jitendra
Singh congratulated the lieu-
tenant governor for taking such
an initiative “at the right time and
right place”. Jammu and Kashmir
Chief Secretary B V R
Subrahmanyam said, “Jammu &
Kashmir is little known about the
places except what we have seen
in the films, it is quite different
what we know. J&K is not a back-
ward place but it has the bright-
est and skilled people. I have read
in a book that people in J&K don’t
die from the disease but from the
old age.”

More than 350 delegates
from various sectors and leading
organisations participated in the
event.
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The Calcutta High Court
has directed the transfer

of a matrimonial suit and a
case for guardianship of a
minor child on the ground
that the inconvenience of
wife should be the prime
consideration in deciding
where the suit will be heard.
The court also held that
when the application is in
respect of the guardianship
of a minor, it is to be filed in
the court under whose ter-
ritorial jurisdiction the
minor, ordinarily resides.
Ordering the transfer of the

suit from Jalpaiguri to
Durgapur, Justice Bibek
Chaudhuri observed that
the Supreme Court has in a
plethora of decisions held
that inconvenience of the
wife should be treated as the
prime consideration in a
proceeding seeking transfer
of a case for trial arising out
of a matrimonial suit.

The wife had prayed for
transfer of the matrimonial
suit and also a case seeking
guardianship and custody of
their child filed by the hus-
band at the Jalpaiguri district
court. The woman is resid-
ing at her matrimonial home

in Durgapur with their 13-
year-old child, since she was
allegedly abandoned by her
husband in 2017, the peti-
tioner’s lawyer Uday Shankar
Chattopadhyay claimed. The
husband had filed a suit for
dissolution of marriage by a
decree of divorce and also
prayed for the custody of
their son in another petition
at the court of the district
judge, Jalpaiguri.

Hearing the petition
for transfer of the suit, Justice
Chaudhuri noted that the
petitioner has contended
that distance between
Durgapur and Jalpaiguri is

more than 600 kilometres
and it is not financially pos-
sible for her to bear such
expenses for the journey to
contest the suit. 

The petitioner also stat-
ed that she has no income
ofher own and is fully depen-
dent on her parents. 

Chattopadhyay claimed
that the husband has not paid
any maintenance for his wife
and the son, who studies at a
school in Durgapur. 

Under such circum-
stances, the petitioner will of
course suffer inconvenience
to travel to Jalpaiguri from
Durgapur, the court observed

in a recent judgment.
Chaudhuri observed that in
the instant case the minor
child ordinarily resides at
Durgapur with his mother
and is a student of a school
there and therefore, the court
of  the additional district
judge, Durgapur has the juris-
diction under the Guardians
and Wards Act, 1890 to try
the said miscellaneous case.

“Moreover, for the ben-
efit of the minor child, the
said miscellaneous case ought
to be transferred to
Durgapurfor hearing and dis-
posal,” Justice Chaudhuri said
in his order. 
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In yet another successful joint
operation by the security

forces, a group of three terror-
ists headed by a dreaded Hizbul
Mujahideen commander
Waseem Ahmad Wani along
with Adil Bashir, former Special
Police Officer of J&K police,
who decamped with seven AK-
47 rifles and a pistol belonging
to security guards of a former
PDP MLA, Aijaz Ahmad Mir,
were killed in Wachi area of
Shopian on Monday.  

Since January 1, eight ter-
rorists have been killed in four
successful operations in
Kashmir valley.

Addressing a press confer-
ence in Srinagar, DGP Dilbagh
Singh said, “three terrorists

were  gunned down by the
security forces in a successful
operation in Shopian district
on Monday”.  DGP said, the
killed terrorists have been iden-
tified as Waseem Ahmad Wani
resident of Wurpora Nagbal
Shopian, Adil Bashir Sheikh
resident of Zainapora Shopian
and Hidayatullah Malik resi-
dent of Sharadpora Shopian.

DGP said, the killed ter-
rorists as per police records
were affiliated with proscribed
terror outfit Hizbul
Mujahideen and were wanted
by law for their complicity in
terror crimes including attack
on security establishments and
civilian atrocities. 

Briefing media persons
Dilbagh Singh said, “HM
Commander Waseem and Adil

Bashir were both involved in
killing of four police personnel
and four civilians in the area”.
He said, a  total number of 19
FIR’s were registered against
Waseem Ahmad Wani.

As per police records,Wani
had a history of terror crime
records since 2017.

Similarly Adil Bashir as per
police records had a history of
terror crime records since 2018.
He was involved in many ter-
ror attacks and civilian atroci-
ties. 

He was involved in case
FIR No 57/2018 pertaining to
the decamping of weapons
from Jawahar Nagar area. He
was part of groups involved in
killing of civilian Nadeem
Manzoor at Safnagri, killing of
four policemen at guard post in

Zainapora, killing of 02 civil-
ians Ilyas Khan & Zahid Khan
at Chittragam Shopian and

killing of civilian Irfan Hamid
Lone of Zainapora for which
case FIR No 25/2019 stands

registered. Several other terror
crime cases were also registered
against him including case FIR
numbers 12/2019, 23/2019,
25/2019, 27/2019, 39/2019,
49/2019, 56/2019, 61/2019,
62/2019, 01/2020 of PS
Zainapora.  

Before joining police ranks
in 2017, Adil was a stone-pel-
ter  and was having links with
terrorists,official sources said.

The third terrorist,
Hidayatullah Malik, as per
police records was also
involved in terror attacks and
other crimes in the area.  

Meanwhile, Inspector
General of Police Jammu Zone,
Mukesh Singh- IPS, Monday
chaired  a meeting to review
security arrangements to
ensure incident free Republic

day celebrations.
During the meeting IGP

directed the officers to carry
out intensive foot patrolling
and surveillance of the areas in
and around the M.A. Stadium
Jammu to prevent any terror
strike.

On the border manage-
ment front, IGP stressed upon
the DIG JSK Range and district
SSP Jammu, to lay joint secu-
rity check points on all the infil-
tration routes and also on the
roads originating from border
and touching national highway.
He also stressed on checking of
hotels and other lodgements’
on regular basis, setting up of
joint nakas in border areas so
that ANE/ASE trying to sneak
in the city are intercepted in
border area.
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Afierce controversy over
Pathri village in Parbhani

district being declared as birth-
place of Saibaba blew over on
Monday, after Maharashtra
Chief Minister Uddhav
Thackeray withdrew his earli-
er statement and said that
Pathri would be developed as
a pilgrim centre and not as the
birth place of the 19th centu-
ry saint.

The people of Shirdi and 30
neighbouring villages — who
had on an agitation for the past
few days in protest against the
chief minister’s recent state-
ment that Pathri would be
developed as Saibaba’s birth-
place — called off their indef-
inite agitation after a delegation
of their leaders, Shri Saibaba
Sansthan Trust (SSST) CEO,
local elected representatives
met Uddhav, his Cabinet col-
leagues Ajit Pawar, Congress
Balasaheb Thorat and Aditya
Thackeray.

At the meeting, Uddhav
told the aggrieved villagers
that he was withdrawing his
earlier statement describing
Pathri as the birthplace of
Sababa. He said that Pathri vil-
lage in Parbhani district of
Marathwada region would be
developed as pilgrim centre at
a cost of �100 crore and not as
the birthplace of Saibaba.

The people of Shirdi and
neighbouring had opposed the
chief minister’s reference to
Pathri as the birthplace of
Saibaba so much so that they
had observed a total bandh in
the temple town on Sunday,

causing considerable inconve-
nience to thousands of devotees
visiting the place for a darshan
of the presiding deity at the
temple there.

During his meeting with
the delegation from Shirdi, the
chief minister said: “I do not
know if Pathri is the birthplace
of Saibaba or not. I am not a
researcher. Based on the infor-
mation that I had received, I
had made a mention of Pathri
being the birthplace of
Saibaba.” 

“You should have taken me
into confidence before resort-
ing to a bandh in Shirdi... Let’s
not have a controversy over
Saibaba’s birthplace.  The state
government will allocate funds
to Pathri village as a pilgrim
centre. As the Chief Minister,
all the people are equal to me.
Let’s all of us pray before
Saikaba,” Uddhav told the del-
egation of villagers that met
him. In all, there were 40 rep-
resentatives in the delegation.
The delegates from Shirdi and
neighbouring villages told the
chief minister that they had no
objection whatsoever in Patri
village being developed as a pil-
grim centre and not as the
birthplace of Saibaba.

Shiv Sena MP
from Shirdi
S a d a s h i v
Lokhande, local
BJP MLA
R a d h a k r i s h n a
Vikhe-Patil and
SSST’s CEO
Deepak Muglikar
were prominent
among others who
were present at the

meeting.
The controversy over the

birthplace of Saibaba had arisen
after a delegation of people
from Pathri village met the
chief minister, during the lat-
ter’s recent tour of Marathwada.
They had claimed that Pathri
was the birthplace of the 19th
century saint and urged the
chief minister to make finan-
cial allocation for developing
the place into a pilgrim centre.

On his part, the chief min-
ister had announced that Pathri
would be developed as as a
birthplace of Saibaba, that the
state government had prepared
a development plan for the pur-
pose and that it would soon
perform a bhoomi pooja for
developing a pilgrim centre
there. 

Following the announce-
ment, the people of Shirdi and
neighbouring villages were up
in arms against the State
Government’s Pathri develop-
ment move. What has sur-
prised many as to how the
claim of Pathri being the birth-
place of Saibaba has come up
all of a sudden.

There is no concrete evi-
dence as to the date or place of
birth of Saibaha. However there

is evidence to suggest that
Saibaba came to Shirdi when he
was about 16 years’ old in
1858 and he remained there till
his death in 1918.  

Three months ahead of
his death on October 15, 1918,
Saibaba told his devotees he
would soon be “leaving his
mortal body” (dying). By the
end of September 1918, he
had high fever and stopped eat-
ing. As his condition deterio-
rated, he asked his disciples to
recite holy texts to him and
continued to meet visitors. On
October 15, 1918 which hap-
pened to Vijayadashami, he
breathed his last.

His mortal remains were
interred at “Buti Wada” in
Shirdi, after which it has now
become place of worship
known today as Shree Samadhi
Mandir or Shirdi Sai Baba
Temple.

The claim that Saibaba was
born in Pathri village in
Parbhani district of
Marathwada region is based on
a reference made in the eighth
edition of “Sai Charitra” (his-
tory of Saibaba), a Hindi pub-
lication brought by the Sai
Sansthan between 1972 and 76.
So far, the Sai Sansthan has
brought out 36 editions of “Sai
Charitra”. 

Incidentally, the eighth edi-
tion of “Sai Charitra” in which
a mention of Saibaba’s birth-
place has been made has gone
missing. The Shirdi temple
authorities have ordered an
inquiry into the missing pub-
lication which can no way be
considered as an authenticated
document.

Srinagar: Jammu & Kashmir
DGP Dilbagh Singh on
Monday said there was no bar
on investigating past crimes
committed by sacked police
officer Davinder Singh.  

“There is no bar on 
investigating any complaints
against him (Davinder Singh)
if we receive a formal com-
plaint,” the DGP told reporters. 

He was responding to a
question about reports that
the sacked police officer had
committed several illegal acts
in early years of his career but
those acts were overlooked. 

A senior police officer
posted with the strategic anti-
hijacking team at the Srinagar
airport, Davinder Singh was
arrested along with two ter-
rorists whom he was allegedly
ferrying in a car in Kashmir
Valley.  “You are talking about
incidents of long ago. The offi-
cers concerned at that time
must have looked into it. But
there is no bar on investigating
if something comes to the fore
formally,” he said. PTI
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Srinagar: Only five out of 36
Union Ministers will be visit-
ing Kashmir as part of the
Centre’s outreach programme
in the newly-created Union
Territory of Jammu & 
Kashmir.

According to officials, the
ministers visiting the Valley
over the next four days are
Telecommunications Minister
Ravi Shankar Prasad, HRD
minister Ramesh Pokhriyal,
Minority Affairs Minister
Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi,
Minister of State for Defence
Shripad Naik and minister of
state for Home Affairs G
Kishan Reddy.

Naqvi will kick-start the
valley leg of the outreach pro-
gramme on Tuesday where he
will lay the foundation stone for
a high school in the Dara area
on the outskirts of Srinagar.

He will also lay the foun-
dation stone for the water con-
servation project at Sarband in
the Harwan area of the city.

Reddy will begin his two-
day programme of interac-
tions in Ganderbal district on
Wednesday, while Prasad will
be stationed in Baramulla 
district for two days starting
Thursday.

Naik will be in Srinagar on
Thursday, while Pokhriyal will
be in the summer capital of the
union territory on Friday.

According to the officials,
only eight meetings are sched-
uled to be held in Kashmir over
the next four days, while over
50 such meetings and pro-
grammes are scheduled in the
Jammu division.

The aim of the visits by
Ministers is to make people
aware of the “positive impact”
of abrogation of Article 370,
which granted erstwhile state of
Jammu and Kashmir the spe-
cial status, and share “develop-
ment initiatives taken by the
Government” with them, the
officials said. PTI

Jammu: A senior police offi-
cer on Monday reviewed secu-
rity arrangements for the
Republic Day celebrations here,
stressing for a proper briefing
to the security personnel
deployed in view of the threat
of terror attacks and frequent
ceasefire violations by 
Pakistan.

Jammu zone Inspector
General of Police Mukesh
Singh also called for effective
and coordinated efforts at the
grossroots level for a smooth
conduct of the main function
to be held at M A Stadium, a
police spokesman said. PTI
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Amaravati : The YS Jagan
Mohan Reddy Government on
Monday introduced a Bill in the
Andhra Pradesh Legislative
Assembly to give shape to its
plan of having three capitals for
the state, with the executive
capital in Visakhapatnam,
Legislative capital in Amaravati
and judicial capital in Kurnool.

The AP Decentralisation
and Inclusive Development of
All Regions Bill, 2020, also pro-
vides for dividing the State into
various zones and establishing
zonal planning and development
boards.The village and (munic-
ipal) ward secretariats system
that the Government brought in
in October last year now gets
statutory backing as it has been
made part of the new Bill.

Moving the Bill in the

Assembly on the first day of the
extended winter session,
Finance and Legislative 
Affairs Minister Buggana
Rajendranath said the govern-
ment decided to enact a new
legislation for decentralisation
and inclusive development of
all regions in the state for
ensuring “balanced and inclu-
sive growth” of AP.

“Regional imbalances,
absence of equitable growth
have caused an acute sense of
deprivation among various sec-
tions of the state population,
leading to disturbances.

“The logical solution
would be to lay emphasis on
distributed development and
decentralised administration
to ensure fruits of socio-eco-
nomic progress are enjoyed

equally by people of various
regions,” the Minister said,
quoting the recommendations

of the High-Power Committee
of ministers and bureaucrats,
which formed the basis of the

new legislation.
The TDP members raised

objection to the introduction of
the Bill and stormed the
Speakers podium. Amid the
din, the Government also
moved another Bill to repeal
the AP Capital Region
Development Authority Act,
2014. The Government said it
intended to constitute a new
Amaravati Metropolitan
Region Development Area
under the provisions of AP
Metropolitan Region and
Urban Development
Authorities Act, 2016.

The CRDA Act was enact-
ed on December 22, 2014 for
the development of the state
capital post-bifurcation with a
specific area demarcated as
the Capital region. PTI
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New Delhi/Chandigarh
(PTI): Veteran Congress
leader Shamsher Singh
Surjewala passed away in
Delhi on Monday following
prolonged illness. He was 87.

Surjewala, father of party
leader Randeep Surjewala,
breathed his last at the AIIMS
hospital in New Delhi this
morning, family sources said.

Shamsher Singh
Surjewala was a five-time
MLA and one-time Rajya
Sabha MP from Haryana. He
was also the former president
of the Haryana Congress and
a former minister. 

He was president of the
Haryana Krishak Samaj and
fought for the rights of farm-
ers.

His body was taken from
AIIMS to Nar wana in
Haryana where his cremation
was held.

Congress leader Rahul
Gandhi visited AIIMS and
met Randeep Surjewala to
convey his condolences on
Monday morning. 

“In the passing of Shri
Shamsher Singh Surjewala,
we have lost a popular &
respected Congressman who
worked tirelessly in the ser-
vice of India’s farmers & the
development of Haryana. My
condolences to his family &
friends. Om Shanti,” Gandhi
tweeted. Former Haryana
chief minister Bhupinder
Singh Hooda also condoled
his demise and said he was

sad on hearing the news.
“My tr ibute to the

departed soul. May God give
peace to his soul and strength
to the family to bear this
grief,” he said. 

Haryana Congress chief
Kumari Selja said,”Deeply
pained at the demise of for-
mer Haryana Congress chief,
former Rajya Sabha MP and
former Haryana minister
Shamsher Singh Surjewala.
“His passing away is a big loss
and it will be difficult to fill
the void. The state has lost an
able politician, an icon of
development and a great pub-
lic servant,” she said.

Rajasthan Chief Minister
Ashok Gehlot and Madhya
Pradesh Chief  Minister
Kamal Nath have also con-
doled his demise. 

Ahmedabad (PTI) After a
brief hiatus, locusts have again
attacked crops in Gujarat’s
Banaskantha district, prompt-
ing the state and central teams
to take immediate steps to
control the menace, officials
said on Monday. Last month
also, huge swarms of locusts
damaged several crops in
Banaskantha and Patan dis-
tricts of north Gujarat, but the
menace was controlled by
December 20 with spray of pes-
ticides. The problem resur-
faced three days ago when
locusts again arrived from
desert areas of Pakistan and
attacked crops in Banaskantha,
district agriculture officer PK
Patel said.

“Due to change of wind
direction, locusts have invad-
ed parts of villages like
Mavsar,  Kundaliya and
Radhanesda close to the bor-
der adjoining Pakistan. We are
trying to control the problem
by constant spray of pesti-
cides,” he said. The equipment
provided by the central gov-
ernment and other machines

mounted on tractors are being
used to spray the pesticides,
the official said. “Teams of the
central and state governments
are working daily with the
help of locals to trace the
swarm of locusts and destroy
them. We believe locusts are
now moving towards neigh-
bouring Rajasthan,” he said.
According to some locals in
the affected villages, locusts
coming from Tharparkar
region of Pakistan have dam-
aged standing crops, including
cumin and castor, that are
mainly grown in the area.
Last month also, huge swarms
of locusts invaded parts of
Banaskantha and Patan, feed-
ing on crops like mustard, cas-
tor and wheat.

The problem was con-
trolled by December 20 with
spray of pesticides in the affect-
ed areas, an official earlier
said. The state government
then estimated crop damage in
25,000 hectare area and
announced a relief package of
Rs 31.5 crore for nearly 11,000
affected farmers. 
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Mangaluru (PTI): An unat-
tended bag containing a suspi-
cious IED-like object was
recovered at the Mangaluru air-
port on Monday triggering
alarm ahead of the Republic
Day, officials said.

They said a bag was found
near a ticket counter at the
departure terminal of the facil-
ity at about 8:45 AM after
which Central Industrial
Security Force (CISF) and
police personnel cordoned off
the area.

CISF DIG (operations)
Anil Pandey told PTI in Delhi
that, the object resembled “a
low intensity improvised explo-
sive device (IED) with some sil-
ver coloured explosive.”

“However, the IED was
not charged or to say had a trig-
ger mechanism,” Pandey added. 

Another senior CISF offi-
cial added that the explosive
could be cracker powder. The
bag was later removed from the
airport and the IED was
defused by local police by con-
trolled explosion. Passenger
services at the  airport were
unaffected. Earlier, Mangaluru
Police Commissioner P S
Harsha also rushed to the air-
port along with a police team. 

“The CISF had found a
suspicious bag, handled it as
per the safety protocols and
quickly informed the police
control room. We have placed
the bag in the isolation bay as
per the safety protocol,” Harsha
later said in a video message.
According to some reports,
two persons had come in an
autorickshaw and placed the
bag there. 
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Few would have missed the videos
of children (under 10 years of
age) chanting azadi and abusing
the Prime Minister and Home
Minister for alleged animosity

and evil intent towards one community.
Since one cannot expect children of such
tender age to have knowledge or under-
standing of the Citizenship Amendment
Act (CAA) and the National Population
Register (NPR), it is safe to conclude that
family elders tutored them to express such
visceral anger towards the Government.

A dangerous radicalisation of the
Muslim community is being fostered —
with deliberate intent — the consequences
of which are yet to unravel. Barring per-
haps Saudi Arabia, it is doubtful if even
Islamic countries make girls of such ten-
der age wear full abaya (head and neck cov-
ering). Certainly, it has not been seen in
India before. This points to deep indoctri-
nation of every family within a targetted
area and does not bode well for the future.

On the one hand, it will intensify the
ghetto mentality within the community.
On the other, it will make other citizens
wary of dealing with those who wish to
leave or avoid the ghetto. This is a dou-
ble-edged sword that can only harm the
Muslim community in the long and
short run. 

Doubtless, a powerful section of the
community is behind the radicalisation agen-
da, for reasons unknown. The first indica-
tion of this phenomenon came during the
three-day Ijtema (religious gathering) organ-
ised by Tablighi Jamaat (November 30 to
December 2, 2018), when 15 lakh Muslims
gathered at Bulandshahr, Uttar Pradesh,
though permission was given for only two
lakh people. Many guests came from abroad.

The proceedings of this gathering are
not known. It attracted national attention
when some cows were killed in a village
on the road to Bulandshahr. Police
inspector Subodh Kumar Singh died in
the violence that followed but managed
to contain the situation within the affect-
ed village. The Ijtema concluded peace-
fully but analysts said such a large gath-
ering should not have been permitted in
such a sensitive State and by such an
orthodox body. Tablighi Jamaat exhorts
Muslims to strictly follow practices
adhered to during the lifetime of the
Prophet, especially in matters of dress
and ritual. All traces of non-Islamic (syn-
cretic) behaviour are to be erased.

This converges with a larger trend of
home-grown radicalism within the coun-
try. After the Students Islamic Movement
of India (SIMI) and the Indian Mujahideen
(IM) were banned, the Kerala-based
Popular Front of India (PFI) emerged as the
successor militant body and spread to Tamil
Nadu, Karnataka, Telangana, Maharashtra,
Gujarat, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya
Pradesh and Bihar.

Experts expect the Islamic
State (IS) to formally tie up with
the PFI to entrench itself in
India and reach Nepal,
Bangladesh and Myanmar. Sri
Lanka has already been radi-
calised by people who visited
southern India before the Easter
blasts in 2019. Several youth
from Kerala have travelled to
Syria, Iraq and Afghanistan to
join the IS; others have been
caught doing online propagan-
da for it. Intelligence agencies
are aware that the IS is attract-
ing youth in India and in May
2019, it announced a new
“Wilayah of Hind” (Hind
Province) without specifying its
geographical limits.

The Counterterrorism
Group (CTG) Analysis &
Intelligence Report (November
2019) states that after being dri-
ven out of Syria and the Middle
East, the IS asked its leaders to
move to South-east Asia as
almost every country in this
region has deep ties to the
Middle East. Its focus is on
female domestic workers in
Hong Kong and Singapore,
who are vulnerable on various
counts; Malaysia, Indonesia
and the Philippines are next.

Female migrant workers
are chosen because of their low
(but stable) incomes, familiar-
ity with English and wide net-
work of international connec-
tions. Typically, they earn
around $1.00 to $1.50 per
hour and are often in need of
financial help, for which they
agree to join the Caliphate.
English-speaking workers help

the IS reach other demograph-
ics and regions. They help it
acquire resources and intelli-
gence from areas its members
normally don’t frequent.

Migrant workers are easy
to manipulate as they are
poorly educated, live in an
alien environment and are
lonely. Radicalisation usually
begins after a traumatic event
such as divorce, financial hard-
ship or culture shock. The
recruiter contacts the most
vulnerable and offers a secure,
romantic, and loving relation-
ship; soon the migrant is invit-
ed for training via online chat
rooms. Often migrants are
recruited by fellow workers at
a prayer group or social gath-
ering on their day off. Some
workers have been known to
reach out to militants; they are
quickly inducted into radical
groups and groomed to
become militants.

In a survey of radicalised
domestic workers, the Institute
for Policy Analysis of Conflict
(IPAC) found that at least 50
Indonesian women working
overseas as maids, nannies and
caretakers for the elderly were
radicalised by the IS and its affil-
iates. A study between 2013 and
2018 found that around 800
domestic workers from South-
east Asia tried to enter Syria or
Iraq to join the IS after being
radicalised abroad. This shows
the efficacy of the IS’ recruit-
ment methods. IPAC has asked
Governments to create manda-
tory training modules to edu-
cate migrant workers about the

signs of exploitation and to
help exploited victims.

In September 2019,
Singapore arrested three
Indonesian women domestic
workers who promoted the IS
online in their spare time,
donated money to militants
overseas and became so com-
mitted that at least one was
ready to die as a suicide bomber
in Syria. One Indonesian maid
revealed that she listened to
Salafi podcasts while working
and an Indonesian butcher she
met online encouraged her to
go to Syria to join the IS.
However, the Singapore 
authorities discovered her plans
and deported her back to
Indonesia in 2017.

Zachary Abuza, expert on IS
in South-east Asia at the
National War College,
Washington, says the real stuff
happens in dedicated chat rooms
on encrypted apps — from
bomb designs to active coordi-
nation. The female recruits serve
as financiers, recruiters and
coordinators; they collect funds
from radicalised maids and
send them to domestic jihadist
groups. India is sitting on a tin-
derbox. When elementary
school children chant obnoxious
slogans against the nation and its
top leadership, the masterminds
behind the scenes should pon-
der what poison harvest they
will reap from these toxic seeds.
Azadi cannot hide behind the
tiranga; India will never submit
to further loss of territory.

(The author is a senior 
journalist)
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Sir — One fails to understand
why so many chances are being
given to depraved humans
indulging in heinous acts. Why
do we need to empathise with an
undeserving handful of the worst
behaved citizens? It is time to
change this thinking. There is a
worldwide debate on whether the
death penalty stands scrutiny.
There have been strong argu-
ments for and against. Suffice it
to say that our legal system cur-
rently allows death penalty to be
prescribed only for the rarest of
rare cases.

Rather than discussing this
aspect, I would like to draw atten-
tion to the “sentence” meted out
by criminals to innocent citizens
for no fault of theirs. The relatives
of the accused, sometimes abetted
by the local officials, put pressure
on the victim to withdraw the
case. The victim and her family
thus live under fear and dread
constantly. Now activists have
joined the bandwagon. Instead of
focussing on the human rights of
the criminals, why do we not
vociferously argue about the right
to life and liberty of the victim as
guaranteed by Article 21 of our

Constitution? Or the human right
against cruelty in the Universal
Declaration? 

It is ironical how those, who
brutally violate the rights of anoth-
er, clamour for their own rights to
be protected and are listened to

with a great show of fairness.
Those adults, who commit these
heinous crimes, know it well that
they are punishable with severe
sentences.

Padmini Raghavendra 
Secunderabad
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Sir — US President Donald
Trump and Swedish climate
activist Greta Thunberg are both
attending the ongoing World

Economic Forum (WEF) meet.
For sure, Trump will renew his
running battle with the young cli-
mate campaigner when they join
the A-list movers and shakers
attending the 50th anniversary of
the Davos conclave this week.
Thunberg has already made her
message clear: Put an end to the
fossil fuel “madness.” That her
missive is aimed at Trump, among
others, would be anybody’s guess.

Thunberg hogged the lime-
light when she began a grassroot
campaign at the age of 15 by skip-
ping school every Friday to
demonstrate outside the Swedish
Parliament. The protests had
inspired millions of young peo-
ple to take action against climate
change. Her meteoric rise from an
ordinary school-going child to
becoming a world-renowned cli-
mate campaigner must be appre-
ciated. If Trump and other lead-
ers cannot appreciate her efforts
to fight climate change, then we
can only pity them. If they can’t
help her cause, they must at least
not throw a spanner in her efforts
to fight climate change.

TK Nandanan
Chennai
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Do those among the linguistic and religious
minorities of Assam, who have failed the test
of citizenship in the recently-concluded

updation of the National Register of Citizens
(NRC), become the soft target of the heightened cry
for protection of indigenous identity in Assam and
North-east India? With the passage of the Citizenship
Amendment Act (CAA), one section of those left
out of the NRC now gets an opportunity to be cit-
izens, solely on the basis of religion, while another
section remains ignored. Does such a contrived out-
come make anyone happy in Assam? 

Assam’s Bengali-origin religious minorities, pop-
ularly called Miyas or Bhatiyas in Brahmaputra
Valley and Bangals in Barak Valley face the biggest
threat of proving their credentials after being left out
of the NRC. Those excluded will now have to pre-
pare for a complicated legal battle to prove their cit-
izenship through the Foreigners’ Tribunals. These
tribunals are supposed to decide the fate of an esti-
mated five lakh presumed illegals and how many
would succeed in such a trial is anyone’s guess. The
tribunals, governed by the Foreigners’ Act, 1946,
place the “onus of proof” on the suspect and not on
the prosecution, making it difficult for a “suspect”
to get natural justice. As citizenship is considered
the most basic right to have or not to have all other
rights, the shifting of the “onus of proof” makes it
extremely difficult for anyone to prove credentials.
Worse is the case when the tribunals at random ex-
parte declare too many people foreigners. Many of
those people have been put in inhumane detention
camps in six places, numbering around a thousand,
of which 23 have already died in custody.

The protest against the CAA remains silent on
this humanitarian crisis and the ignominy of effac-
ing these unfortunate excluded people from public
discourse. With the coming of CAA, a section of
these excluded people now wait for some redemp-
tion, while another section silently prepares for a long
and uncertain legal battle that lies ahead. Both the
sections, however, face another cultural test of prov-
ing their antecedents, which could be satisfied only
by accepting the dominant language of the State. 

Any democratic movement, such as one cur-
rently against the CAA, should have taken into
account the plight of these people. But they are
looked upon as “foreigners” and “illegal immigrants”
whose very presence threatens indigenous language
and culture. This is how, much of the protesters
favour the NRC to weed them out while they reject
the CAA. The CAA bears the signature of shelter-
ing “persecuted religious minorities from three
neighbouring countries” and thereby changes the
rules of the game with which the NRC was carried
out. Because of CAA, even the NRC exercise gets
automatically debunked. This gives a further jolt to
ethnonationalist identities, who take CAA to be a
bigger threat than illegal immigration. The layered
and nuanced ideas of citizenship as indigenity stand
in contrast to granting citizenship to a section of ille-
gal immigrants on the basis of religion. In effect, old
faultlines between indigenous ethnic identity and
non-indigenous Indian citizens is reinvoked, turn-
ing both the CAA and NRC exercise as detrimen-
tal to the language, land and culture of ethnic groups.
The question is no longer just saving the indigenous
habitats of North-east from illegals but it is also a
question of “protective discrimination” for the native
and the indigenous from non-indigenous Indian cit-
izens. The land policy of the Government of Assam

stated clearly why non-indigenous citizens,
being settlers cannot buy/own land.

CAA’s exclusion of the Sixth Schedule
tribal States from its ambit created a sense
of heightened anxiety in Assam and
Tripura for being forced to accept those
non-indigenous settler immigrants who
would be legalised by the CAA. The pos-
sible demographic impact and squeeze on
language and culture has reinvoked the
fear of getting outnumbered. To rein in
such a majoritarian impact of the CAA,
there are rising demands for introduction
of an Inner Line Permit (ILP) system to
physically restrict the movement of other
citizens from outside the State. 

In a sense, the CAA meets its tough-
est resistance from such demands of pro-
tective discrimination, as it would further
alienate the North-east and its people from
the mainstream while ensuring their spe-
cific rights. Certainly this would negative-
ly impact economic transaction between
the North-east and the rest of India and
as a corollary break the idea of seamless
economic connections with South and
South-east Asian countries, as mooted in
the Act East Policy of the Centre.

The governance structure of States in
the North-east seemingly is not able to face
the implosion of sentiments of ethnic and
indigenous groups against the CAA and
is also unable to contain the fight against
the CAA from relapsing into a full fight
against the State and the Government. In
an Assam-specific way, a slew of measures
like amendment to Article 345, 347 and
Article 371B to ensure protection of
Ahomia as the State language, culture and
identity of the people of Assam has been
announced by the State Government to
neutralise the anti-CAA protests, but social
organisations are not convinced of some
measures. They argued that if protective
measures had preceded CAA, probably it
would not have become such a big

protest. The shift of focus in the protest
from illegal immigrants to strict measures
of protection in Assam and Tripura not
only created an alternative political dis-
course of pre-colonial identity assertion
and securing of homelands, but it also
harmed those who are supposed to ben-
efit from the CAA, notably the Hindu
Bengalis. This change into community
affirmation rigidly redraws several bound-
aries, creates a reverse discrimination
towards the beneficiaries of the CAA by
uniting everyone else.

The announcement of the National
Population Register (NPR) at the nation-
al level and much of the resistance to the
idea that the NPR and National Register
of Indian Citizens (NRIC) are the same
arose from transmission of Northeastern
reactions to the mainland due to greater
visibility of protests in the North-east.
After the first wave of protests in the
North-east, major Indian cities witnessed
a stir against the NPR and NRC exercise
that are supposed to supplement CAA by
separating the infiltrators from persecut-
ed religious minorities. This inherently dif-
ferentiating tenor of CAA made a nation-
wide resurgence of demands for a caste
census and rejection of any test of citizen-
ship. The dystopic Assam experience
occupied much of the national imagina-
tion in calling for a boycott of NPR cum
NRIC, especially when CAA makes it
clearer for whom the bell will toll.

The fear and anxiety surrounding the
new entries relating to father’s birthplace
and date of birth in the NPR format and
dropping of all Muslim festivals from the
list of holidays, as suggested in the NPR,
create a bigger sense of discrimination.
The sense of protection generated out of
fear of being outnumbered in the North-
east feeds this fear of discrimination at the
national level and vice-versa. Although
fear transmits easily, yet the cause and pur-

pose of anti-CAA protests also remain dif-
ferent between North-east and the rest of
India. The question of defending the
Constitution, an essential part of the pan-
Indian discourse of resistance to CAA
finds very little speck in the North-east
where the it is more about protection from
the non-indigenous and the illegals. The
convergences and the divergences are both
ingenuous as they promise to set up new
equations and alliances between social
identities. The beauty of such disjointed
resistance to the CAA is that it gives rise
to a new form of federal relations. How
the Government manages it will decide the
future course of politics in India.

It is also worth nothing the debates
centering around some of the States
opposing implementation of the CAA and
their moves by filing cases against it in the
Supreme Court. Interestingly enough,
Arunachal Pradesh, being a State with ILP
is exempted from CAA, yet it has decid-
ed to file a petition in the apex court
opposing any procedure to grant citizen-
ship to Chakma and Hajong refugees. It
is also widely contended that the CAA
might lead to exodus of tribal refugees
from CAA-exempted tribal States of the
North-east to Tripura and Assam, where
they can apply for citizenship through
CAA. The case of Bengali Hindu refugees
in Bodoland Territorial Council of Assam
is even more dismal, as they have to move
out of areas falling under the council and
resettle in a neighbouring district within
Assam to become eligible to apply under
CAA. While these anomalies continue, the
lived reality of “illegal immigrants” con-
tinues to be difficult, as they try to sur-
vive through double-edged laws granting
benefit and withholding them at the same
time.

(The writer is Associate Professor at
North Eastern Hill University, Shillong and
a human rights activist)
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Religion has emerged as a major source
of conflict across the globe. Ideological
strife has now given place to the “clash

of civilisations” and it is felt that in the fore-
seeable future, religion will be a major source
of conflict within and among nations. The
possibilities of conflict are greater in coun-
tries such as India where different cultures
and religions meet. However, such clashes
can be prevented if appropriate strategies are
formulated and implemented at an early
stage so as to ensure religious harmony.

The United Nations (UN) designates the
first week of February every year as the
World Interfaith Harmony Week. All reli-
gions lead to the same God and differences
among them are not essential. Indeed, the
goal of every religion is the same. The spir-

it of the founders of the different religions
was the same though rituals differ. All reli-
gions proclaim similar principles. 

Mahatma Gandhi, who devoted a large
part of his life to the study of religion and
discussions with religious leaders of all faiths,
affirmed that every scripture should be treat-
ed equally, that there is no justification for
the claim of supremacy of any one religion
and that we are all children of the same God. 

He said, “What is needed is a living
friendly contact among the followers of the
religions of the world and not a clash among
them in the fruitless attempt on the part of
each community to show the supremacy of
its faith over the rest.”

Swami Vivekananda asserted that all
religions preach ethics, virtues and good
character. Yet, all major religions, instead of
uniting people often divide them due to the
lack of understanding of the purpose of reli-
gion by their followers.

India has the largest number of religions
and religious people in the world. In our
country, we have millions of Hindus,
Muslims, Christians, Sikhs, Jains and
Buddhists. There are also Parsees and Jews.
We have eight religions in India, the max-
imum number of religions and religious peo-
ple anywhere in the world. Communal har-

mony is essential for peace and stability in
the country.

Article 51A of the Constitution  affirms
that it is the fundamental duty of every cit-
izen to promote harmony among the peo-
ple of the nation transcending religious, lin-
guistic and regional or sectional diversities.
Respect for religious diversity and interfaith
dialogue are an essential and urgent need.

Some years ago, I decided to study the
issues that affect inter-religious peace and
harmony in the country. In this connection,
I visited several States and held meetings
with leaders and organisations of different
religions. I spent the whole of September
2004 in the villages of Odisha, in the districts
of Kandhamal and Mayurbanj, where
Graham Staines and his two sons were killed
some years earlier. 

The purpose of my visit was to study
and understand the open confrontation that
has existed for long in that State between
Christian and Hindu missionaries for con-
version and re-conversion (ghar vapsi)
respectively. I informed Chief Minister
Naveen Patnaik of what I had observed in
those areas and he promised to take neces-
sary action. Mainline Christian theologians
see both the Sangh Parivar’s Hindutva ide-
ology and Christian campaigns for evange-

lisation as having a fundamentalist attitude
and an aggressive methodology to achieve
their respective goals. 

Proselytism is opposed on several
grounds; it attacks other religious beliefs and
practices and asserts that its own religion is
the only way to moksha (salvation). It is often
supported by financial resources and mar-
keting techniques that make local religious
activities seem shabby.

The Federation of Asian Bishops
Conferences (FABC) articulates its theolog-
ical vision thus, “Asia is the womb of the
great world religions. All great scriptural reli-
gions were born on Asian soil. The Church
has to be in constant dialogue with the reli-
gions of Asia and to embark on this with
great seriousness… There may be more
truth about God and life than is made
known to us through the Church. As such,
Christians who take Jesus Christ’s injunc-
tion seriously must search for this truth in
the various religions of the world.”

On the question of proselytism, the
FABC says, “A phenomenon which contin-
ues to awaken the most resentment among
the peoples of Asia is that of proselytism and
conversion. In the minds of Asians, the
Church’s primary objective seems to be to
convert as many people as she can so as to

increase her little flock. The Church’s
expansion is also seen as a Western exten-
sion. The increase in the number of Church
movements engaged in aggressive evange-
lisation (understood in the very narrow
sense of the word) is certainly a cause for
concern for our brothers and sisters of other
faiths. Perhaps, it might be good to be
reminded of the golden rule which nearly
all religions speak of: Do not do to others
what you do not want done to yourself.”

The traditional way of teaching religion
puts emphasis on theology and rituals
ignoring the social dimension, namely the
need for interaction and tolerance among
the followers of different religions. Religious
leaders and theologians from across the
country should come together to review the
different religions from the perspective of
pluralism and social justice.

The following steps ought to be taken
to ensure peace and harmony in India:
Organised drives for conversion and recon-
version should stop. They violate the
Constitution. The Government should pro-
mote an agreement among the religious
heads of all the major faiths in the country
to stop proselytism. Given the positive mind-
set of theologians belonging to different reli-
gions, this is possible.

Combat all forms of expression which
incite sectarian hatred and take action
against dissemination of such material in the
media.

Adequate training and awareness pro-
grammes about religion and religious har-
mony for young leaders at all levels and
Government officials, particularly the police
and other law enforcement agencies, judges,
teachers and social workers must be held.

Introduce inter-religious education in
schools as part of the curriculum so as to
promote communal harmony.

Assure all victims of religious intoler-
ance adequate support and speedy admin-
istrative and judicial remedies.

Provide effective access to all citizens,
including religious minorities, to the deci-
sion-making process in society.

Counter social exclusion and margin-
alisation in particular by providing adequate
access to all to education, health and
employment. Pay specific attention to
development of vulnerable groups such as
tribals and other weaker sections and those
who suffer discrimination on different
grounds. 

With this we will ensure peace that fos-
ters inclusive development. 

(The writer is a former Union Minister)
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Wear and tear is a natural and inevitable damage that affects
not just machines, but human beings too. As we age and

constantly keep up with the activities of everyday lives, our bod-
ies might show fatigue and degeneration. Thankfully, advances
in medical sciences have helped us cope better. Human body parts
can be repaired, refurbished or replaced. Knee replacement
surgery is an elective clinical procedure performed to resurface
a damaged knee. Metal and plastic parts along with the knee cap
are used to top the ends of the knee joint bone. However, not
everyone resumes to their normal pain-free lifestyle after the
surgery. Pre-rehabilitation or rehabilitation before the knee
replacement surgery has been a respite for many since it has been
proven to bring considerable difference in patient's quality and
pace of recovery.

A fit body always recovers first is a no-brainer. Yet most
patients undergoing knee replacement surgery consider rehabil-
itation only after the procedure. After the surgery, in most cases,
patient receives physical therapy sessions in the hospital for only
a couple of days until discharge. Normally, physiotherapist will
advise exercises which should be followed at home for up to three
months to improve balance, strength and movement. However,
patients who followed an active lifestyle and performed pre-reha-
bilitation tactics including performing of exercises for up to eight
weeks until the surgery, recover faster. 

Exercising before the surgery can be painful since it
involves the movement of the damaged joint. Therefore only light
impact exercises are recommended during this time. Activities

like swimming, walking and
cycling can help in keeping one
to stay active without laying
much stress on the knee. It is
important to warm up before
any exercise and only gradually
move to vigorous movements. 

The following set of knee
exercises will help you recover to
optimum function and activities
soon after a knee replacement
surgery.

�Knee Straightening: Place
a rolled towel under the knees
and another between the thighs.
Squeeze the thighs inward while
lifting one foot to straighten the
knee. Hold for five to 10 seconds.
Repeat eight to 15 times. You can
do this exercise for three to five

days a week.
�Ankle activities: Lie on your back keeping legs straight.

Now pull your ankle up towards you and push back the oppo-
site way. Repeat six times.  

�Heel slides: Pull your knee to your chest using a towel under
the thigh and slide heel towards the buttocks. Hold it for five to
10 seconds and repeat at least 10 times.

�Sitting knee bend and straighten: Sitting on the edge of
a chair, move your heel backward to bend the knee and forward
to straighten it.

�Hamstring stretch: Sitting up tall on the edge of the chair,
pull your lower belly to the spine. Now bend forward from your
hips until you feel the stretch at the back of the thigh.

�Arm chair push ups: Strengthen the muscles under your
arms called triceps through this exercise. Sit in a chair with arm
rest with hands on it, elbows bent. Now try to lift your body by
straightening the elbows. Hold for five to 10 seconds and repeat
for at least eight to 15 times per day.

All the above are indicative and actual exercises shall be per-
sonalised based on your existing condition. 

Pre-rehabilitation before knee replacement surgery compris-
es of several components beyond exercises including diet adjust-
ment, pain management, counseling and lifestyle modifications.
This systematic way of preparing the body for the surgery reaps
significant results in the recovery. 
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!�����#�� Broccoli is an edible green plant in the cabbage
family whose large flowering head and stalk is eaten as a
vegetable. It is rich in many vitamins
and minerals, including folate,
potassium, manganese, iron,
and Vitamins C and K1
which may help
promote skin and
bone health.

It also help in
preventing heart
diseases and can-
cer. Two of the
main carotenoids
in broccoli, lutein
and zeaxanthin, are
associated with a
decreased risk of age-related eye
disorders. 

It is also known to have a warm taasir (nature) which makes
it a great option for winters.

It also contains numerous other vitamins and minerals in
smaller amounts. In fact, it provides a little bit of almost every
nutrient that your body needs.
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Researchers have
revealed that less
active infants may

accumulate more fat,
which in turn may put them
at risk for obesity later in life.

For the study, published in the jour-
nal Obesity, researchers tracked the phys-
ical activity levels of 506 infants using
small ankle-worn accelerometers for four
days per tracking period at ages three, six,
nine and 12 months.

For each tracking period after three,
average physical activity increased by
about four per cent, in line with infants
becoming generally more mobile and
active over the course of their first year.

Among infants, higher physical activ-
ity measured by the accelerometer was
associated with lower central adiposity, a
measure of lower-torso fat accumulation,
the study said.

“This is the first study to demonstrate
an association over time between higher
levels of objectively measured physical
activity and lower central adiposity in
infancy,” said study lead author Sara
Benjamin-Neelon from Johns Hopkins
University in US. Of this group, the
research team were able to get adequate
accelerometer data for 506 infants. 

The researcher noted that larger,
longer-term studies will be necessary to
determine the sustained effect of infant
physical activity, but that preventing
extended periods of inactivity for infants
will almost certainly be good for them.
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Almost all of us have got
into scrapes and ended
up with minor cuts and

bruises while playing or just
falling down. A visit to a doc-
tor for many kids can be
harrowing. However,
the wound has to
be treated. Here
are a few quick
tips that moth-
ers can follow.

� T h e
most impor-
tant and basic
rule — clean the
wound properly to
remove any dirty with
clean water. Be gentle while
doing so.

�One can always use alo
vera. The gel is soothing and
improves healing.

�In most homes there is
honey, especially in winters.
Natural honey has great heal-
ing power. Apply this on the

dressing and put it on the
wound and wrap.

�Coconut oil is an  effec-
tively healer. It has  anti-bacte-
rial, anti-inflammatory, mois-

turising and healing prop-
erties. The oil keeps

infection at bay
and prevents
scarring. Apply
pure coconut
oil. Put a ban-
dage over the
cut. Do this

two-three times
a day and change

the bandage each
time. Do this for a

week.
�One should not forget

the turmeric, a natural antisep-
tic and anti-biotic agent. Mix
half a tablespoon of turmeric in
flaxseed oil and make a paste.
Apply it on the wound two-
three times a day to prevent
infection.

With kids at home, especially
boys, minor injuries — cuts and

scrapes — are common. There are
a few home remedies that moms

can do for healing that are 
natural  and easy to follow, says

ROSHANI DEVI
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Ababy’s skin is much thinner and sensitive
than an adult’s and needs special care and

protection. Because they have a higher chance
to get infected by some infection or disease. New
born babies can develop many types of skin con-
ditions shortly after their birth. A lot of these
conditions last only a period of time after the
birth and get cured as they grow. Babies devel-
op a myriad of skin conditions during the first
few months of life. Cradle cap, diaper rash, toxic
erythema, milia, infantile acne, and others are
common among them. Some of these conditions
are caused by normal hormonal changes or
immature pores, while others are caused by
inflammation or, rarely, an infection. 

Some of the common skin problems in new
born babies are:

�Diaper rash is one of the most common
skin problems in new born babies. It is often
caused by irritation to the skin due to contact
with urine and stool. Sometimes it is caused by
yeast infections, bacterial infections, or even due
to an allergy to diaper material. 

�Baby acne is also common among babies
and it is caused by maternal hormones called
estrogens. Estrogens are involved in causing acne
in adolescents also. 

�Eczema, also known as atopic dermatitis,
is a itchy rash that occurs in response to a spe-
cific exposure or allergy of the skin. It is gener-
ally seen in children over three months of age
and appears most commonly on the scalp, face,
trunk, elbows and knees and even in the diaper
area. 

�Babies have dry peeling skin in the initial
period after birth. Because the infant exists in
a fluid environment for several months and after
birth, the skin cells start to regenerate, which
results in the peeling of the old skin cells. 

�Cradle cap is a one of the common rash
seen in newborns. These rashes are usually seen
in the first month of life, starts on the scalp and
has a red, waxy, and scaly appearance. Sometimes
these rashes can extend to the face and neck. 

�Most of the healthy newborns develop
milia, which are tiny white or yellow bumps
about one-three mm in size. Milia is caused from
blocked pores and typically develop on the face,
often around the eye and nose. These bumps can
appear in large numbers, and usually a rough-
ly equal number form on each side of the face.
In new born babies, milia can also develop in
the mouth. 

Some tips to avoid skin problems in new
born babies:

�Use a gentle shampoo/soap to massage the
baby, which is rich in herbs.

�Choose a moisturiser for children that con-
tain olive oil and almond oil, which improves the
softness of children’s skin.

�In the sticky skin which becomes dry, and
chapped where the skin rubs, such as wrinkles
on the wrists. In such a situation, using a mois-
turiser such as aspirin, aquaphor, or petroleum
jelly on the baby’s cheeks increases natural block-
age and helps treat any already scorched skin.

�The problem of red patches in the cheeks
of infants due to UV rays is common. In this case,
do not forget to use sunscreen with SPF 30 or
higher.

�Avoid products with dyes and fragrances
in them because these may result in allergic reac-
tions to babies. 

�Skin of new born babies is sensitive and
can easily burn from sun exposure, even caus-
ing permanent damage. So it is important to
avoid direct sunlight.
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With no let-up in the
extreme cold, health
experts have advised the

people with Diabetes to be extra
careful as bitter weather can play
havoc with their well-being in
many ways given their weak
immune system.

They warn that fluctuating
sugar levels often stemming from
a weaker immune system and slow-
er circulation during the winter
months reduces the effectiveness of
insulin. They can be prone to
stroke, hypertension and heart-
attacks. Elderly people report low
blood sugar levels with disturbed
gaits. Type II Diabetes is a chron-
ic disease that can cause blood
sugar (glucose) to be higher than
normal.

Dr V Mohan Chairman and
Chief Diabetologist from Chennai
based Dr Mohan’s Diabetes
Specialists Centre explains that
due to the cold weather, their
walking schedule is affected. “It
means that their blood sugar can go
out of control because the dose of
medicines may not be sufficient to
control their Diabetes minus their
usual exercise schedule,” he tells
you. 

It is known that cold weather
can aggravate chest pain related to
heart or angina. But people with
Diabetes need not have the usual
symptoms of chest pain because of
autonomic neuropathy which
affects the nerves which produce
pain. 

Hence they should be careful
when walking or doing excercise in
cold weather specially when walk-
ing up a slope or a hill, he warns.

Besides these, extreme cold
weather can lead to frostbites which
in a person with Diabetes can lead
to gangrene. Hence, proper

footwear and gloves have to be used
by people with Diabetes.

“While frigid weather by itself
may not increase the blood sugar
levels, during the winter people are
more prone to cold cough, throat
infections bronchitis and pneumo-
nia. If they develop upper or lower
respiratory infections, this can pro-
foundly affect the blood sugar
level. An increase in medicines may
be required, hence more frequent
sugar level check-up should be
done,” Dr Mohan says.

Dr AK Jhingan, Diabetologist
and chairman of Delhi Diabetes
Research Center warns that sudden
exposure to extreme cold can result
high blood sugar due to constrict-
ed blood vessels. There are chances
of getting stroke, heart attacks and
accelerated hypertension, hence
one should be extra careful while
going out in the cold. High blood
glucose levels make it hard to fight
infections.

Smokers, alcohol consumers, or
those sick or with asthma and
elderly ones are more vulnerable.

Even just a little physical activ-
ity each day can help your glucose
levels in a number of supporting

ways. Also, people tend to eat
more during the winter in a bid to
keep themselves warm. 

Besides, this is also a festive and
marriage season so people tend to
eat more. So “no fast and no feast”
policy should be followed.  

Studies have revealed that herbs
and supplements have shown
promise in lowering blood sugar,
boosting insulin sensitivity and
reducing high blood pressure and
cholesterol.

For instance, there are antidi-
abetic herbal drugs like BGR-34,
developed by the scientists from
prominent research institutes like
Central of Science and Industrial
Research (CSIR) scientists.
Formulation of time-tested herbs
like gudmar, jamun, vijyasar and
fenugreek have properties to
enhance immunity level and low-
ering blood sugar level, said former
senior scientist with CSIR who had
helped developed the drug.

Dr Jhingan sums up saying that
never leave the medicine and don’t
ignore the symptoms of feeling suf-
focation or pain. 

With some adjustments during
winters,  one can lead a healthy life.
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Areport by the
World Health
Organisation

(WHO) revealed that 7.5
per cent of the Indians
suffers from some form
of mental disorder. It
predicts that by 2020,
roughly 20 per cent of
India will suffer from
mental illnesses. What is
worrying is that to treat
these, we only have 4,000
mental professionals. In
such a scenario, the book
When The  Soul Heals:
Explorations in Spiritual
Psychology by Dr Pulkit
Sharma, a practicing
clinical psychologist since
2005 makes for not just
an interesting read but
can be of great help who
are looking for self-help.

We are living in a
world where we are at the
peak as achievers but when
it comes to peace and hap-
piness, it is way beyond our
reach. Why? The answer
according to Sharma’s book

lies in healing the soul
which will lead to healing
the mind and bring self-
discovery and growth and
finally help one to revamp
one’s life and be happy.

In order to make it easy
for the reader to under-

stand what the author is
trying to say, the issues
dealt with here — stress,
depression, anger, grief,
anxiety, beauty obsessions,
addictions and caregiver
burden — start with an
example of the author’s
patients (names have been
changed). This gives the
reader a connection with
the real life cases and how
they felt and dealt with the
situation. It then talks
about present psychologi-
cal understanding, treat-
ment and how it finally had
an impact on the subject.

Then there are the
practice sessions — breath-
ing exercises — that will
make the person intro-
spect and see the real cause
of the problem, take a cor-
rective route, heal the
should and the mind and
move forward with a pos-
itive step in life.

All this an much more
forms the bases of a book
that looks at psychology
from a different perspec-
tive, interprets it and puts
it out in a language that is
easy to understand without
diluting the subject matter.
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Market benchmarks tum-
bled from record highs to

close deep in the red on
Monday as investors booked
profits in index heavyweights
Reliance Industries, Kotak
Bank, HDFC Bank and TCS
following their quarterly
results.

After hitting a record intra-
day high of 42,273.87, the 30-
share BSE Sensex gave up all
gains to settle 416.46 points, or
0.99 per cent, lower at
41,528.91.

Likewise, the broader NSE
Nifty sank 127.80 points, or
1.03 per cent, to 12,224.55. It hit
a record intra-day high of
12,430.50 in early session.

Kotak Mahindra Bank was
the biggest laggard in the
Sensex pack, dropping 4.70
per cent, after the lender
reported a rise in non-per-
forming assets in Q3.

Reliance Industries, HDFC
Bank and TCS fell up to 3.08
per cent after the companies
reported their quarterly earn-
ings over the weekend.

On the other hand,
PowerGrid was the top gainer,
rising 3.75 per cent, followed by
Bharti Airtel, ITC, Asian Paints,
ICICI Bank and L&T.

According to traders,
domestic investors were seen
booking profits at record lev-
els.

“As expected, market has
approached a consolidation
phase due to mildly subdued
Q3 results in banking and
heavyweights. It is fair to expect
this mild consolidation to con-
tinue in the short-term after the
solid performance of the last
one-month with fantastic gains
in mid & small caps.

“For further direction a lot
will depend on the actual bud-
get announcements and broad-
er performance in Q3 result
showing gain across the econ-
omy,” said Vinod Nair, Head of
Research, Geojit Financial
Services Ltd.

BSE energy, bankex, oil
and gas, finance, metal, IT and
auto indices fell up to 2.67 per
cent, while telecom, realty, util-
ities and power rose up to 1.89
per cent. Broader BSE midcap
and smallcap indices lost up to
0.57 per cent.

World markets maintained
their upward trend as investors
digested earnings and macro-
economic data. Bourses in
Shanghai, Tokyo and Seoul
ended higher, while Hong
Kong closed in the red.

European markets were
trading on a negative note in
their early sessions.
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State-run electronics and tele-
com gear manufacturer

Indian Telephone Industries
(ITI) plans to raise � 1,600
crore through a follow-on pub-
lic offer which will be utilised
for partial debt repayment as
well as to meet working capi-
tal requirements.

The issue will open on
January 24 and close on
January 28. The price band for
the offer will be announced on
January 22, a top official of the
company said.

“A significant part of this
issue, around � 607 crore, will
be utilised for partial repay-
ment of loans while over � 640
crore would be used to fund
our working capital require-
ments,” company’s chairman

and managing director RM
Agarwal told reporters here.

ITI’s total outstanding debt
as on December 31, 2019,
stood at � 978.38 crore.

The follow-on offer (FPO)
comprises a fresh issue of up to
18 crore equity shares and
additional issue of up to 18 lakh
shares, constituting 1 per cent
of the net issue, which would
be reserved for employees on a
proportionate bases.

An FPO is issuance of
additional shares to investors or
existing shareholders to raise
equity. 

“We want to diversify our
offerings. In the near future, we
would be launching new prod-
ucts and services. Also, we
would be leveraging our rela-
tionship with the government
and various public sector agen-

cies, modernise its infrastruc-
ture and technology as well as
partner with technology firms
to support the make in India
and digital India initiatives,” he
added. The FPO will help the
company meet Sebi’s require-
ment of minimum 25 per cent
public shareholding.

The company has a diverse
suite of products including
manufactured products like
gigabit passive optical network
(GPON), managed leased line
network (MLLN) products,
stand alone signaling transfer
point(SSTP), Wi-Fi access
point, radio modem, SMPS, set
top box, defence products,
smart energy meters, smart
cards, solar panels, mini per-
sonal computers, among oth-
ers.  Besides offering the tele-
com turnkey solutions and

customized support, ITI has a
dedicated network system unit
for executing turnkey projects
for installation and commis-
sioning of telecommunication
network.

ITI reported a turnover of
� 919 crore and a PAT of � 168
crore in the third quarter of
FY2019-20. The company’s
order book as of December 31,
2019 stood at � 11,051.12 crore
which includes various GoI
projects such as ASCON,
BharatNet, network for spec-
trum, smart energy meters,
space programs and e-gover-
nance projects.

“The strengths of ITI are its
diverse products and services
offered across sectors, well
established relationships with
PSUs, the ministry of Defence
and other government and

state agencies. With the kind of
segments we are entering and
the initiatives taken by the
government, ITI will be one of
the leading technology ser-
vices provider,” Agarwal said. 

ITI has appointed BOB
Capital Markets, Karvy
Investor Services and PNB
Investment Services as the
book running lead managers to
the issue. 

The net issue will have
not less than 75 per cent allo-
cation to qualified institution-
al buyers, not more than 15 per
cent to non-institutional bid-
ders and not more than 10 per
cent to retail individual bidders. 

Shares of ITI ended at �
102.85 on BSE, down 0.29 per
cent as against the benchmark
index Sensex correcting by
0.99 per cent.
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Fair trade regulator CCI has
approved  divestment of

Reliance Jio’s telecom tower
assets to Canada’s Brookfield
Infrastructure Partners LP and
other investors.

The other investors include
British Columbia Investment
Management Corporation, GIC
Infra Holdings Pte Ltd’s sub-
sidiaries Anahera Investment
Pte Ltd and Valkyrie Investment
Pte Ltd.

In a tweet on Monday, the
regulator said it “approves sub-

scription of the units of Tower
Infrastructure Trust by BIF IV
Jarvis India Pte., British
Columbia Investment
Management and GIC
Investors.” The proposed trans-
action involves the acquisition of
indirect control of Reliance Jio
Infratel Pvt Ltd (RJIPL) by
Jarvis, the Competition
Commission of India (CCI)
noted in a combination notice
filed with it.

Tower Infrastructure Trust,
an InvIT, currently holds 51 per
cent of the outstanding equity
share capital of RJIPL. Current

Sponsor of the InvIT is Reliance
Industrial Investments and
Holdings Ltd (RIIHL).

The deal, as per the notice,
is subject to receipt of requisite
approvals from markets regula-
tor Sebi. Jarvis would execute the
“deed of accession” to the trust
deed and be designated as one
of the sponsors to the InvIT in
addition to RIIHL.

Besides, Jarvis would sub-
scribe to the majority of the units
to be issued by the InvIT.

“Jarvis, subscribing to the
units of the InvIT, subject to
receipt of necessary approvals

from SEBI, will discuss and
mutually agree with the Parties
on suitable mechanism, in
accordance with the provisions
of SEBI InvIT Regulations, for
change of the current investment
manager to an entity nominat-
ed and controlled by Jarvis,” the
notice said.

The parties are Jarvis, British
Columbia Investment, GIC
investors, InvIT, and RJIPL.

From the proceeds of the
issuance of units, the InvIT
proposes to acquire the remain-
ing 49 per cent of the outstand-
ing equity share capital in RJIPL.

Additionally, GIC Investors
and British Columbia
Investment propose to acquire
a minority interest in the InvIT
by either directly subscribing to
units of the InvIT, or by indi-
rectly acquiring an interest in the
InvIT through acquisition of
shares in BIF IV India Holdings.

In December 2019, RIL said
its unit, Reliance Industrial
Investments and Holdings Ltd
(RIIHL) has inked binding
agreements with Brookfield
Infrastructure Partners LP and
its partners for the tower busi-
ness deal.
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New Delhi (PTI): Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman,
Minister of State for Finance Anurag Thakur and senior officials
of the finance ministry on Monday participated in the symbol-
ic ‘Halwa Ceremony’ that marks the launch of formal printing
of Budget 2020-21 documents.

The second Budget of the Modi 2.0 government will be pre-
sented on February 1. 

Finance Secretary Rajeev Kumar, Revenue Secretary Ajay
Bhushan Pandey, Economic Affairs Secretary Atanu Chakraborty,
DIPAM Secretary Tuhin Kanta Pandey, and Expenditure
Secretary T V Somanathan too attended the customary pre-
Budget event. “To maintain the secrecy of Budget, there is a ‘lock-
in’ of the officials involved in making the Budget. Budget Press,
situated inside North Block, houses all officials in the period lead-
ing up to the presentation of the Union Budget,” the finance min-
istry said in a statement. 

These officers and staff will come in contact with their near
and dear ones only after the Budget is presented in Parliament,
it said.

Script Open High Low LTP
RELIANCE 1608.05 1609.50 1527.00 1532.00
BHARTIARTL 501.90 512.70 494.05 509.25
TCS 2194.00 2241.65 2156.70 2170.25
KOTAKBANK 1710.00 1710.70 1610.95 1618.05
HDFCBANK 1302.75 1303.80 1252.80 1254.90
SBIN 320.70 321.45 313.45 313.95
TATAMOTORS 198.20 201.45 194.30 195.05
IBULHSGFIN 308.70 308.70 292.50 294.40
TATASTEEL 498.40 499.50 489.15 490.65
INDUSINDBK 1365.20 1368.90 1322.45 1332.05
YESBANK 39.45 40.20 38.45 38.65
FEDERALBNK 92.45 94.45 88.00 93.80
RBLBANK 347.95 347.95 325.20 328.05
IDEA 4.70 5.12 4.58 4.86
ICICIBANK 535.00 543.95 531.50 534.85
HCLTECH 618.90 618.90 584.25 589.20
IOC 119.50 119.70 113.75 117.50
JINDALSTEL 175.00 180.20 173.80 179.25
MARUTI 7524.00 7527.90 7420.00 7446.45
DLF 261.00 263.65 257.40 259.10
NHPC 26.20 29.00 26.10 27.05
DMART 1995.25 2004.00 1928.55 1936.80
POWERGRID 198.15 211.10 198.15 204.80
SUNPHARMA 452.20 456.20 446.35 449.60
BAJFINANCE 4235.00 4253.85 4126.65 4150.80
INFRATEL 220.50 227.90 218.95 221.85
L&TFH 126.90 126.90 117.50 118.15
IRB 101.45 118.80 100.70 114.90
HAVELLS 640.00 642.80 622.60 625.35
NMDC 134.05 139.30 133.20 138.80
AXISBANK 742.00 746.05 724.95 726.75
TATAGLOBAL 382.00 385.55 377.15 382.90
TITAN 1190.00 1194.80 1179.25 1187.65
HDFCLIFE 619.00 619.00 597.00 598.20
HDFC 2474.95 2485.15 2441.00 2455.30
JUSTDIAL 593.00 596.90 571.25 579.65
SHOPERSTOP 411.15 430.00 406.00 412.55
PEL 1640.00 1646.85 1576.70 1586.05
ASIANPAINT 1832.00 1861.95 1832.00 1848.60
LT 1311.05 1319.45 1306.00 1309.60
BRITANNIA 3127.00 3140.60 3105.90 3110.30
ADANIENT 230.00 232.00 224.30 226.45
BPCL 453.95 466.30 451.75 457.20
LUPIN 762.00 762.00 730.50 732.60
BANKBARODA 98.30 98.30 94.30 94.75
INFY 770.00 774.45 763.35 768.35
DRREDDY 3050.00 3080.70 3033.00 3058.00
SUPREMEIND 1310.00 1349.95 1310.00 1320.80
ONGC 126.00 126.70 120.05 122.35
ZEEL 280.35 284.20 269.40 270.80
RALLIS 220.90 231.45 219.15 228.05
DISHTV 12.92 13.10 12.29 12.79
GRANULES 142.10 152.55 141.40 147.15
PRESTIGE 379.70 426.15 376.40 415.05
COCHINSHIP 444.95 491.15 431.85 439.85
ASHOKLEY 84.50 85.95 84.00 84.70
M&M 570.25 574.00 564.80 567.10
ITC 241.00 243.25 240.25 241.90
FORCEMOT 1410.00 1485.00 1400.00 1461.65
ADANIGREEN 197.75 197.75 185.75 197.75
AVANTI 724.00 730.15 683.40 691.15
GRASIM 768.00 777.50 762.70 772.50
APOLLOHOSP 1629.95 1658.50 1617.50 1629.00
HINDUNILVR 2063.50 2075.80 2051.75 2062.65
PFC 118.00 118.00 111.80 112.35
JUBLFOOD 1792.00 1792.00 1754.70 1765.90
SAIL 51.80 51.80 50.00 50.75
ESCORTS 705.75 716.90 697.10 713.10
SPARC 189.90 196.75 187.80 193.25
TATACHEM 746.90 750.75 737.75 745.50
MRF 69555.00 70295.00 68350.00 68497.35
CANBK 223.90 223.90 216.75 218.70
BEL 109.00 109.00 103.65 104.90
BAJAJFINSV 9740.00 9765.50 9554.70 9578.00
CIPLA 483.40 483.40 476.90 480.15
DABUR 489.95 492.65 484.70 485.90
MCX 1382.00 1404.05 1376.20 1388.60
HDFCAMC 3272.00 3285.00 3209.45 3243.95
BHEL 46.35 46.55 44.70 44.95
SOBHA 453.00 454.50 444.00 450.75
GAIL 126.95 129.00 124.75 127.85
MGL 1136.90 1169.35 1131.95 1134.20
JSWSTEEL 273.75 274.80 268.95 271.20
HINDPETRO 250.00 254.40 247.00 248.65
JUBILANT 574.90 610.00 574.60 604.35
ICICIGI 1417.00 1428.95 1351.00 1354.70
GRAPHITE 318.10 318.40 307.65 308.90
LICHSGFIN 461.15 474.50 461.15 462.90
NCC 60.00 60.00 57.90 58.20
STRTECH 134.25 139.00 133.15 136.55
WOCKPHARMA 288.60 297.05 280.60 284.20
COALINDIA 208.50 209.75 200.45 201.20
AUROPHARMA 489.90 489.90 477.30 482.85
BANKINDIA 69.95 69.95 66.85 67.10
EICHERMOT 21413.60 21543.95 21000.00 21359.20
PAGEIND 25833.00 26337.95 25212.00 25343.45
LINDEINDIA 728.85 744.40 725.00 735.30
PNB 63.25 63.70 61.35 61.55
GLENMARK 372.00 372.00 347.20 350.80
BIOCON 293.80 294.50 288.45 292.05
CGCL 199.50 199.50 195.30 197.20
MOTHERSUMI 140.05 141.40 137.10 137.65
SUNTV 488.30 488.30 473.30 476.55
VEDL 159.60 159.90 156.20 156.85
TATAMTRDVR 82.65 83.75 80.15 80.95
SPICEJET 104.30 105.25 102.20 102.65
TORNTPHARM 2007.00 2072.60 1988.85 2028.20

PNBHOUSING 535.60 544.55 518.50 532.80
RAJESHEXPO 714.95 714.95 702.00 710.90
HEROMOTOCO 2476.95 2476.95 2411.25 2416.70
CHENNPETRO 161.15 168.80 151.25 152.70
BANDHANBNK 483.95 486.50 479.10 483.40
IGL 472.00 475.15 464.50 468.55
IDFCFIRSTB 45.20 45.35 42.70 43.10
NESTLEIND 15436.00 15474.70 15311.00 15419.80
NTPC 121.35 121.80 117.90 118.20
ABCAPITAL 111.40 112.70 107.55 107.85
MANAPPURAM 182.10 184.85 179.80 180.25
OIL 156.00 156.00 148.70 149.40
MFSL 526.00 529.00 515.00 516.85
ADANIPORTS 387.45 389.10 378.90 380.00
HEG 1140.90 1143.00 1114.05 1119.50
ADANIPOWER 64.60 65.15 63.05 63.35
DCBBANK 203.10 203.10 196.60 197.15
COLPAL 1530.00 1530.00 1495.55 1501.45
HINDALCO 210.70 210.80 206.90 207.25
IDBI 36.10 36.10 35.30 35.45
ADANIGAS 176.30 177.00 171.40 171.95
NBCC 38.00 38.20 36.80 37.60
SRF 3640.00 3640.00 3600.00 3612.35
POLYCAB 1093.00 1140.00 1093.00 1129.10
MUTHOOTFIN 784.50 786.65 769.65 773.80
UJJIVAN 340.80 340.80 326.45 330.55
HINDZINC 220.00 223.75 215.00 216.50
ULTRACEMCO 4489.00 4505.15 4451.40 4467.10
PHILIPCARB 143.10 143.80 137.85 138.65
INDIGO 1477.80 1484.35 1459.05 1470.95
RNAM 348.90 348.90 339.10 339.85
ICICIPRULI 482.05 493.50 482.05 488.40
IBREALEST 104.00 105.60 97.70 100.80
CASTROLIND 139.25 140.00 135.10 135.65
INDIACEM 87.90 87.90 84.65 85.05
BATAINDIA 1792.00 1804.75 1781.15 1792.90
RECLTD 140.00 140.55 136.80 137.15
BEML 1015.00 1019.00 986.00 991.50
SRTRANSFIN 1098.50 1113.45 1068.20 1073.10
TATAELXSI 936.10 956.45 931.10 936.70
RAYMOND 697.30 707.50 678.00 684.35
GMRINFRA 23.55 23.85 23.00 23.25
JAICORPLTD 117.85 117.85 113.05 113.55
EXIDEIND 196.50 198.55 192.75 194.85
BOMDYEING 90.50 90.55 87.25 87.80
STAR 389.40 393.00 386.40 389.40
SJVN 26.70 27.30 25.50 27.05
BERGEPAINT 564.00 569.00 559.95 567.00
TORNTPOWER 313.50 320.20 312.80 313.80
ITI 103.90 104.80 101.30 102.85
WIPRO 251.45 251.45 247.30 248.00
APOLLOTYRE 180.05 180.10 173.30 173.95
BALRAMCHIN 194.00 194.00 186.05 186.55
SIEMENS 1601.00 1608.00 1581.60 1591.85
TECHM 784.85 785.10 774.40 778.35
DIVISLAB 1891.00 1925.25 1888.50 1894.00
NATIONALUM 46.60 46.80 46.00 46.10
AJANTPHARM 1147.60 1210.90 1133.80 1198.70
DEEPAKNI 394.70 398.00 387.00 393.45
TATAPOWER 61.60 61.75 59.90 60.20
PVR 1919.00 1938.00 1910.00 1919.15
GHCL 215.90 217.70 204.40 207.45

BALKRISIND 1100.00 1114.60 1098.45 1106.35
GRINDWELL 640.00 678.95 635.00 644.00
BHARATFORG 524.95 524.95 514.70 519.00
NOCIL 122.85 123.40 117.70 118.70
VOLTAS 708.40 715.00 696.50 700.75
M&MFIN 361.00 361.00 347.80 350.80
PIDILITIND 1447.85 1464.80 1438.25 1440.10
VENKYS 1829.00 1829.00 1788.25 1794.10
ISEC 430.65 436.15 414.50 424.55
VINATIORGA 2153.10 2200.75 2138.00 2146.50
WELCORP 180.95 182.00 169.90 171.85
CARERATING 642.15 644.00 626.00 639.60
EQUITAS 106.60 106.60 102.25 103.20
AUBANK 880.70 892.00 875.45 887.55
AMARAJABAT 781.95 791.15 774.20 779.70
ASHOKA 117.40 120.90 115.45 118.55
DIXON 4198.00 4249.65 4163.30 4204.95
GUJGAS 271.10 274.00 266.00 271.75
APLLTD 604.60 611.45 594.70 598.75
KEC 349.70 352.95 337.35 340.25
RAIN 125.00 126.20 119.60 120.20
WABAG 224.00 230.10 223.30 226.30
FRETAIL 350.00 351.25 346.00 348.95
GSPL 244.40 252.75 244.40 249.60

RITES 321.00 328.15 317.00 318.15
BOSCHLTD 15299.80 15546.00 14920.00 14963.65
MINDTREE 895.80 895.80 880.80 892.50
JINDALSAW 98.95 99.45 94.35 95.30
PCJEWELLER 23.20 23.35 22.75 22.95
TATACOFFEE 100.15 103.00 98.90 100.60
BAJAJ-AUTO 3110.00 3141.15 3085.00 3104.40
ADANITRANS 340.00 345.20 337.00 339.40
MARICO 353.00 353.00 344.10 346.05
TVSMOTOR 479.60 485.40 468.85 471.85
GODREJCP 745.00 753.50 739.55 748.05
TRENT 594.00 611.10 593.25 599.65
IIFL 151.80 164.40 151.55 162.40
SUNTECK 414.45 420.15 394.85 410.80
PETRONET 272.60 276.35 272.60 273.30
GNFC 202.00 202.00 192.30 194.45
CEATLTD 1027.35 1027.40 999.00 1010.35
JKTYRE 84.40 84.40 81.75 82.00
SBILIFE 1001.00 1009.80 976.50 980.80
INFIBEAM 58.80 60.50 57.00 57.20
SCI 63.00 63.35 61.05 61.40
SWANENERGY 124.80 124.80 121.00 122.15
CADILAHC 271.55 271.55 265.00 267.00
EMAMILTD 351.05 353.90 337.05 344.10
SUDARSCHEM 477.50 477.50 455.55 461.20
GAYAPROJ 79.40 79.40 75.50 78.25
EDELWEISS 106.00 108.35 104.20 104.80
RADICO 358.80 361.00 346.65 348.85
GODFRYPHLP 1466.15 1477.00 1408.00 1414.25
SUVEN 304.00 304.90 293.55 302.40
GALAXYSURF 1499.70 1499.70 1442.50 1482.90
NATCOPHARM 634.00 650.00 629.55 640.05
NIITTECH 1790.15 1804.50 1773.00 1780.10
DELTACORP 201.00 201.90 196.00 197.20
RCF 54.50 54.50 52.50 52.65
JSLHISAR 79.85 83.00 77.85 79.60
KEI 544.00 544.00 492.20 516.80
TAKE 108.00 113.65 106.40 107.75
SUZLON 2.52 2.52 2.43 2.46
LTTS 1642.00 1642.60 1605.65 1626.60
ABFRL 235.70 237.25 229.50 230.85
MAHABANK 13.80 15.24 13.50 14.33
HFCL 17.30 17.60 17.25 17.35
LTI 1909.10 1916.85 1877.75 1894.25
INDIANB 102.55 104.45 100.60 103.85
FORTIS 143.00 144.25 142.00 143.25
BLUESTARCO 860.00 862.40 852.70 860.00
UPL 595.00 595.00 580.70 584.60
WESTLIFE 389.95 392.50 375.65 381.35
CESC 783.90 783.90 757.40 759.45
ACC 1519.90 1519.90 1495.00 1496.35
INOXLEISUR 400.00 404.15 392.00 393.55
MINDAIND 393.20 393.20 376.05 386.30
WELSPUNIND 52.40 52.55 49.80 50.10
CANFINHOME 391.00 396.90 387.10 389.35
FCONSUMER 24.80 26.15 24.65 25.00
HEXAWARE 342.40 345.20 336.10 340.90
INDHOTEL 145.50 145.50 142.60 143.30
ABBOTINDIA 12613.25 12669.00 12500.00 12639.40
CONCOR 553.00 556.30 549.00 551.05
RELAXO 694.00 698.95 681.90 695.50
CUMMINSIND 584.00 588.30 573.00 583.80
HSCL 73.00 73.00 68.95 69.35
IEX 187.55 188.05 181.00 182.60
SOUTHBANK 11.25 11.25 10.95 11.06
AMBUJACEM 211.00 211.35 206.70 206.95
CHAMBLFERT 174.95 174.95 167.80 168.15
COROMANDEL 593.30 604.00 577.75 601.25
TV18BRDCST 27.70 27.70 26.30 26.40
SONATSOFTW 326.90 336.50 320.00 331.20
VIPIND 468.00 468.00 451.25 452.25
NESCO 717.20 747.90 715.00 739.20
UNIONBANK 52.85 52.90 51.65 51.85
UBL 1300.00 1310.35 1297.10 1302.65
JSL 43.55 44.90 42.70 43.20
RVNL 25.45 25.70 25.00 25.05
GLAXO 1632.00 1646.20 1623.65 1630.50
MEGH 63.15 63.25 60.95 61.20
SHANKARA 419.00 427.00 394.00 396.15
FINEORG 2157.70 2235.00 2149.05 2220.55
EIDPARRY 228.15 229.05 221.65 224.35
KANSAINER 516.90 525.90 516.00 520.15
MOTILALOFS 884.85 884.85 857.15 861.20
METROPOLIS 1656.00 1691.00 1653.00 1666.40
SHREECEM 23418.00 23430.60 23044.20 23113.90
RESPONIND 91.50 92.90 90.20 92.50
RELCAPITAL 10.46 10.51 10.35 10.35
RPOWER 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22
DCAL 80.15 86.00 80.10 80.10
PNCINFRA 204.90 204.90 193.50 196.55
BBTC 1152.80 1152.80 1127.45 1130.45
NH 369.00 371.45 360.80 363.90
VBL 752.00 770.80 746.50 761.75
CHOLAFIN 326.45 326.45 318.20 319.15
PFIZER 4028.65 4032.45 3988.00 4006.90
NAVINFLUOR 1087.00 1097.20 1077.70 1088.15
GODREJAGRO 564.75 564.75 547.45 549.80
BLISSGVS 148.00 148.35 145.15 145.80
SADBHAV 137.95 142.00 136.80 138.80
MIDHANI 167.00 170.75 166.00 166.70
CROMPTON 255.00 258.05 253.30 255.00
AMBER 1326.00 1344.60 1280.00 1289.35
PIIND 1442.15 1454.20 1421.10 1426.95
MRPL 48.75 48.95 46.40 46.55
ENGINERSIN 102.05 103.20 101.35 101.50
KALPATPOWR 469.00 475.65 443.55 456.35
MAHINDCIE 169.50 170.00 167.10 169.55
HUDCO 41.20 41.45 40.20 40.75

TRIDENT 7.40 7.47 7.10 7.14
UNITEDBNK 9.07 9.37 8.83 8.93
ASTERDM 162.05 164.00 161.70 162.85
CYIENT 457.10 463.85 456.30 462.20
DEEPAKFERT 115.00 116.60 111.20 111.40
GESHIP 350.00 352.45 342.05 345.70
UCOBANK 16.25 17.30 16.00 16.30
BIRLACORPN 796.10 797.00 771.15 777.25
LALPATHLAB 1699.95 1699.95 1631.65 1649.70
MMTC 22.55 23.35 22.30 22.60
GODREJPROP 989.80 994.65 977.00 983.15
GSFC 86.00 86.05 82.60 83.50
DBL 425.80 426.25 412.00 415.55
PTC 62.50 62.90 60.75 61.00
RAMCOCEM 823.10 825.60 814.00 818.35
NAUKRI 2601.00 2619.10 2580.00 2589.10
NIACL 165.15 166.60 157.50 158.35
CREDITACC 780.00 781.00 771.90 773.35
HINDCOPPER 46.95 46.95 45.75 45.85
GILLETTE 6615.00 6615.00 6387.00 6397.85
INDOSTAR 238.00 243.25 232.25 237.50
IBULISL 123.00 127.85 122.65 122.65
IDFC 38.25 38.60 37.95 38.45
JBCHEPHARM 478.00 490.90 478.00 483.20
WHIRLPOOL 2570.00 2570.00 2458.30 2492.30
OMAXE 155.40 156.60 155.30 155.45
JAGRAN* 69.00 70.45 68.45 68.75
IRCON 436.70 445.00 435.65 437.60
PHOENIXLTD 871.00 886.65 864.20 882.60
ORIENTBANK 55.60 55.70 53.30 54.10
KNRCON 305.00 305.00 295.05 296.25
HIMATSEIDE 145.75 145.90 139.25 140.10
JAMNAAUTO 46.00 46.00 44.65 44.80
FSL 43.15 43.75 42.30 42.45
ITDC 316.50 318.15 307.80 308.65
BLUEDART 2659.00 2659.00 2481.70 2589.60
KRBL 272.85 273.15 268.30 269.95
BASF 1070.00 1070.00 1036.00 1045.25
DCMSHRIRAM 423.00 427.65 410.15 414.10
HAL 823.00 823.00 799.20 804.90
ASTRAL 1128.70 1128.70 1100.55 1102.85
CENTURYPLY 170.00 174.70 168.75 170.40
ALKEM 2343.00 2372.00 2343.00 2360.20
JKCEMENT 1272.65 1294.15 1269.95 1277.70
BAYERCROP 4220.70 4220.70 4080.00 4133.20
DHFL 16.75 16.75 16.15 16.15
GICRE 258.00 259.70 254.05 255.00
UFLEX 224.00 224.00 219.65 221.00
LAURUSLABS 409.00 409.35 400.60 402.85
PARAGMILK 159.35 159.50 151.30 152.00
HONAUT 28069.90 28069.90 27361.80 27420.60
QUESS 569.85 581.00 555.70 566.50
NILKAMAL 1406.00 1490.00 1406.00 1439.40
OBEROIRLTY 546.30 551.00 540.00 542.70
JISLJALEQS 8.10 8.26 7.94 7.96
MOIL 164.00 165.50 160.60 163.30
MPHASIS 898.00 898.00 883.25 885.90
KTKBANK 74.25 75.65 74.25 74.90
DHANUKA 485.00 490.00 456.30 467.45
FINOLEXIND 575.75 582.00 561.55 569.30
PGHL 4402.00 4402.00 4272.00 4331.70
JSWENERGY 67.40 67.85 66.10 66.25
DALBHARAT 875.00 876.40 851.05 853.65
INTELLECT 162.00 162.65 157.00 158.75
FDC 234.00 244.40 229.00 229.50
NBVENTURES 91.50 91.50 85.85 86.25
SUNDRMFAST 515.00 516.75 504.05 507.10
NLCINDIA 60.50 61.75 59.60 61.05
J&KBANK 30.15 30.50 29.50 29.60
CRISIL 1818.50 1864.05 1805.00 1813.25
CORPBANK 24.40 25.40 24.00 24.60
INOXWIND 46.00 46.05 41.50 42.95
3MINDIA 22599.15 22599.15 22102.10 22195.10
IPCALAB 1234.90 1242.45 1215.00 1219.10
LAXMIMACH 3798.00 3798.85 3692.20 3699.50
TTKPRESTIG 6150.00 6184.85 6110.00 6124.30
VMART 1838.00 1880.95 1825.00 1871.90
GREAVESCOT 144.60 144.90 141.90 142.25
TATAMETALI 660.60 660.60 635.05 636.95
ASTRAZEN 2537.00 2537.00 2485.00 2488.45
MASFIN 880.00 919.90 870.10 910.40
JKLAKSHMI 344.90 347.55 341.90 343.95
AAVAS 2012.50 2054.00 2001.85 2006.15
TNPL 191.90 196.50 188.50 190.15
BAJAJELEC 398.00 398.65 390.10 396.00
OFSS 2922.50 2944.95 2910.00 2923.55
AEGISLOG 213.00 214.40 207.95 210.15
IFCI 6.79 6.79 6.56 6.58
VGUARD 231.75 232.20 226.00 229.85
JMFINANCIL 104.15 104.50 101.50 103.70
ITDCEM 59.50 60.70 58.25 60.15
PRSMJOHNSN 70.05 70.25 68.20 68.35

ALBK 18.70 19.15 18.40 18.75
ATUL 4444.00 4444.00 4340.00 4346.55
REPCOHOME 323.00 326.80 321.15 325.25
CAPPL 306.15 306.15 293.55 295.10
GMDCLTD 70.25 70.60 69.05 69.20
CENTRALBK 18.00 18.20 17.65 18.00
VSTIND 4675.00 4675.00 4451.00 4543.75
CUB 245.50 245.50 238.00 238.85
ECLERX 682.80 682.80 655.85 659.90
THERMAX 1080.00 1093.85 1059.40 1064.10
KAJARIACER 558.00 568.00 554.65 556.50
LEMONTREE 56.50 56.50 55.10 55.25
RELINFRA 20.25 20.25 20.25 20.25
GARFIBRES 1430.00 1441.00 1406.00 1414.50
HEIDELBERG 196.00 197.00 194.10 194.60
REDINGTON 118.30 118.40 115.00 115.35
SYMPHONY 1210.35 1214.10 1165.90 1188.65
GODREJIND 439.95 439.95 430.75 433.35
MINDACORP 109.90 110.10 105.55 105.80
SCHNEIDER 86.00 86.95 81.45 82.25
TIINDIA 540.00 541.85 519.30 523.25
IOB 10.25 11.50 10.25 11.34
JCHAC 2143.00 2143.00 2027.00 2036.50
ANDHRABANK 17.60 17.90 17.10 17.25
SYNDIBANK 28.25 28.25 27.20 27.65
GEPIL 689.80 693.60 676.90 680.35
LAKSHVILAS 16.45 16.75 15.85 15.90
TATAINVEST 842.25 842.25 826.00 826.75
ALLCARGO 106.50 106.50 102.70 102.90
CARBORUNIV 338.50 339.25 336.75 339.00
THYROCARE 559.00 560.00 545.60 551.55
GUJALKALI 442.10 445.20 427.65 429.75
MAHSEAMLES 419.00 420.05 404.25 406.30
BAJAJHLDNG 3400.00 3400.00 3364.40 3374.80
ENDURANCE 1066.40 1070.00 1035.25 1044.15
LUXIND 1503.35 1503.35 1481.50 1485.35
BALMLAWRIE 125.70 127.35 125.00 125.45
HATHWAY 22.50 22.50 21.10 21.65
ESSELPRO 177.00 177.15 170.45 171.70
RATNAMANI 1235.00 1235.00 1176.45 1196.95
GPPL 93.95 93.95 88.65 89.80
MAGMA 69.65 70.15 65.20 67.70
TIMETECHNO 61.95 61.95 58.60 59.10
BAJAJCON 238.50 240.30 235.75 237.10
SOMANYCERA 245.55 245.60 229.55 232.60
SYNGENE 311.00 311.90 306.15 308.30
SANOFI 6695.00 6708.90 6652.00 6662.55
GSKCONS 8959.00 8982.00 8880.45 8934.20
ARVINDFASN 400.05 409.35 398.50 400.40
ORIENTELEC 213.25 215.00 207.00 210.45
FINCABLES 421.00 424.00 410.35 413.50
AIAENG 1679.60 1680.65 1655.00 1676.00
NETWORK18 27.25 27.45 26.60 26.80
AKZOINDIA 2088.00 2088.00 2030.85 2039.75
PERSISTENT 703.00 710.00 691.10 700.45
CENTRUM 23.70 24.50 22.55 23.00
PGHH 11400.00 11400.00 11260.00 11324.15
BDL 316.00 316.20 306.00 306.60
LAOPALA 177.25 180.00 173.00 174.80
VARROC 492.95 504.00 486.60 489.50
SKFINDIA 2211.05 2219.00 2158.55 2185.65
SIS 513.00 515.20 502.00 504.70
ADVENZYMES 180.65 181.00 178.40 179.00
MAHSCOOTER 4330.00 4330.00 4275.00 4317.10
GDL 131.00 134.10 130.05 133.45
ERIS 506.00 510.35 503.10 505.35
CCL 202.10 203.95 198.10 199.30
EIHOTEL 148.55 148.55 145.00 146.05
JYOTHYLAB 159.70 159.70 153.90 154.70
DBCORP 149.10 149.50 145.15 145.55
TIMKEN 928.00 937.00 928.00 933.50
GICHSGFIN 159.10 159.10 152.40 154.10
VAIBHAVGBL 940.00 940.00 908.50 917.00
CHOLAHLDNG 545.00 547.55 529.00 544.75
IFBIND 680.00 692.65 680.00 681.45
SHK 118.55 119.00 115.75 115.95
APLAPOLLO 1945.60 1945.60 1934.70 1940.70
TVSSRICHAK 1796.00 1800.00 1761.15 1770.40
MHRIL 240.60 242.05 239.80 241.85
GET&D 161.30 161.50 157.05 157.70
WABCOINDIA 6481.20 6489.00 6415.00 6457.25
KPITTECH 105.20 105.20 101.45 102.10
TCNSBRANDS 602.00 602.00 590.00 594.50
MAHLIFE 415.00 415.00 405.50 409.75
TEJASNET 91.75 91.75 88.65 89.10
GULFOILLUB 833.00 833.00 828.00 829.30
SHILPAMED 276.80 278.10 268.20 269.95
SCHAEFFLER 4522.25 4522.25 4472.45 4496.20
HERITGFOOD 371.30 376.00 365.00 373.50
SFL 1341.15 1400.95 1341.15 1392.60
SUPRAJIT 205.00 205.75 203.30 205.20
TEAMLEASE 2820.00 2820.00 2747.15 2793.80
TCIEXP 754.05 755.80 751.00 752.25
VTL 1020.00 1042.00 1019.70 1038.30
ZYDUSWELL 1501.00 1515.45 1500.00 1509.35
MAHLOG 428.10 431.45 425.30 426.30
CERA 2685.50 2685.95 2650.70 2659.95
CHALET 350.00 350.00 346.40 347.55
KPRMILL 670.90 670.90 659.10 665.10
ZENSARTECH 190.30 191.00 187.30 188.25
TVTODAY 257.00 257.00 251.65 252.35
FLFL 424.95 425.00 415.55 417.90
SOLARINDS 1130.35 1163.90 1130.35 1148.15
STARCEMENT 93.00 94.00 92.50 92.55
ORIENTCEM 83.20 83.95 82.45 83.35
VRLLOG 269.20 269.95 266.85 268.20
MAXINDIA 79.60 80.00 79.55 79.80
SHRIRAMCIT 1382.05 1382.05 1360.85 1370.25

�	
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SCRIP OPEN HIgh LOW LTP CHANGE
NIFTY 50 12430.50 12430.50 12216.90 12224.55 -127.80
POWERGRID 204.40 211.00 203.25 203.25 5.85
INFRATEL 219.00 227.90 218.25 221.75 3.50
BHARTIARTL 499.00 512.70 494.25 506.95 6.90
GAIL 126.00 129.05 124.55 128.00 1.65
ITC 240.05 243.25 240.05 242.30 2.35
ASIANPAINT 1838.00 1862.25 1833.60 1847.50 17.45
DRREDDY 3043.00 3080.00 3032.05 3062.20 27.85
BPCL 454.95 466.70 451.60 457.45 3.55
GRASIM 767.60 777.50 762.45 772.40 4.15
LT 1313.95 1319.90 1306.50 1311.10 6.90
ICICIBANK 533.00 544.00 531.00 534.70 2.65
EICHERMOT 21380.00 21549.90 21005.00 21360.00 67.80
HINDUNILVR 2060.50 2075.90 2050.00 2066.05 5.75
TECHM 778.50 785.45 774.55 780.00 1.55
INFY 771.60 774.40 762.95 768.85 1.00
HDFC 2474.00 2486.55 2440.40 2454.30 0.35
CIPLA 480.45 483.15 476.65 479.85 -0.45
TITAN 1190.00 1195.00 1179.10 1186.75 -2.00
NESTLEIND 15230.15 15479.40 15230.15 15403.85 -35.60
BRITANNIA 3143.00 3143.00 3104.40 3114.00 -10.45
M&M 569.00 574.00 564.35 567.30 -2.00
ULTRACEMCO 4500.00 4509.45 4452.00 4466.00 -20.75
BAJAJ-AUTO 3130.00 3144.65 3083.15 3103.55 -14.55
UPL 590.00 590.85 580.55 585.50 -3.75
JSWSTEEL 273.50 275.00 268.65 271.55 -1.80
TATASTEEL 497.00 499.80 489.15 490.90 -4.35
TATAMOTORS 198.00 201.45 194.30 195.55 -1.75
MARUTI 7521.25 7529.50 7421.05 7440.00 -80.15
ONGC 126.00 126.75 120.00 124.00 -1.40
WIPRO 250.80 250.80 247.20 248.20 -2.90
SUNPHARMA 454.20 456.20 446.15 449.30 -5.30
BAJAJFINSV 9725.00 9764.35 9550.00 9594.00 -121.00
SBIN 321.00 321.45 313.40 314.00 -4.00
HINDALCO 210.10 210.80 206.75 207.25 -2.80
YESBANK 39.50 40.20 38.45 38.70 -0.55
INDUSINDBK 1367.90 1367.90 1323.00 1333.00 -19.25
VEDL 159.35 159.90 156.20 157.15 -2.35
HEROMOTOCO2454.00 2459.65 2410.10 2417.00 -37.00
HDFCBANK 1304.85 1304.85 1252.50 1257.35 -20.80
HCLTECH 618.00 618.00 584.10 588.95 -9.85
BAJFINANCE 4229.00 4252.95 4125.15 4159.00 -72.75
AXISBANK 742.95 746.20 725.00 727.10 -12.80
ADANIPORTS 387.65 389.20 378.80 379.85 -7.75
TCS 2194.90 2242.20 2156.20 2174.00 -45.10
NTPC 121.00 121.75 117.80 118.50 -2.70
COALINDIA 208.00 209.80 200.50 202.20 -5.70
RELIANCE 1609.00 1609.00 1526.40 1532.20 -48.80
IOC 117.95 119.70 113.70 117.65 -5.00
ZEEL 281.00 284.25 268.50 269.90 -11.80
KOTAKBANK 1709.00 1709.00 1611.00 1617.00 -81.10

SE 500B
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SCRIP OPEN HIgh LOW LTP CHANGE
NIFTY NEXT 50 29122.85 29162.70 28724.40 28754.45 -280.40
NHPC 26.95 29.10 26.15 26.95 2.70
IDEA 4.70 5.15 4.60 4.95 0.45
NMDC 134.25 139.35 133.20 138.65 8.90
ICICIPRULI 481.95 493.90 481.50 488.90 7.40
PGHH 11237.75 11375.00 11222.60 11326.00 88.80
BANDHANBNK 482.00 486.55 478.35 484.50 3.50
ASHOKLEY 84.05 85.95 84.00 84.55 0.55
GODREJCP 747.40 753.55 739.05 747.95 4.25
BERGEPAINT 563.20 568.85 559.60 566.00 2.75
OFSS 2925.00 2948.40 2899.95 2920.00 12.75
BIOCON 292.50 294.60 288.50 291.65 1.10
PETRONET 272.50 276.45 272.35 273.50 0.85
SIEMENS 1594.90 1609.00 1580.55 1590.50 2.50
UBL 1289.10 1310.05 1289.10 1300.65 0.50
INDIGO 1475.00 1485.00 1458.05 1471.60 -1.35
SHREECEM 23333.20 23508.80 23039.95 23283.90 -42.00
HINDZINC 218.75 224.00 214.55 216.40 -0.55
BAJAJHLDNG 3402.50 3405.00 3363.05 3376.95 -9.45
HINDPETRO 250.00 254.50 247.05 248.90 -0.75
PIDILITIND 1450.00 1465.00 1438.20 1442.35 -5.50
CADILAHC 269.10 272.85 264.60 267.75 -1.40
HDFCAMC 3279.60 3285.00 3203.40 3245.00 -18.25
COLPAL 1515.00 1525.00 1495.00 1500.90 -9.05
DIVISLAB 1905.00 1926.40 1887.10 1890.10 -13.25
CONCOR 554.00 556.35 549.15 550.00 -4.40
MCDOWELL-N 583.00 587.10 575.85 577.25 -4.60
AUROPHARMA 485.00 488.35 477.05 482.05 -3.90
DLF 261.95 264.00 257.35 259.00 -2.25
MARICO 349.70 352.00 344.15 346.60 -3.10
DABUR 489.65 492.70 484.55 485.20 -4.45
ACC 1517.80 1517.80 1495.00 1497.55 -14.80
GICRE 257.50 260.00 254.10 254.40 -3.40
AMBUJACEM 211.40 211.75 206.65 207.35 -3.05
SRTRANSFIN 1098.00 1113.80 1067.35 1072.00 -15.75
HDFCLIFE 611.00 612.45 597.10 598.80 -8.85
MOTHERSUMI 140.25 141.50 137.10 137.65 -2.20
SBILIFE 1000.00 1001.00 975.50 980.00 -16.35
PAGEIND 26010.00 26388.80 25208.00 25382.60 -472.25
HAVELLS 640.10 643.45 622.35 623.00 -15.70
BOSCHLTD 15480.00 15550.00 14920.00 14999.95 -387.20
PNB 64.10 64.10 61.35 61.45 -1.80
BANKBARODA 97.85 97.85 94.30 94.50 -2.85
PEL 1642.40 1650.00 1575.70 1579.15 -48.25
NIACL 166.00 166.50 157.20 158.65 -4.85
DMART 2000.00 2004.45 1927.00 1928.00 -62.55
IBULHSGFIN 306.65 307.85 292.50 293.85 -10.80
ICICIGI 1412.50 1427.50 1350.00 1357.00 -55.50
LUPIN 760.00 760.25 730.10 733.35 -33.30
L&TFH 125.90 125.90 117.50 117.70 -9.55
PFC 116.95 117.30 111.70 112.30 -9.65
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Iran said on Monday it will
consider withdrawing from

the Treaty on the Non-
Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons (NPT) if a dispute
over its atomic programme
goes before the UN Security
Council.

Britain, France and
Germany launched a process
last week charging Iran with
failing to observe the terms of
the 2015 nuclear deal, a move
that could eventually see the
Security Council reimpose
international sanctions on the
country.

Iran has accused the three
EU member states of inaction
over sanctions the United States
reimposed on it after unilater-
ally withdrawing from the
landmark accord in 2018.

The European move “has
no legal basis” and if they take
further measures “Iran’s with-
drawal from the NPT will be
considered,” Foreign Minister
Mohammad Javad Zarif was
quoted as saying by the Iranian
parliament’s website.

The landmark 2015 deal
reached with Britain, China,
France, Germany, Russia and
the United States gave Iran
relief from sanctions in return
for curbs on its nuclear pro-
gramme.

Since the US pullout, Iran
has progressively rolled back its
commitments to the accord —
the Joint Comprehensive Plan
of Action — in retaliation.

It has hit out at the three
European nations that remain
party to the JCPOA for failing
to live up to their promises to
ease the impact of US sanctions

on its oil-based economy.
“If the Europeans return to

the commitments, Iran will
also stop reducing its commit-
ments, but if the Europeans
continue as they have been... we
have different options,” said
Zarif. The foreign minister
said Iran’s President Hassan
Rouhani had warned former
EU foreign affairs chief
Federica Mogherini about such
consequences in three letters
sent in 2018.

“It was stated in the presi-
dent’s letter that if this issue is
referred to the Security
Council, Iran’s withdrawal from
the NPT will be discussed but
before that we can consider
other (options),” he said.

European officials have
made it clear that the decision
to trigger the dispute resolution
mechanism was made in a bid

to bring Iran back into com-
pliance and save the accord.

But Iran’s foreign ministry
on Monday warned more mea-
sures could be taken in retali-
ation for the European move.

“If these talks continue,
Iran is formulating a final and
even more effective” measure
regarding the nuclear deal,
spokesman Abbas Mousavi
told a news conference in
Tehran.

Asked by reporters to elab-
orate, Mousavi said it would be
a “serious” measure, but he gave
no further details.

“Different options are on
the table for Iran that will be
announced if a consensus is
reached” by its leaders, he said.

Iran has stressed the steps
it has taken to roll back the
nuclear deal can be reversed if
its interests are realised.
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The Iranian official leading
the investigation into the

Ukrainian jetliner that was
accidentally shot down by the
Revolutionary Guard appeared
to backtrack Sunday on plans
to send the flight recorders
abroad for analysis, a day after
saying they would be sent to
Kyiv. Hassan Rezaeifar was
quoted by the state-run IRNA
news agency as saying “the
flight recorders from the
Ukrainian Boeing are in
Iranian hands and we have no
plans to send them out.”

He said Iran is working to
recover the data and cabin
recordings, and that it may
send the flight recorders —
commonly known as black
boxes — to Ukraine or France.
“But as of yet, we have made no
decision.”

The same official was quot-

ed by the semi-official Tasnim
news agency on Saturday as
saying the recorders would be
sent to Ukraine, where French,
American and Canadian
experts would help analyze
them. Iranian officials previ-
ously said the black boxes were
damaged but usable.

It was not immediately
possible to reconcile the con-
flicting accounts. Iran may be
hesitant to turn over the
recorders for fear that more
details from the crash —
including the harrowing 20
seconds between when the first
and second surface-to-air mis-
siles hit the plane — will come
to light.

The government of
Canada, which had nearly 60 of
its citizens on the plane, said
Sunday that the boxes should
be sent quickly for analysis by
experts in either France of
Ukraine. Canadian Foreign

Affairs Minister Francois-
Philippe Champagne, who met
with Iranian Foreign Minister
Mohammad Javad Zarif on
Friday in Oman, said in a note
to his Iranian counterpart that
“Iran has a path to choose.”

“When you say to the
world that you take full respon-
sibility, that comes with con-
sequences,” including full trans-
parency, Champagne wrote.

The Guard’s air defenses
shot the plane down shortly
after it took off from Tehran on
Jan. 8, killing all 176 people on
board. Hours earlier, the Guard
had launched ballistic missiles
at US troops in Iraq in response
to the US airstrike that killed
Iran’s top general in Baghdad.
Officials say lower-level officers
mistook the plane for a US
cruise missile.

Iranian officials initially
said the crash was caused by a
technical problem and invited

countries that lost citizens to
help investigate. Three days
later, Iran admitted responsi-
bility after Western leaders
said there was strong evidence
the plane was hit by a surface-
to-air missile.

The victims included 57
Canadian citizens as well as 11
Ukrainians, 17 people from
Sweden, four Afghans and four
British citizens. Most of those
killed were Iranians. The other
five nations have demanded
Iran accept full responsibility
and pay compensation to the
victims’ families.

The plane was a Boeing
737-800 that was designed and
built in the US. The plane’s
engine was designed by CFM
International, a joint company
between French group Safran
and US. group GE Aviation.
Investigators from both coun-
tries have been invited to take
part in the probe.
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Chinese President Xi Jinping
said Monday that it's

“extremely crucial” to take every
possible measure to combat a
new coronavirus that has infect-
ed more than 200 people in the
country.

His remarks, cited by state
broadcaster CCTV, came the
same day that the country
reported a sharp rise in the
number of people infected by
the novel form of viral pneu-
monia, including the first cases
in the capital.

The outbreak comes as the
country enters its busiest trav-
el period, when millions board
trains and planes for the Lunar
New Year holidays.

“The recent outbreak of
novel coronavirus pneumonia
in Wuhan and other places
must be taken seriously,” Xi said,
according to CCTV. “Party
committees, governments and
relevant departments at all lev-
els should put people’s lives
and health first.”

Health authorities in the
central city of Wuhan, where the
viral pneumonia appears to
have originated, said an addi-
tional 136 cases have been con-
firmed in the city, which now
has a total of 198 infected
patients. As of the weekend, a
third patient had died, bringing
the death toll to three.

Five individuals in Beijing
and 14 in southern China's
Guangdong have also been
diagnosed with the new coron-
avirus, state broadcaster CCTV
reported Monday evening. A
total of seven suspected cases
have been found in other parts
of the country, including in
Sichuan and Yunnan provinces
in the southwest and in
Shanghai.

The outbreak has put other
countries on alert as millions of
Chinese travel for Lunar New
Year. Authorities in Thailand
and in Japan have already iden-
tified at least three cases, all
involving recent travel from
China.

South Korea reported its
first case Monday, when a 35-
year-old Chinese woman from
Wuhan tested positive for the

new coronavirus one day after
arriving at Seoul’s Incheon air-
port. The woman has been iso-
lated at a state-run hospital in
Incheon city, just west of Seoul,
the Korea Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention said in
a statement.

At least a half-dozen coun-
tries in Asia and three U.S. air-
ports have started screening
incoming airline passengers
from central China.

Videos posted online show
people in protective suits check-
ing one-by-one the tempera-
tures of plane passengers arriv-
ing in Macao from Wuhan. A
man surnamed Yang who works
for the Macao Health Bureau
confirmed over the phone that
such checks are taking place in
the southern Chinese region.

Many of the initial cases of
the coronavirus were linked to
a seafood market in Wuhan,
which was closed as authorities
investigated.

Since hundreds of people
who came into close contact
with diagnosed patients have
not gotten sick, the municipal
health commission maintains
that the virus is not easily trans-
mitted between humans,
though it has not ruled out lim-

ited human-to-human trans-
mission. China’s National
Health Commission said
experts have judged the current
outbreak to be “preventable
and controllable.”

“However, the source of
the new type of coronavirus has
not been found, we do not fully
understand how the virus is
transmitted, and changes in the
virus still need to be closely
monitored,” the commission
said in a statement Sunday.

Coronaviruses cause dis-
eases ranging from the common
cold to SARS, or severe acute
respiratory syndrome. SARS
first infected people in southern
China in late 2002 and spread
to more than two dozen coun-
tries, killing nearly 800. The
Chinese government initially
tried to conceal the severity of
the SARS epidemic, but its
cover-up was exposed by a
high-ranking physician.

“In the early days of SARS,
reports were delayed and cov-
ered up,” said an editorial in the
nationalistic Global Times.
“That kind of thing must not
happen again in China.”

“We have made great strides
in medicine, social affairs man-
agement and public opinion

since 2003,” the editorial said.
China is putting forth its

“utmost efforts to tackle the sit-
uation,” Chinese Foreign
Ministry spokesman Geng
Shuang said Monday.

The government has noti-
fied and maintained close com-
munication with the World
Health Organization and other
relevant countries and regions,
Geng said, adding that Wuhan
has adopted measures to control
the flow of people leaving the
city.

The virus causing the cur-
rent outbreak is different from
those previously identified,
Chinese scientists said earlier
this month. Initial symptoms of
the novel coronavirus include
fever, cough, tightness of the
chest and shortness of breath.

On the Weibo social media
platform, which is widely used
in China, people posted pre-
vention advice such as wearing
masks and washing hands. State
broadcaster CCTV recom-
mended staying warm, increas-
ing physical activity, eating
lightly and avoiding crowded
places. Some people said they
had canceled their travel plans
and were staying home for
Lunar New Year.
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Police in Pakistan’s Punjab
province on Monday did

not rule out a “foul play” in the
mysterious deaths of two
Pakistani-origin British girls
who were found lying uncon-
scious in the bathroom at their
home, raising questions over
whether they were victims of
honour killings.

Maria, 24, and Nadia, 17,
were found dead in Gujrat
city, some 150 kilometers from
Lahore, last Thursday. It is
suspected that their deaths
were a result of “honour
killings”.

According to police, both
British girls were found dead in
the bathroom of their house
and the apparent cause of it is
suffocation by gas leakage from
a heater.

The girls’ father Abdul
Rehman told police that his

daughters went to take a show-
er on Thursday evening but
when they did not come out of
the bathroom after quite some-
time, their mother knocked on
the door and called them but
received no response.

When the door was bro-
ken, the girls were found lying
unconscious. They were shift-
ed to a local hospital where
they were pronounced dead on
arrival.

Rehman said a leak in the
gas heater in the bathroom
resulted in the death of the
girls.

Tauseef Haider, a senior
police officer in Gujrat, told
reporters on Monday that the
police had sent the bodies for
autopsy. The exact cause of the
girls’ death would be deter-
mined by the post-mortem
findings.

He said the girls had
recently returned from London

to attend the death anniversary
of their grandfather along with
their parents.

Asked if it was a case of
honour killing, Haider said,
“We have examined the crime
scene and collected certain
evidence. But at this stage we
cannot form our opinion and
also not rule out any foul play...
let the autopsy report come.”

Police are also examining
as to how both the girls went
together into a “small bath-
room” for a shower and how
come both could not realise the
leakage in the gas heater.

Police have also recorded
the statements of Rehman’s
neighbours. Rehman insisted
that his daughters died because
of gas leakage and there was no
foul play involved.

“I loved my daughters,” he
said, rubbishing the question of
honour killing.

Honour killings are not

uncommon in Pakistan. The
former prime minister Nawaz
Sharif termed it a “stain” on the
society while meeting the
country’s first Oscar-winning
documentary filmmaker
Sharmeen Obaid Chinoy in
2016.

The shocking murder of
social media star Qandeel
Baloch by her brother in 2016
had turned the spotlight on the
so-called honour killings in
Pakistan.

Hundreds of women and
girls are subject to “honour
killings” in Pakistan every year.

In Pakistan, the statistics
vary from around 900 to just
over 1,000 each year. But
these figures represent only
instances documented by
human rights groups based
on reports from the media or
law enforcement authorities,
according to Amnesty
International.
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Pakistan has urged the US to
support its bid to exit from the

grey list of the FATF ahead of a
key meeting of the internation-
al terror financing watchdog in
Beijing in which it will scrutinise
Islamabad’s efforts to adopt
stricter laws against terror financ-
ing and money laundering.

A Pakistani delegation
arrived in Beijing on Sunday for
the three-day face-to-face talks
with the Financial Action Task
Force Working Group that would
start on January 21. The briefing
will go over whether Pakistan has
complied with an earlier agenda
presented to it by the Paris-based
financial task force, The News
reported.

The Pakistani delegation is
being led by Minister for

Economic Affairs Division
Hammad Azhar and comprises
representatives of National
Counter Terrorism Authority
(Nacta), the foreign ministry, the
State Bank of Pakistan (SBP),
among others.

The FATF in October decid-
ed to keep Pakistan on its ‘Grey’
list for failure to curb funnelling
of funds to terror groups LeT,
JeM and others.

If not removed off the list by
April, Pakistan may move to a
blacklist of countries that face
severe economic sanctions, such
as Iran.

Pakistan has submitted a
650-page review report to the
FATF on January 8. The report
was submitted in response to 150
questions raised by the FATF
regarding new Pakistani policies
on money laundering. The report

outlined the steps taken by
Pakistan between October 2019
to January 2020 to implement the
group’s recommendations.

Foreign Minister Shah
Mehmood Qureshi at a media
briefing in Washington on Friday
said that Pakistan hoped the US
would back its efforts to get it off
the list at the FATF’s Beijing meet-
ing, the Dawn newspaper report-
ed.

“This meeting is very impor-
tant for us as it leads to a plenary
meeting in Paris in April where
the world body will decide
whether Pakistan remains on the
list or is taken off,” he said.

Qureshi concluded his three-
day visit to the US on Friday after
a series of meetings with key US
lawmakers and officials, includ-
ing Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo and National Security

Adviser Robert O’Brien.
The foreign minister spent

the week touring Iran, Saudi
Arabia and the US on a diplo-
matic mission meant to defuse
tensions between Washington
and Tehran.

At his news briefing,
Qureshi also urged the US to
review its travel advisories for
Pakistan and encourage invest-
ments in the country. US travel
advisories still present Pakistan
as a country Americans should
avoid travelling because of ter-
rorism threats.

Asked why the FATF’s
Beijing meeting was important,
Qureshi said that decisions taken
in China’s capital would also
impact the Force’s Paris plenary,
which would decide whether
Pakistan stayed in or was taken
off the grey list.
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Prince Harry has said “there
really was no other option”

for him and his wife Meghan to
step back from being a senior
royal even as he expressed
“great sadness” for them being
stripped of their royal titles. 

In his first public com-
ments after the royal split, the
Duke of Sussex on Sunday
said, when he and Meghan
were married they were “excit-
ed”, “hopeful” and “were here
to serve”, the BBC reported.

“For those reasons, it
brings me great sadness that it
has come to this,” Harry said at
a fund-raising event here for
Sentebale, a charity which he
co-founded to help children liv-
ing with HIV in Africa. 

“Our hope was to contin-
ue serving the Queen, the
Commonwealth, and my mil-
itary associations, but without
public funding. Unfortunately,
that wasn’t possible. I’ve accept-
ed this, knowing that it does-
n’t change who I am or how
committed I am,” he said. 

Harry, 35, and Meghan, 38,

have signed up to a formal exit
deal from the royal family,
which will see them forsake
their His and Her Royal
Highness (HRH) titles and will
no longer receive UK taxpay-
ers’ funding for their duties, the
Buckingham Palace said in a
statement on Saturday night.

The deal, which comes
into effect by spring in a few
weeks’ time, means the couple
will no longer be representing
the Queen in an official capac-
ity.

Harry said “there really
was no other option” for him
and Meghan to step back from
being a senior royal and they
have taken “a leap of faith” in
doing so. 

“We are taking a leap of
faith...thank you for giving me
the courage to take this next
step,” he said. 

However, the prince said he
wanted to make it clear that he
and Meghan were “not walking
away”, the CNN reported.

“I was born into this life
and it is a great honour to serve
my country and the Queen,” he
said.

“The UK is my home and
a place that I love, that will
never change,” Harry added.

The UK royal crisis began
on January 8 when Harry and
Meghan’s announced quitting
their front-line roles to focus on
the “next chapter”, stunning the
monarchy and drawing sharp
criticism from the British
media which has been report-
ing of a widening rift within the
Royal family.

In an extraordinary state-
ment released on the night of
January 8, the couple
announced plans to step back
from their current roles and
split their time between the UK
and North America with their
son Archie.

On January 13, after face-
to-face talks with her grandson
and senior members of the
royal family, Queen Elizabeth
II agreed to offer Harry and
Meghan a “period of transition”
during which the couple can
divide their time between the
UK and Canada.

On Saturday last week, the
Buckingham Palace in a state-
ment said, “The Sussexes will

not use their HRH titles as they
are no longer working mem-
bers of the royal family.” 

The Queen said the agree-
ment was a “constructive and
supportive” way forward for

her grandson and his family.
“Harry, Meghan and

Archie will always be much
loved members of my family,”
the 93-year-old monarch’s per-
sonal statement read.

“I recognise the challenges
they have experienced as a
result of intense scrutiny over
the last two years and support
their wish for a more inde-
pendent life,” she says, thank-
ing the couple for their work
for UK and across the
Commonwealth.

In a special message for
Meghan, she said: “I am...
particularly proud of how
Meghan has so quickly
become one of the family. It is
my whole family’s hope that
today’s agreement allows them
to start building a happy and
peaceful new life”.

The palace confirmed that
the couple were required to
withdraw from royal duties,
including official military
appointments.

“While they can no longer
formally represent the Queen,
the Sussexes have made clear
that everything they do will

continue to uphold the values
of Her Majesty,” the palace
said.

It added that the pair
would continue to maintain
their private patronages and
associations.

The couple intend to repay
2.4 million pounds of UK tax-
payer money for the refur-
bishment of Frogmore
Cottage, which will remain
their UK family home as they
split their time between Britain
and Canada.

The palace has declined to
comment on security arrange-
ments and who would foot
that bill for the couple in
future, an issue that has been
at the centre of much of the
debate since they announced
their decision to step back as
senior royals earlier this
month. Harry and Meghan
have issued their own update
on their official Sussex Royal
website, which has been
updated to remove references
to the HRH titles on the open-
ing page.

“We now plan to balance
our time between the United

Kingdom and North America,
continuing to honour our duty
to The Queen, the
Commonwealth, and our
patronages.

“This geographic balance
will enable us to raise our son
with an appreciation for the
royal tradition into which he
was born, while also providing
our family with the space to
focus on the next chapter,
including the launch of our
new charitable entity,” the
statement on their website
reads.

Meghan is already in
Canada with the couple’s
eight-month-old son Archie
and some reports indicate she
may fly back briefly for some
pending royal engagements
until the new agreement for-
mally kicks in on an unspeci-
fied date in spring - which
begins towards the end of
March in the UK.

Meanwhile, Prince Harry
will continue to perform royal
duties until that time, which
includes at a summit for
African leaders in London on
Monday. 
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An award-winning inves-
tigative team published a

trove of files Sunday allegedly
showing how Africa’s richest
woman syphoned hundreds of
millions of dollars of public
money into offshore accounts.

The New York-based
International Consortium of
Investigative Journalists (ICIJ)
worked with newspapers such
as Munich’s Suddeutsche
Zeitung to reveal the “Panama
Papers” tax haven scandal in
2016.

Its latest series called
“Luanda Leaks” zeros in on
Isabel dos Santos, the daughter
of former Angola president
Jose Eduardo dos Santos.

Angola’s prosecutors last

month froze the bank accounts
and assets owned by the 46-
year-old businesswoman and
her Congolese husband Sindika
Dokolo, which she described as
a groundless political vendet-
ta. “Based on a trove of more
than 715,000 files, our investi-
gation highlights a broken
international regulatory system
that allows professional services
firms to serve the powerful
with almost no questions
asked,” the ICIJ wrote.

The group said its team of
120 reporters in 20 countries
was able to trace “how an
army of Western financial
firms, lawyers, accountants,
government officials and man-
agement companies helped
(dos Santos and Dokolo) hide
assets from tax authorities”.

Dos Santos took to Twitter
to refute the claims, launching
a salvo of around 30 tweets in
Portuguese and English, and
accusing journalists involved in
the investigation of telling “lies”.

“My fortune is built on my
character, my intelligence, edu-
cation, capacity for work, per-
severance,” she wrote.

She also blasted “the racism
and prejudice” of SIC-Expresso,
a Portuguese TV station and
newspaper, and member of
the ICIJ, “that recall the colo-
nial era when an African could
never be considered equal to a
European”.

Dos Santos’s lawyer dis-
missed the ICIJ findings as a
“highly coordinated attack”
orchestrated by Angola’s cur-
rent rulers, in a statement

quoted by The Guardian news-
paper. Dos Santos herself told
BBC Africa the file dump was
part of a “witch hunt” meant to
discredit her and her father.

The former president’s

daughter headed Angola’s
national oil company Sonangol.

Forbes magazine last year
estimated her net worth at
USD 2.2 billion.

Her father’s successor Joao
Lourenco forced her out of the
oil company after becoming
president in 2017.

Dos Santos said on
Wednesday that she would
consider running for presi-
dent in the next election in
2022. The ICIJ investigation
said Western consulting firms
such as PwC and Boston
Consulting Group were “appar-
ently ignoring red flags” while
helping her stash away public
assets.

“Regulators around the
globe have virtually ignored the
key role Western professionals

play in maintaining an offshore
industry that drives money
laundering and drains trillions
from public coffers,” the report
said. Its document trove includ-
ed redacted letters allegedly
showing how consultants
sought out ways to open non-
transparent bank accounts.

One confidential docu-
ment allegedly drafted by
Boston Consulting in
September 2015 outlined a
complex scheme for the oil
company to move its money
offshore.

The investigation also pub-
lished a similar 99-page pre-
sentation from KPMG.

None of the companies
named issued immediate state-
ments in response to the inves-
tigation.
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Ten members of the Harkat-
ul Jihad al-Islami (Huji), a

banned Islamist militant group
in Bangladesh, were on
Monday sentenced to death for
a bomb attack on a Communist
Party rally in 2001 that killed
eight people here.

Dhaka Metropolitan
Sessions Court’s Judge
Mohammed Rabiul Islam
delivered the verdict. The court
acquitted two others in the case
and fined each of the death row
convicts Bangladeshi Taka
20,000 (USD 281), the Dhaka
Tribune reported.

The bomb attack on
January 20, 2001 in Dhaka’s
Paltan Maidan had left eight
people dead, and injured over
50. The main accused, banned
Islamist outfit Harkat-al-Jihad
al-Islami (Huji) chief Mufti
Abdul Hannan, was hanged in
a case filed over a grenade
attack on ex-British envoy
Anwar Choudhury in Sylhet on
April 12, 2017.

Among the 13 convicts,
four were present at the court
on Monday. Six other convicts
sentenced to death are still on
the run. Two others have been
acquitted in the case.

All of them belong to the
banned Islamist militant group.

After a hearing in the case
on December 1, Judge Robiul
Islam had set January 20 as the
date for delivering the judg-
ment in the case.

On September 4, 2014, the

court framed charges against
the 13 members.

On January 27, 2005, the
Chief Metropolitan Magistrate
asked the authorities to re-
investigate the matter following
a petition for fresh probe into
the cases.

Investigating Officer CID
Inspector Mrinal Kanti Saha
submitted the charge-sheet on
November 27, 2013 accusing 13
of being involved in the attack,
bdnews24.com reported.

The court in its verdict said
that the convicts committed the
murders to disrupt the democ-
racy in the country and wipe
out the pro-liberation forces.

The court also said that no
one had the right to commit
such heinous acts in the name
of religion, The Daily Star
reported. 

A witness of the 2001
attack said he was satisfied with
the verdict.

Defense lawyer Faruk
Ahmed, following the verdict,
said that the defendants will
appeal in the higher court.

Bangladesh, a Muslim-
majority nation of 160 million
people, has seen a spate of
gruesome attacks in recent
years on secular activists, reli-
gious minorities, bloggers and
foreigners, many of whom have
been hacked to death with
machetes.

The country launched a
massive crackdown on mili-
tants after the July 1 Dhaka ter-
ror attack in which 22 people,
mostly foreigners, were killed. 
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Prime Minister Boris
Johnson meets 16 African

leaders at an investment sum-
mit Monday that will see
Britain cast out a net for trad-
ing partners in its new life out-
side the EU.

The first UK-Africa
Investment Summit in London
comes less than two weeks
before Britain formally ends its
decades-long involvement in
the European integration pro-
ject.

It also follows a tour of sub-
Saharan Africa former prime
minister Theresa May made in
2018 — the first by a UK
leader in five years.

The 16 leaders from 21
attending African countries
include presidents Abdel Fattah
al-Sisi of Egypt and Uhuru
Kenyatta of Kenya.

Nigerian President
Muhammadu Buhari and
Ghanaian leader Nana Akufo-
Addo will also attend.

Johnson will tell the
African leaders and big com-
pany executives that he wants
to make Britain their “invest-
ment partner of choice,”
Downing Street said.

He is also expected to
announce an end to Britain’s
support for thermal coal min-
ing and coal power plants over-
seas.

“UK aid is tackling climate
change and supporting women
entrepreneurs,” Britain’s
International Development
Secretary Alok Sharma said in
statement.

“Africa’s economic poten-
tial is huge, with eight of the
world’s 15 fastest growing
economies and a population set
to double to over two billion by
2050,” said Sharma.

“We have much to offer
African nations.”

The British government’s
export agency reports provid-
ing 2 billion pounds (USD 2.6
billion) in financing for UK
company exports to Africa in
the past two years.

The agency says it now
wants to “increase its risk
appetite” in Egypt and the fast-
growing economies in Nigeria
and Rwanda.

The UK government said
the London summit will see
British and African firms
announce commercial deals
worth 6.5 billion pounds.

It did not spell out whether
these were all firm commit-
ments or included memoran-
dums of understanding that do
not always result in actual
deals.

Britain will formally leave
the European Union on
January 31.

Brussels and London will
then have just 11 months to
reach a new free trade agree-
ment that can preserve fric-
tionless trade between Europe’s
single market and one of its
largest economies.

Johnson’s government says
it wants to diverge away from
the EU economy in the future
— even at the expense of
some of its producers facing
trade tariffs and quotas as a
result.

London believes that this
would give Britain a better
chance at reaching its own
agreements with growing
nations outside Europe.

UK finance minister Sajid
Javid said in an interview with
the Financial Times published
on Saturday that “there will not
be alignment” with the EU
once the post-Brexit transition
period shuts at the end of the
year.
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Egypt’s state of emergency is
set to reach the three-year

mark by April after the gov-
ernment announced it would
extend it by another three
months from Monday next
week.

The North African country
has been under a state of emer-
gency since April 2017 bomb-
ings of two Coptic churches by
an Islamic State group affiliate
that killed more than 40 peo-
ple.

The extension comes nine
years after the January 2011
uprising that toppled former
president Hosni Mubarak, who
had also ruled for decades
under a state of emergency.

“The president of Egypt
ordered the extension of the
state of emergency nationwide
for three months starting
Monday, January 27,” said the
official gazette on Sunday.

Under a state of emer-
gency, police powers such as
arresting and holding citizens
are extended and constitution-
al rights such as freedom of
speech and assembly are cur-
tailed. Egypt has for years been
battling an Islamist insurgency,
which surged following the
2013 military ouster of former
president Mohamed Morsi.

The attacks have been
largely concentrated in the
restive northern Sinai
Peninsula but occasionally
struck elsewhere in the coun-

try.
In February 2018, Egypt

launched a large-scale nation-
wide anti-militant operation.

Rights groups say the state
of emergency coupled with
the government’s effective
protest ban since 2013 has
helped it in crushing dissent.

In September, rare minor
protests broke out in Egypt
triggered by online calls for
Sisi’s removal.

Some 4,000 people were
arrested in the following weeks,
according to local rights
groups.

Activists have called it one
of the worst waves of a crack-
down against any dissent that
was launched when Sisi offi-
cially took power in 2014. 
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The US ambassador to South
Korea has some unusual

explanations for the harsh crit-
icism he’s faced in his host
country. His moustache,
maybe? Or a Japanese ancestry
that raises unpleasant
reminders of Japan’s former
colonial domination of Korea?

Many South Koreans, how-
ever, have a more straight-for-
ward explanation for Harry
Harris’ struggle to win hearts
and minds in Seoul, and it’s got
more to do with an outspoken
manner that they see as
undiplomatic and rude.

Since arriving in Seoul in
July 2018, Harris, a retired
navy general born to a Japanese
mother and an American navy
officer, has been the focus of
keen attention because of his
military and ethnic back-
ground. The 63-year-old for-
mer US Pacific Command
chief has sometimes drawn
criticism from those who take
issue with his manner when
dealing with South Koreans.

His mustache has become
the subject of ribbing online,
with jokes made about how it
resembles those of Japanese
colonial masters, who brutally
occupied the Korean Peninsula
from 1910-45. But there is
more serious concern that the
discord could widen a growing
rift in Seoul’s relations with
Washington at a time when
diplomacy with rival North
Korea seem in danger of
imploding.

Harris recently said his
appearance and ethnicity have
been a source of his criticism
in South Korea.

“My mustache, for some
reason, has become a point of
some fascination here,” Harris
told a group of foreign
reporters in Seoul last week. “I
have been criticized in the
media here, especially in social
media, because of my ethnic
background, because I am a
Japanese-American.”

It’s not the first time a US
ambassador in South Korea has
been in the news for things
other than diplomacy. In 2015,
former Ambassador Mark
Lippert was slashed in the face
and arm by an anti-American
activist.

But unlike Lippert, Harris
has repeatedly irked many
South Koreans since President
Donald Trump sent him here.

After meeting Harris in
November, Lee Hye-hoon, then
chairwoman of the South

Korean parliament’s intelli-
gence committee, said that the
ambassador repeated about 20
times Trump’s calls for Seoul to
drastically increase its financial
contribution to US troop
deployment in the South.

In recent months, four stu-
dents were arrested after they
broke into Harris’ Seoul resi-
dence during an anti-US rally.
A mock mustache was plucked
from his picture at another
demonstration.

Harris said his mustache
has nothing to do with his
Japanese background and that
he started growing it only to
mark the start of his career as
a diplomat.

“To those people, I say
that you are cherry-picking
history,” Harris said, adding
that some Korean indepen-
dence fighters also had a mus-
tache. Harris said he under-
stands the historical animosi-
ty that exists between Japan and
South Korea.

“But I’m not the Japanese-
American ambassador to
Korea,” he said. “I’m the
American ambassador to
Korea.” Kevin Gray, a professor
of International Relations at the
University of Sussex in the
UK, tweeted Friday that
“Koreans’ reaction to Harris’
mustache is vastly exaggerated.”

He said what did rile South
Koreans was Harris' “imperi-
alistic manner” and efforts to
“undermine” South Korean
President Moon Jae-in and
“dictate” South Korean gov-
ernment policy.
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AWhite House adviser on
Europe and Russia issues

has been placed on adminis-
trative leave pending a securi-
ty-related investigation, two
people with knowledge of his
exit said Sunday.

Andrew Peek was escorted
off the White House com-
pound on Friday, according to
one of those familiar with his
departure.

In response to questions,
the National Security Council,
the foreign policy unit at the
White House, said in a state-

ment that “we do not discuss
personnel matters.”

Peek, former deputy assis-
tant secretary of state for Iraq
and Iran, has been in the
position since November. His
two predecessors in that posi-
tion — Tim Morrison and
Fiona Hill — both testified in
the House impeachment
inquiry of President Donald
Trump.

Before joining the State
Department, Peek was a fellow
at the Clements Center for
National Security at the
University of Texas. He gradu-
ated from Princeton University

in 2003, received a master’s
degree from the Harvard
Kennedy School in 2005 and
earned a doctorate in interna-
tional relations from the Johns
Hopkins School of Advanced
International Studies.

Peek was a US Army intel-
ligence officer serving in
Afghanistan where he advised
now-retired Marine Corps
Gen. John Allen on several
matters, including intelligence
and Pakistani aspects of the
war. Before Afghanistan, he
was an adviser to Sens. Gordon
Smith of Oregon and Mike
Johanns of Nebraska.
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The rise in the number of
international tourist arrivals

slowed to 4.0 per cent in 2019,
its slowest rate since 2016 due to
a cooling global economy,
geopolitical tensions and uncer-
tainty regarding Brexit, the
World Tourism Organisation
said Monday.

The Madrid-based UN
body, UNWTO, predicted glob-
al tourism will grow by 3.0-4.0
per cent this year, buoyed by
major sporting and cultural
events such as the Tokyo
Olympics in Japan.

The number of interna-
tional tourist arrivals hit 1.5 bil-
lion last year, up from 1.4 billion
in 2018, the body said in a state-
ment. Tourist numbers grew by
6.0 per cent in 2018, 7.0 per cent
in 2017 and by 4.0 per cent in
2016. “The slowdown in linked
to the results of the global econ-
omy, with economic growth of
around 3.0 per cent,” UNWTO’s
market intelligence chief, Sandra
Carvao, told a news conference.

She said “strong uncertain-
ty around” Britain’s looming
exit from the European Union,
simmering geopolitical tensions
and the collapse of Thomas
Cook, the world’s oldest travel
form, had also contributed to the
slowdown.

But Carvao stressed that

both 2017 and 2018 had posted
exceptionally high rates of
tourism growth.

“What is happening is we
are returning to historical levels
of tourism growth,” she said.

Europe and the Asia-Pacific
region were the most affected by
the slowdown in tourism
arrivals.

Arrivals rose by 4.0 per
cent in Europe in 2019, down
from 6.0 per cent in 2018, while
in Asia-Pacific arrivals rose by
5.0 per cent compared to 7.0 per
cent in 2018 as ongoing protests
in Hong Kong weighed the sec-
tor down.

Africa posted a 4.0-per cent
rise in tourist arrivals, down
from 9.0 per cent in 2018. The
Middle East was the one bright
spot as tourist arrivals in the
region jumped by 8.0 per cent in
2018, up from 3.0 per cent in the
previous year, due mainly to
Saudi Arabia’s ambitious plan to
draw foreign visitors.

UNWTO expects France,
Spain and the United States to
once again be the three most vis-
ited countries in the world last
year once it has final figures.

“We don’t really expect
changes in the rankings,” said
Carvao. In 2018, France
remained the world’s most vis-
ited nation with 89 million
arrivals followed by Spain and
the United States.
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Prime Minister Shinzo Abe
said Monday that Japan

will form a space defense unit
to protect itself from potential
threats as rivals develop mis-
siles and other technology
and the new unit will work
closely with its American
counterpart recently launched
by President Donald Trump.

The Space Domain
Mission Unit will start in
April as part of Japan’s Air
Self-Defense Force, Abe said
in a policy speech marking the
start of the year’s parliamen-
tary session.

He said Japan must also
defend itself from threats in
cyberspace and from electro-
magnetic interference against
Japanese satellites. Concerns
are growing that China and
Russia are seeking ways to
interfere, disable or destroy
satellites.

“We will drastically bol-

ster capability and system in
order to secure superiority” in
those areas, Abe said.

The space unit will be
added to an existing air base
at Fuchu in the western sub-
urbs of Tokyo, where about 20
people will be staffed ahead of
a full launch in 2022. The role
of the space unit is to conduct
satellite-based navigation and
communications for other
troops in the field, rather
than being on the ground.

Abe’s Cabinet in
December approved 50.6 bil-
lion yen ($460 million) bud-
get in space-related projects,
pending parliamentar y
approval.

The unit will cooperate
with the US Space Command
that Trump established in
August, as well as Japan’s
space exploration agency,
Japan Aerospace Exploration
Agency.

Underscoring the need
to step up cyber security,

Mitsubishi Electric Corp.
revealed Monday that it had
suffered a cyber attack last
June that may have compro-
mised personal and corporate
data involving thousands of
its job applicants, employees
and retirees. Mitsubishi said
there was no breach of sensi-
tive data in the company's
operations involving defense,
space, transportation, electric
power and other businesses
sectors .  It  promised to
enhance security measures
and monitoring.

Abe has pushed for Japan’s
Self-Defense Force to expand
its international role and capa-
bility by bolstering coopera-
tion and weapons compati-
bility with the US, as it
increasingly works alongside
American troops and as it
grows concerned about the
increasing capabilities of
China and North Korea.

Abe, in marking Sunday’s
60th anniversary of the sign-

ing of Japan-US security
treaty, vowed to bolster Japan’s
capability and cooperation
with the US, including in the
areas of space and cyber secu-
rity.

He said he is determined
to settle Japan’s “unfortunate
past” with North Korea, as he
hopes to “sum up” his coun-
try’s postwar legacies before
his term expires next year.

He reiterated his intention
to hold talks with North
Korean leader Kim Jong Un
without the conditions he had
demanded in the past —
denuclearizing the Korean
Peninsula and resolving the
decades-old issue of abduc-
tions of Japanese citizens by
North Korea.

Part of Abe’s plan while in
office is to achieve his long-
cherished goal of revising
Japan’s US-drafted constitu-
tion that prohibits use of force
in settling international dis-
putes. Despite Abe’s push,

chances are fading for the
revision due to a lack of pub-
lic interest and the opposi-
tion’s focus on other contro-
versial issues such as Japan’s
recent dispatch of naval troops
to Middle East and question-
able public record-keeping at
Abe’s annual cherry blossom-
viewing parties.

In a sign of a thaw in
Japan’s recently tense rela-
tions with South Korea, Abe
said he planned to cooperate
closely with South Korea in
dealing with a harsh security
environment in northeast
Asia.

Abe, however, repeated
his demand that South Korea
resolve the issue of compen-
sation for the former Korean
laborers during Japan’s 1910-
1945 colonial rule. “I hope
(South Korea) to keep its
promise between the two
countries and build future-
oriented bilateral relations,” he
said.
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Malaysia has sent back
150 containers of plastic

waste to 13 mainly rich coun-
tries since the third quarter
last year, with the environ-
ment minster warning on
Monday that those who want
to make the country a rubbish
bin of the world can “dream
on”. Shipments of unwanted
rubbish have been rerouted to
Southeast Asia since China
banned the import of plastic
waste in 2018, but Malaysia
and other developing coun-
tries are fighting back.

Environment Minister
Yeo Bee Yin said another 110
containers are expected to be
sent back by the middle of
this year.

Yeo said the successful
repatriation of a total 3,737
metric tonnes (4,120 US tons)

of waste fol lowed strict
enforcement at key Malaysian
ports to block smuggling of
waste and shuttering more
than 200 illegal plastic recy-
cling factories.

Of the 150 containers, 43
were returned to France, 42 to
the United Kingdom, 17 to
the United States, 11 to
Canada, 10 to Spain and the
rest to Hong Kong, Japan,
Singapore, Portugal, China,
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and
Lithuania, her ministry said.

She said the Malaysian
government didn’t pay a sin-
gle cent, with the costs of
sending back the waste fully
borne by the shipping liners
and companies responsible
for importing and exporting
the waste.

Yeo said talks were ongo-
ing with US authorities to
take back another 60 con-

tainers this year. Canada also
has 15 more containers, Japan
14, the UK 9 and Belgium 8
from 110 more containers
that are still being held at
Malaysian ports, she said.

“If people want to see us
as the rubbish dump of the
world, you dream on,” Yeo
told reporters during inspec-
tion at a port in northern
Penang state.

Yeo said the government
will launch an action plan on
illegal plastic importation
next month that will help the
different agencies coordinate
enforcement and speed up the
process of returning the
waste.

“Our position is very
firm. We just want to send
back (the waste) and we just
want to give a message that
Malaysia is not the dumping
site of the world,” she added.
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Off-camera and during commer-
cials, the stars at the 26th annual
Screen Actors Guild Awards got

to rub shoulders, give congratulatory kiss-
es, and meet for the first or the 50th time.
Here are some of the more memorable
moments from the Sunday night’s cere-
mony 

�Party time for Parasite
The Parasite table was one of the hap-

pier places in the Shrine ballroom — and
that was before its cast won the night’s
biggest award. Song Kang Ho and the
film’s other stars got whoops, whistles and
a standing ovation from much of the
room of mostly American actors early in
the show, when they took the stage to pre-
sent their nominated film. That was fol-
lowed by a full-blown ovation at the end,
when theirs became the first foreign-lan-
guage film to win the best ensemble SAG
Award. In between the two hours, the
gleeful cast and director Bong Joon Ho,
savoured their moment in the Hollywood
spotlight, taking group selfies during
every commercial break. They greeted a
steady stream of fellow-actor fans, includ-
ing Steve Buscemi. “I’m a little embar-
rassed,” cast member Lee Sun Kyun said
after the show through a translator.
“We’re feeling a little like the parasites of
Hollywood now.”

�Some SAG stars loom larger than oth-
ers 

TV and film screens tend to obscure
actors’ heights, but when they’re all in a
room together it’s very clear who looms
over whom. The winners of the show’s
first two awards for actresses, Phoebe
Waller-Bridge and Laura Dern, both
reportedly five-foot-10, made it seem like
the night was going to be dominated by
the tallest nominees, but the trend
ended there. The win of a much
shorter Joaquin Phoenix — for
Joker — over a reportedly 6-foot-
3 Adam Driver for best actor in
a film was more typical of the
night. And the tallest actor
and actress in the crowd,
Stephen Merchant of Jojo
Rabbit, who stands about
6-foot-7, and Gwendoline
Christie of Game of
Thrones, who stands
about 6-foot-3, never
got to take the stage
with their casts, over whom
they towered when they
stood up during commer-
cial breaks.

�Lithgow visits dri-
ver’s seat 

John Lithgow

is even taller than Driver, and is nearly
40 years older, but it was Lithgow doing
the looking up when the two met for the
first time during a commercial break.
Lithgow, nominated along with the rest
of the cast of Bombshell, smiled and
gushed to Driver, nominated for best
actor for Marriage Story, expressing his
admiration for Driver’s run of recent per-
formances. “Great to meet you Adam,”
Lithgow said with enthusiasm as the SAG
Awards telecast returned from commer-
cial and Lithgow rejoined Charlize
Theron, Margot Robbie and his other cast
mates at the neighbouring table.

�Small stars scramble for SAG selfies 
You could be excused for thinking it

was “Take Our Daughters and Sons to
Work Day” for the professional actors of
the SAG Awards. Actually, the wee ones
running around the ballroom were act-
ing pros, too, on a night where children
abounded among the nominees. The kid
actors from Big Little Lies, including
brothers Cameron and Nicholas Crovetti,
were all over the ballroom during com-
mercial breaks, taking photos with stars

including their cast mates Nicole
Kidman and Reese Witherspoon.
Twelve-year-old Roman Griffin Davis
sat proudly at his table like he utterly
belonged alongside his fellow Jojo
Rabbit cast members, who include

Scarlett Johannson. Leonardo
DiCaprio politely spoke to a steady

stream of people excited to meet him
during commercial breaks, but he

positively beamed when his 10-year-
old Once Upon a Time ... in Hollywood

co-star Julia Butters, in a shiny silver suit,
brought three young friends to meet him.
He greeted each of them with a huge grin
just moments before he lost out on best
actor to Phoenix.

�De Niro and Streep make SAG crowd
swoon 

If anyone inspired more awe in the
ballroom than DiCaprio it was Robert

De Niro, to whom DiCaprio presented
the “SAG Life Achievement Award” dur-
ing the ceremony. Many major stars came
to pay tribute to De Niro as he sat at a
table that included his The Irishman co-
stars Al Pacino and Harvey Keitel. But
when Meryl Streep — his co-star in The
Deer Hunter more than 40 years ago —
stopped by to exchange kisses and kudos,
photographers descended in droves and
phone cameras came out on all sides to
capture the meet-up of the pair that many
regard as the greatest actor and actress of
their generation.

�Telling teleprompters 
Virtually the entire ballroom can see

the SAG Awards telecast’s teleprompters
if they look over their shoulder, and can
see who’s going off-script. When Ray
Romano said while introducing the best
ensemble nomination for The Irishman
that he still couldn’t believe he played a
mob lawyer opposite De Niro and Keitel,
Keitel roasted him by responding “I can’t
believe it either.” Romano replied, “Hey,
that’s not up there,” pointing at the
teleprompter. Romano was right. It was-
n’t.

�Rogers, Judy Garland are neighbours 
Actors usually sit with their cast

mates at SAG Awards tables, but some-
times the seating chart yields more novel
pairings, like the adjacent placement of
Tom Hanks, nominated for A Beautiful
Day in the Neighborhood, and Renée
Zellweger, nominated for Judy. The pair-
ing made theirs a popular table for fans
and cameras, and it proved prescient.
They met up again onstage late in the
show, when Hanks handed Zellweger the
trophy for best actress in a film.

�De Niro gets political as he accepts
SAG Awards honour 

De Niro received the “Screen Actors
Guild lifetime achievement Award” to

praise for his illustrious career and thun-
derous applause from his fellow perform-
ers, but spent much of his acceptance
speech on politics. 

“There’s right and there’s wrong, and
there’s common sense and there’s abuse of
power,” said De Niro, who received a
standing ovation that lasted nearly a
minute after Leonardo DiCaprio present-
ed him with the award. About half of the
room stood and applauded when the actor
said it was his responsibility to speak about
politics and seemingly took aim at
President Donald Trump, whose name he
didn’t mention. “As a citizen, I have as
much right as anybody — an actor, an ath-
lete, anybody else — to voice my opinion.
And if I have a bigger voice because of my
situation, I’m going to use it whenever I
see a blatant abuse of power,” he added.
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�An you give us a rundown of how things were
left in season 3 and what’s new this season?

The scene where the third season left and the
fourth picks up is that Taylor has left Axe capital,
he is on the odds with not only Bobby but with
Wendy and Ben Kim as well. The only person
Taylor has on their side is the loyal Mafee, who
as we know was the first person we saw Taylor with
in season 2. So it’s been quite an evolution for
Taylor in particular.

�What motivated Taylor’s decision to pull the
Axe capital?

At the beginning of season 3, Taylor was put
in charge of Axe capital, while Bobby sorts out all
his problems. They handle the ups and downs quite
well. And we also see that Bobby becomes
obsessed with saving his money and reputation.
I also think Taylor gets swapped to their side
because when he asks how to help Mafee, Axe tells
him that they didn’t need his help right now.
Hence, Taylor starts feeling left out. Taylor is too
smart to not see the moves ahead more than Axe
does. Moreover,  once Axe stepped in and ruined
Taylor’s relationship with Oscar for the sake of the
business, that broke the trust and loyalty between
Taylor and Axe.

�It seems as if this season is about shifting loy-
alty. Who is loyal to Taylor? Whose loyalty did
he break?

Loyalty is a huge theme in every season of
Billions and particularly the fourth one. There are
things from Taylor’s past that are going to come
up. I don’t want to spoil anything but I think Taylor
would like to be out of access line of fire.

�Where do we pickup with Taylor at the begin-
ning of this season?

At the beginning of season 4, Taylor runs his
own company, dealing with the ups and downs
of what it means to be in-charge of his own ship
for the first time. So, during season 3 there is a
scene between the two where Taylor really comes
down hard on Axe about the money move that
he wanted to make. 

Taylor is playing a big game this season. I think
he is the type of person who functions at their best
when put under pressure. The pressure that comes
from Axe and Axe Capital is just fuelling Taylor
to work even more efficiently than ever. This time
we get to see more about Taylor’s past, specifical-

ly, in relation to his family.

�What do you feel about the script of the show
and what excites you the most?

Working in this show was really the best. The
scripts are incredible, unexpected, exciting, enter-
taining and socially relevant. Though I work in
the show, but as its fan I would say it makes for a
great drama, which is exciting and entertaining.

�What is Taylor’s biggest conflict during this
season?

I think Taylor’s biggest conflict during season
4 is figuring out how to maintain moral ethical
centre and a really strong sense of identity.

�What motivates Taylor the most in season 4?
I’m weary of naming it, but I certainly think

revenge or money. Also just wanting to be the best
at what he does, which is trading since he is a math-
ematical genius. I think that’s just the world that
they live in and the only way that they know them-
selves.

(The show airs on AXN on every Saturday and
Sunday at 10 pm.)

Actor Kangana Ranaut says
being an actor is the most

privileged job in our country
while filmmakers are not as val-
ued as they should be.

Kangana’s observation came
while she was commenting on the
controversy that erupted when
she took over the directorial
reigns of her 2019 release,
Manikarnika: The Queen Of
Jhansi. She was in the capital to
promote her forthcoming film
Panga, directed by Ashwiny Iyer
Tiwari.

“There was no panga. The
director left the film and I com-
pleted it. It was just that. If I
helped my producer and studio,
toh us cheez ke liye mera sammaan
hona chahiye (I should be revered
for that). People should see I am
so responsible. I got many brick-
bats and I am shocked,” she said.

She then added: “I think
being an actor on set is the most

privileged job. (Being) a director,
I am sorry to say, and even
Ashwiny will agree with me, is not
as valued as it should be.
Filmmakers in our country, unlike
America, are literally de-valued.
This industry is of the actors.”

Kangana also said that she
wants to pursue her moviemak-
ing ambitions. “There is a part of
me that wants to pursue my
filmmaking ambitions but if you
ask me, it is a privilege to be an
actor on the set — especially if
your director is sorted,” she
added.

Panga also features Neena
Gupta, Richa Chadha and Jassie
Gill. The film, slated to hit screens
on January 24, revolves around a
kabaddi player, played by
Kangana, who wants to make a
comeback in the game after mar-
riage and motherhood.
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Cristiano Ronaldo
struck twice as

Juventus beat Parma 2-1 to
pull four points clear of
Inter Milan at the top of
the Serie A table.

Inter’s title push hit
another stumbling block
after a 1-1 draw at lowly
Lecce on Sunday while
Ante Rebic fired city rivals
AC Milan to a last gasp 3-
2 win over Udinese.

Ronaldo broke
through just before the
break, to score in a seventh
consecutive league game,
and almost set up a second
just after for Aaron
Ramsey, but the Welsh
international rattled the
post.

Andreas Cornelius
scored with a towering
header to get seventh-
placed Parma back level
ten minutes after the
break.

But the visitors hard-
ly had time to celebrate
when Ronaldo broke
through again after latch-
ing onto a Paulo Dybala
cross for his 11th goal in
seven games to bring his
league tally this season to
16.

The eight-time reign-
ing champions have a four-
point cushion on Inter,
who have won only two of
their last six league games,
and are now also under
threat from Lazio, who
are just two points behind
with a game in hand after
hammering Sampdoria 5-
1 on Saturday.

Antonio Conte’s side

had looked set to take
maximum points from his
hometown team, where
he started his footballing
career in the 1980s, when
Alessandro Bastoni head-
ed the away side in front
with 18 minutes remain-
ing.

But Marco Mancosu
grabbed a precious point
for the southerners five
minutes after going
behind.

�!���!��	��
Croatian forward

Rebic hit a brace, includ-
ing the stoppage time win-
ner, against Udinese that
snatched a dramatic win
that gave troubled AC
Milan back-to-back league
victories and moved them
up to eighth, two points
from the Europa League
spots.

Star striker Zlatan
Ibrahimovic got his first

start at the San Siro after
scoring last weekend at
Cagliari.

The 38-year-old
Swede did not get to cele-
brate in front of the home
crowd but he has provid-
ed a confidence-boost for
the seven-time European
champions, who have
taken seven points in three
matches since his return.

“The arrival of
Ibrahimovic has given us
even more depth and con-
viction, which has helped
us,” said coach Stefano
Pioli.
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Novak Djokovic survived a scare
to join Roger Federer and
Serena Will iams in the

Australian Open second round as
heavy downpours caused chaos on
Monday, forcing organisers to post-
pone a swathe of matches.

Defending champion
Djokovic was made to sweat
before beating Germany’s Jan-
Lennard Struff in four sets on the
first day, when fears over air pol-

lution were replaced by disruption
caused by rain.

While play continued at the three
stadiums with retractable roofs, half
of the 64 scheduled matches were
postponed, ensuring a big backlog for
Tuesday.

Wet conditions are unusual for
the Australian Open, which is more
used to extreme heat and was plagued
by smog from bushfires during qual-
ifying, when players suffered cough-
ing fits and breathing problems.

Air quality was rated ‘good’ as the
first round started on Monday but
about four hours later play was sus-
pended on outside courts when the
heavens opened in Melbourne.

World number three Federer was
briefly hauled off court while the roof
was closed on Rod Laver Arena
before returning to complete a routine
6-3, 6-2, 6-2 victory over American
Steve Johnson.

Williams, on the hunt for a
record-equalling 24th Grand Slam
title, won the first set against
Anastasia Potapova in just 19 minutes

as she cruised to a 6-0, 6-3 win in less
than an hour.

“I feel like I can still improve and
get better throughout this tourna-
ment, for sure. This is a good stepping
stone for right now,” Williams said.

However, Williams' elder sister
Venus was ousted in stunning fashion
by 15-year-old Coco Gauff, who won
7-6 (7/5), 6-3 in a repeat of her first-
round upset at Wimbledon last year.

In the late match, defending
champion Djokovic dropped his first
set since 2006 in the opening round
before recovering to beat Jan-Lennard
Struff 7-6 (7/5), 6-2, 2-6, 6-1.

“There is a lot of pressure and a
lot of different emotions involved. I
definitely try to remind myself to stay
present and really enjoy,” said the
seven-time Melbourne winner, who
brought up his 900th Tour-level vic-

tory.
Former US Open champion

Sloane Stephens was the biggest
women’s casualty on day one when
she crashed out in three sets to
Zhang Shuai of China — her fourth
first-round exit in Melbourne.
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Defending champion Naomi

Osaka was done well before the
downpour as she dismissed Marie
Bouzkova of the Czech Republic 6-2,
6-4 in 80 minutes, smashing one pow-
erful serve that broke a net fastening.

"It was really tough for me trying
to control my nerves," said Osaka. "It's
tough to play someone you've never
played before in the first round of a
Grand Slam."

Later on the covered centre court,
Australian world number one
Ashleigh Barty recovered strongly
from a set down to beat Lesia
Tsurenko 5-7, 6-1, 6-1.

In the men's draw, Greek sixth
seed Stefanos Tsitsipas, who beat
Federer en route to last year's semis,
crushed Salvatore Caruso 6-0, 6-2, 6-
3.

Player anger over smog dominat-
ed the final days before the tourna-
ment, which is taking place after
bushfires ravaged large parts of
Australia, destroying thousands of
homes and killing 29 people.

Tournament officials are closely
monitoring pollution and will halt
play and close the three main stadi-
ums' roofs if particulate matter sus-
pended in the air hits PM2.5 200.

In other results, Canadian 13th
seed Denis Shapovalov argued furi-
ously with the umpire over a code vio-
lation for throwing his racquet as he
lost in four sets to Marton Fucsovics.

Croatian 25th seed Borna Coric
was another first-round loser as he
went down to experienced American
Sam Querrey, while Australia’s Sam
Stosur bombed out against Caty
McNally.

But former champion Caroline
Wozniacki, playing her last tourna-
ment before retiring, safely reached
the second round as she beat Kristie
Ahn 6-1, 6-3.
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Quique Setien may want
a different Barcelona

but he needed the same old
Lionel Messi on Sunday as
the Argentinian gave his
new coach a winning start
by scoring in a 1-0 victory
over Granada.

Messi’s strike in the
76th minute decided a
cagey contest at the Camp
Nou and prevented the
much-anticipated launch
of Setien’s new era becom-
ing something of a damp
squib.

Victory also sends
Barca back to the top of La
Liga on goal difference,
after Madrid had briefly

claimed first place follow-
ing their win over Sevilla
on Saturday.

I already saw some of
them against Atletico (last
weekend) because Barca
has been doing great things
for many years.” It would
have been different if
Granada’s Yan Eteki hadn’t
struck the post with just
over 20 minutes left or
their central defender
German Sanchez not been
sent off for a needless sec-
ond yellow card soon after.

The extra man was the
boost Barca needed and
Messi duly poked home his
17th goal in 21 games this
season following good
work by Arturo Vidal,

Antoine Griezmann and
the 20-year-old Riqui Puig.

All three had reasons
to impress, particularly
Puig, whose inclusion on
the bench was an early
indication of Setien’s belief
in youth. Puig's contribu-
tion after coming on
should mean more oppor-
tunities are to come.

Setien said last week
that if he could make one
guarantee, it was that Barca
would play good football
while he is in charge and
although few could argue
this was a transformative
display following the sack-
ing of Ernesto Valverde,
there were certainly some
encouraging signs.
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All eyes will be on
world No. 2 Tai Tzu

Ying when Bengaluru
Raptors begin their title
defence against North
Eastern Warriors in the
fif th season of the
Premier Badminton
League (PBL) here on
Tuesday.

The clash between
Tzu Ying, the former
World No. 1, and 2014
Commonwealth Games
champion Michelle Li of
North Eastern Warriors
will be the highlight of
the best of five match to
be played at the Nehru
Indoor Stadium.

The North Eastern
Warriors team also
includes the legendary

Lee Yong Dae and
Guwahati's rising star
Ashmita Chaliha.

Li has two career
wins over the Chinese
Taipei ace with her last
victory coming at the
2019 Japan Open and
the North Eastern
Warriors shuttler would
aim for an encore

against PBL’s joint-
costliest player, Tai.

Sai Praneeth, who
has been retained by
the Bengaluru franchise,
will be coming to the
league fresh from his
historic Bronze medal
win at the World
Championships.

With former World

No. 19 Brice Leverdez in
the squad as well as
promising talent Ansal
Yadav,  the Raptors
boasts of a strong men's
singles line-up.

The North Eastern
Warriors, on the other
hand, will be boosted by
the presence of World
No. 23 Lee Cheuk Yiu,
who made it to the
semi-f inals of the
Indonesia Masters last
week.

T a n o n g s a k
Saensomboonsuk will
be continuing his asso-
ciation with the
Guwahati-based fran-
chise for the second year
in a row with PBL debu-
tant Kaushal
Dharmamer being in
the team.
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Indian men’s hockey team
chief coach Graham Reid

feels his wards need to
improve their “one-on-one”
tackling and 3D skills ahead
of the FIH Pro League ties
against Belgium and
Australia.

The Indian team made a
dream debut at the FIH Pro
League, beating world num-
ber three Netherlands 5-2 in
the first tie of the double
header on Saturday. The
hosts then came from two
goals down to beat the
Dutch 3-1 in shoot-out after
the second game ended 3-3
in regulation time.

India garnered f ive
points (3 from the outright
win and 2 from the second
game) from their opening

Pro League tie.
India will next host

world champions Belgium
on February 8 and 9 fol-
lowed by two more home

ties against Australia on
February 22 and 23.

“The good thing was
we struggled to win this
(second) match and some-

times, it’s good to struggle
for a win because you learn
a lot and also it is a proof
that if we apply ourselves
and use some aggressive-
ness, we can bounce back,”
Reid said.

“I still feel our one-on-
one tackling can improve
and we have also been work-
ing on 3D (three dimension-
al) skills to beat players in
short space.

“This can help create
penalty corners and when
you have a world-class
dragflick battery, we can
definitely make use of this.”

It was at the 2015 FIH
Hockey World League Final
in Raipur when India had
managed to overcome a 0-2
goal deficit in the first half to
draw against the Netherlands
5-5 in regulation time before

prevailing in a penalty
shootout to secure the
bronze medal. 

And dragflicker Rupiner
Pal Singh, who scored a goal
on Sunday, said the team has
matured a lot in the last two
years.

“If this probably hap-
pened to us two years ago
(conceding early goals), we
may not have been able to
make a comeback. But I
think we have now matured,
players are taking responsi-
bility and adhering to coach’s
instruction of 'tackle and
play forward',” he said.

“There is definitely a
change in attitude on how we
approach a game even when
we are down,” added the
dragflicker, who was adjust-
ed man-of-the-match on
Sunday. 
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Pablo Sarabia put Paris Saint-
Germain into the last 16 of

the French Cup on Sunday with
the late winner in a tight 1-0
win over spirited Lorient.

Spaniard Sarabia headed
home the only goal with 10
minutes remaining to put
Thomas Tuchel’s much-
changed side into the next
round after struggling to break
Ligue 2 leaders Lorient down
in an underwhelming contest.

They have been rewarded
with a tie at third-tier Pau, who
knocked out Ligue 1 side
Bordeaux on Thursday.

PSG came into the match
missing a host of injured stars
including Edinson Cavani,
Marco Verratti, Juan Bernat
and Marquinhos, and with
both Neymar and Kylian

Mbappe on the bench the away
side lacked creative spark
despite the presence of in-
form striker Mauro Icardi.

The French champions
were lucky to go into the break
level after Yoane Wissa some-
how managed to head Jimmy
Cabot’s pinpoint cross wide
from just a couple of yards out.

The second half continued
to lack clear chances for either
side, with Paul Nardi doing well
to charge down Icardi's close
range header in the 68th
minute before pushing Pablo
Sarabia’s shot wide 11 minutes
later.

However the 25-year-old
could do nothing about
Sarabia’s header seconds later,
the Spaniard beautifully guid-
ing home Thiago Silva’s cross to
squeeze the top flight outfit into
the next round.
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India captain Virat Kohli and
his deputy Rohit Sharma con-

solidated their top two positions
in the batting chart, while pace
ace Jasprit Bumrah continued to
lead among bowlers in the ICC
ODI Rankings issued on
Monday.

Following their stellar per-
formances against Australia in
the just-concluded
series, which India
won 2-1, Kohli
(No.1) and Rohit
(No.2) have
strengthened their
positions.

With 183
runs under his
belt against
Australia, Kohli
was the player-
of-the-series
while Rohit
was a close
s e c o n d ,
garnering
171 runs in
the rubber,
including a
match-win-
ning 119 in the decid-
ing ODI in Bengaluru
on Sunday.

Kohli (886
points) and Rohit
(868 points) have
gained two and three
ratings points, respec-
tively to occupy the top
two positions in the
batting rankings.

Left-handed
opener Shikhar
Dhawan has also
gained seven slots
to reach 15th
position with 170
runs in two
innings, missing
a chance to bat
in Bengaluru
after injuring
his shoulder
while field-

ing.
K L Rahul, who opened in

his place in the final ODI, has
gained 21 slots to reach 50th
position with an aggregate of 146
runs.

Bumrah, who returned
from injury in the Australia
series, is atop the bowlers chart
with 764 points, ahead of New
Zealand left-arm pacer Trent
Boult and Afghanistan’s Mujeeb
Ur Rahman. South Africa’s
Kagiso Rabada and Australian
Pat Cummins complete the top
five.

India all-rounder Ravindra
Jadeja has moved up two slots

to be 27th among bowlers
after finishing with four wick-
ets in the series.

He also scored 45 runs in
two innings and has gained

four places in the all-
rounders' list to be
ranked 10th.

Au s t r a l i a n
Steve Smith, who
topped the series
with an aggregate
of 229 runs
including a knock
of 131 in the final

ODI, has been
rewarded with a

four-place jump to
23rd position.

David Warner, a
formerly top-ranked
batsman in the for-
mat, has also moved
up one place to sixth

while captain Aaron Finch
has moved up one place into
10th. Wicketkeeper Alex
Carey is in 31st position

after gaining two slots.
Leg-spinner Adam

Zampa’s five wickets
in the series saw him
advance 20 places to

reach 37th position,
while Kane

Richardson has
moved from

77th to 65th. 
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Opening batsman Lendl Simmons
blasted 10 sixes in an undefeated 91

as West Indies routed Ireland by nine
wickets in the third and final Twenty20
International at Warner Park here on
Sunday.

Simmons, the nephew of West Indies
coach Phil Simmons, also hit five bound-
aries in his 40-ball blitz. It was his high-
est score in the format and came just five
days before his 35th birthday.

Chasing a modest 139 to win,
Simmons won the match in style with a
six over midwicket off spinner Simi
Singh whose three overs cost 41 runs.

Fellow opener Evin Lewis made 46
with four boundaries and three sixes as
West Indies raced to victory with 54 balls
remaining.

The three-match series ended 1-1
after Ireland edged a first-game thriller by
four runs in Grenada before Saturday’s
match at Warner Park was abandoned due
to rain. Earlier, veteran all-rounders
Kieron Pollard and Dwayne Bravo shared
six wickets as West Indies restricted
Ireland to 138 all out. Captain Pollard,
who produced the best bowling spell by
a West Indian in T20 internationals (4-
25) in Saturday’s abandoned game,
claimed 3-17.

Bravo finished with 3-19 to become
the West Indies’leading all-time wicket-
taker in the format with 57 victims in his
69th game. That beat the previous best of
54 by leg-spinner Samuel Badree.

Put into bat, Ireland raced to 50-0 off
just 3.3 overs with openers Kevin O'Brien
(top scoring with 36) and Paul Stirling
again getting their team off to a storm-
ing start. However, Pollard dismissed
O'Brien after the Irishman hit his runs off
only 18 balls with Bravo then accounting
for Stirling (11).
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Aseries win against a strong
Australia and the performance
in New Zealand last year gives

India a lot of confidence ahead of a
fresh tour beginning on January 24,
said skipper Virat Kohli whose team
will be aiming to put the Black Caps
under pressure from the word go.

India will be playing five T20s,
three ODIs and two Tests in New
Zealand. They had beaten the hosts 4-
1 in ODIs before losing the T20 series
1-2.

“We are taking a lot of confidence
from our performance (in NZ) last
year. We were very positive in how we
played, very sure of what we wanted
to do. The thing about playing away
is if you’re able to put the home team
under pressure, you can enjoy your
cricket,” Kohli said.

“You have to win at home, there’s
that sort of feeling (for hosts). So if you
bring out your A game, you can real-
ly put them under pressure. That’s
what we did last year, squeezed them
in the middle overs, picked up wick-
ets, spinners were outstanding.
Looking forward to take that same
intensity into the series.”

Ahead of the New Zealand tour,
Kohli said it became even more impor-
tant to win the home series against
Australia here on Sunday. The team
leaves for New Zealand on Monday
night.

“We spoke of that at the huddle,
that this is the last game we’re playing
in the series and if we win, you go on
a tour on a happy note. If you lose, it
can go under the radar, you can
brush it aside as ‘oh it’s just one loss’.

“But when you win and win
under pressure, the last two games
were tough wins, it boosts your con-
fidence which we’re carrying for-
ward,” he said.

On the limited overs leg of the
New Zealand tour, Kohli picked out
the areas of improvement.

“Again, we want to bat well when

we bat first and in case we’re defend-
ing a low total, we should be able to
do that as well. We can't afford to ease
into the series after two games, because
then it keeps getting tougher and
tougher, so we'll look to make a mark
in the first game that we play,” he said.

The skipper loves playing against
Australia as it brings the best out of
him. He explained why he relishes the
Australian challenge.

“Last year (at home) after 2-0 up,
we thought we’re definitely going to
win one of the three at home, but they
showed us that they understand these
conditions very well now (to win 3-2),
having played here a lot in the IPL and
so many tours over the years,” Kohli
said.

“So, although they had a stronger
side (with Steve Smith and David
Warner back) than last time, we
thought if we play good enough, we
can beat this team. The only thing we
needed to be wary of was our body
language and intent because that’s
Australia’s strongest point.

“All the teams in the world are
skilled but these guys play with the
intent of making things happen every
over you play against them. So you
can’t take your foot off the pedal at all,
that’s what we’ve done in the last two
games. The partnerships that I men-
tioned today, even the singles were
taken with intent,” said Kohli.

India raced to victory in the
series-deciding third ODI against
Australia, courtesy fine knocks from
Kohli himself and Rohit Sharma.
They both could not stay till the end
but the finishing touches were provid-
ed by Shreays Iyer, who remained
unbeaten on 44. And the skipper
was all praise for Iyer.

“I don’t think he’s (Iyer) going to
have any issues anymore because he
really went after their best bowlers and
got the results. It took pressure off of
me as well not having to take risks and
the other guy striking at 140-145. I
think it was really smart  how we went
about it” Kohli added.
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Australian captain Aaron
Finch has rated his Indian

counterpart Virat Kohli as
“probably” the greatest ODI
player of all-time, while picking
Rohit Sharma in the top-five.

Rohit (119) scored his 29th
ODI hundred and Kohli made
89 off 91 balls as they shared a
match-winning stand of 137 in
the decisive third game against
Australia here on Sunday.

For Finch, what stood out
was that India overhauled the
287-run target with ease despite
opener Shikhar Dhawan not
coming out to bat due to a
shoulder injury.

“They’ve got Virat who
is probably the greatest
ODI player of all-time, and
Rohit who’d probably be in
the top five batters of all-
time. They’re excep-
tional, and the
thing with the
Indian side at the
moment is their
experienced play-
ers are getting the
job done in the
big games,” Finch
said.

“Rohit’s 100,
especially without
Shikhar there
tonight, for them to
shuffle and their
two most domi-
nant players to still
get majority of the
runs is a sign of a
really settled and real-

ly quality top-order,” said Finch.
Australia could not get the

final flourish they were looking
for, mustering only 63 runs in
the last 10 overs at the loss of five
wickets, far too many in Finch’s
view.

“In the last two games we
have had the bowlers batting for
the majority of the last few
overs. Which we saw in Rajkot
the damage that KL (Rahul)
could do in the back end because
he was a settled batter. I think
that’s an area we just missed a
couple of tricks. “Just not
having an in batter being in and
having faced 20 or 30 balls to

get us deeper and get us to
the back end,” Finch said.

He also praised
India’s death over bowl-

ing at the same time.
“But credit to India,

their death bowling in the
last few games was excep-

tional. (Mohammed)
Shami was nailing his
yorkers, (Navdeep) Saini
in the last two games
and (Jasprit) Bumrah. In
both games they were
exceptional. You can
look at where we
could have improved

but also you’ve got
to give some

credit to India,”
said Finch.
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England completed a
comprehensive win by

an innings and 53 runs on
the fifth day of the third
Test against South Africa at
St George’s Park on
Monday, taking an unbeat-
able 2-1 lead in the four-
match series.

England were held up
by a last wicket stand of 99
between Keshav Maharaj
(71) and Dane Paterson
(39 not out) and it needed
a direct-hit run-out by Sam
Curran from mid-on to
clinch the result shortly
before lunch. South Africa
were bowled out for 237.

The partnership

between Maharaj and
Paterson was easily South
Africa’s best of the match
and showed up an other-
wise poor batting perfor-
mance by the hosts.

South Africa added 135
runs in losing their last four
wickets, which seemed
unlikely when Vernon
Philander chipped a catch
to midwicket off Stuart
Broad three balls into the
day.

Mark Wood and Dom
Bess also took wickets but
England captain Joe Root
could not add to his four
wickets taken on Sunday,
conceding 56 runs in 10
overs on Monday to finish
with four for 87.
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Maharaj hit Root for

three fours and two sixes in
an over which ended with
four byes, costing 28 in
total.

Despite the late face-
saving flourish for the hosts,
it was a result which was a
triumph for England’s
youth policy, while the way
South Africa were out-
played was a devastating
blow for captain Faf du
Plessis and new coach Mark
Boucher.

Even before Monday’s
last rites there was specula-
tion about Du Plessis'
future. He has expressed his
desire to lead South Africa
in the T20 World Cup in
Australia in October and
November, by which time
he will be 36.

It seems possible that
the fourth Test in
Johannesburg from Friday
could be his last home
series in charge.

It was South Africa’s
seventh defeat in their last
eight Tests, the only excep-
tion being their win in the
first Test against England
when it seemed that radical
changes in the team man-
agement might have herald-
ed a new dawn.
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Delhi’s miserable season just got
worse as premier speedster

Ishant Sharma twisted his ankle after
another woeful outing with the bat
against defending champions
Vidarbha in a Ranji Trophy group A
encounter on Monday.

On a helpful track, former India
U-19 seamer Aditya Thakare”s career-
best 7 for 55 restricted Delhi to 163
in reply to visitors’ first innings score
of 179.

By the time, play was called off
due to bad light, Vidarbha were 35 for
no loss as the track got easier for bat-
ting.

Vidarbha now have an overall
lead of 51 but more importantly, the
pitch has eased out. With a bowler
short and the wily artist Wasim
Jaffer longing for an easy second
innings pitch, Delhi at the moment
is looking down the barrel.

And it didn’t help Delhi’s cause

that Ishant’s 15th delivery saw him
sustain a freak injury while appeal-
ing for a leg-before against rival skip-
per Fazal beaten by a fuller delivery.
The senior speedster twisted his

ankle while back pedalling and was
seen writhing in pain.

The first two sessions belonged
to Vidarbha as Delhi's youngsters
inept tchnique against incisive swing

bowling was exposed again.
IPL specialist Nitish Rana

became Thakare's fifth victim of the
innings giving a catch to skipper
Fazal.

Only keeper Anuj Rawat (37 off
101 balls) showed some stomach for
fight adding 36 for the ninth wicket

with Simarjeet Singh (23) even as
Umesh Yadav (2/45) removed all-
rounder Lalit Yadav (7) and Kunar
Bidhuri (19).
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Mumbai : Batsman-wicketkeeper
Upendra Yadav’s maiden double ton
propelled Uttar Pradesh to a mam-
moth 625/8 declared on the second
day of their Elite Group B Ranji
Trophy game against Mumbai on
Monday.

Twenty three-year-old Yadav was
the cynosure of all eyes at Wankhede
Stadium as he took a listless Mumbai
attack to the cleaners first in the com-
pany of Saurabh Kumar (44 off 47
balls; 8x4) and then with skipper
Ankit Rajpoot (32 off 63 balls; 5x4)
and Yash Dayal (41 not out).

Yadav (203 not out off 239 balls)
conjured 72 runs for the seventh
wicket with Saurabh to take the
game away from Mumbai, and then

forged a 119-run eight-wicket stand
with Rajpoot, as Uttar Pradesh took
complete control.

Adding to Mumbai’s woes, Yadav
and Dayal put up an unbroken 131-
run stand for the ninth wicket.

Yadav, who registered the high-
est score by a number 7 batsman
against Mumbai, smashed 27 fours
and one six in his 239 balls unbeat-
en knock.
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Kalyani (WB) : Senior batsman
Manoj Tiwary cracked his maiden
first class triple century to put Bengal
in the driver's seat against Hyderabad
in their Ranji Trophy Group A clash
here on Monday.

The 34-year-old, who has played
12 ODIs and 3 T20 Internationals,
was at his sublime best, smashing 30
fours and five sixes, en route to his
unbeaten 303 from 414 balls at a
strike rate of 73.19. His marathon

knock lasted 10 hours and 30 min-
utes.

His final 50 came off just 37 balls
as he got to the landmark in the
fourth ball of the final session of the
second day, gliding part-timer Buddhi
Rahul through covers boundary.
Bengal immediately declared their
first innings at 635 for seven.

Tiwary, who last played for India
in 2015, also became the only second
batsman from Bengal to hit a triple
ton — after Devang Gandhi’s 323 ver-
sus Assam at Guwahati in 1998-99
season. His previous best was 267 as
Bengal skipper against Madhya
Pradesh in a drawn encounter in
Kolkata in 2011-12 season.

After Tiwary’s sensational
innings, it was time for Bengal pace
duo of Akash Deep (3/46) and
Mukesh Kumar (2/29) to wreak
havoc as they reduced Hyderabad to
83 for five in the final session.
Hyderabad still trail Bengal by 552
runs with two days left.
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Donald Tiripano struck early
to remove Oshada Fernando

and complete an excellent second
day of the first Test for Zimbabwe
against Sri Lanka in Harare.

The 31-year-old seamer had
earlier made a handy 44 not out
batting at number eight as
Zimbabwe advanced from their
overnight 189 for two to 358 all
out.

Left-arm spinner Lasith
Embuldeniya, playing in his
sixth Test, was the stand-out
bowler with five for 114.

When bad light stopped
play for the day, Sri Lanka had
reached 42 for the loss of
Fernando who had his off stump
flattened by Tiripano's very first
delivery.

The day began with
Zimbabwe Craig Ervine well
set on 55 and looking for his
third Test century.

The 34-year-old progressed
comfortably to 85 until pace

bowler Suranga Lakmal nipped
one through his defence short-
ly before lunch.

It was the third wicket to fall
during the morning as Lakmal
also produced a full inswinger to
have Brendan Taylor leg before
for 21 and Zimbabwe captain
Sean Williams edged left-arm
spinner Embuldeniya to
Niroshan Dickwella behind the
stumps.

The left-armer spinner
removed Regis Chakabva short-
ly after lunch but Sikandar Raza
and Tiripano then both settled
in. 

Raza fell for a flighty 41,
stumped by Dickwella as he
charged at Embuldeniya, who
also bowled Jarvis.

Ndlovu was brilliantly
snapped up at short-leg by Kusal
Mendis off Lahiru Kumara.
Lakmal dismissed last man
Victor Nyauchi just after the
delayed break to finish with
three for 53, leaving Tiripano
undefeated on 44.
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